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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Till the world is an unpeopled void there will be an image in the mirror.
What need more immediately concern us, therefore, is the care of seeing
that the image shall continue various and vivid.
Henry James,' The Future of the Novel" 1

In an 1877 review of the novel Virgin Soil. Henry James asserted that
"Ivan Turgenef's heroes are never heroes in the literal sense of the word,
rather quite the reverse; their function is to be conspicuous as failures,
interesting but impotent persons who are losers at the game of life" (French
Writers 1002). Many critics have subsequently embraced this description as
befitting James's own protagonists, but the view of James's primary
characters, especially his men, as "losers at the game of life" makes them
complex but ultimately similar protagonists w ith a rather narrow range
instead of images both "various and vivid."
For some early readers, the nature of James's fiction severely limited his
characters. When several of these critics sketched the author's psychological
profile, a fa r different portrait emerged from the one later presented by
Leon Edel. The latter sees sublimated neurosis as a driving force behind
James's genius; the former, in contrast, contend that James's emotional
anxieties hobbled his vision, rendering his fiction too private to have any
universal meaning. In 1916, for example, Rebecca West asserted that the
"typical" Jamesian hero developed from the author’s own experience as an
observer during the Civil War. West's conclusion that James became a w riter
1 Literary Criticism: Essays on Literature. American Writers. English Writers.
Library of America (New York: Library Classics of the United States, 1984) 110.
Subsequent references to this volume will appear in the teat as American Writers.
1

"with the intention of proving that such as he was he had his own peculiar
worth" suggests that his literary career evolved primarily from a need for
self-justification (21). Nine years later, Van Wyck Brooks saw in James's
characters the failure and frustration of the deracinated w riter's out-of
touch life: "Magnificent pretentions, petty performances!—the fruits of an
irresponsible imagination, of a deranged sense of values, of a mind working
in the void, uncorrected by any clear consciousness of human cause and
effect" (134). in 1935, Edward Snell reinforced this notion. Unlike "old
fabulists [who] spoke for a people and used conventions based on the
conditions of common life," James communicated an intensely private vision
and "spoke only for himself" (Snell 4). These readers believed that the
protagonists conceived by such an isolated neurotic would be idiosyncratic in
the extreme; only by accident would such characters reflect the values or
ideals of their society.
While these early psychological critics saw the author trapped within his
own neuroses, other readers categorized James exclusively as a realist
concerned less w ith using fiction to heal his psychic wounds than with
communicating the textures and nuances of daily human experience.
Adopting a broader view than West's or Brooks’s, these critics nonetheless
decided that the realistic mode of the Jamesian oeuvre foreclosed any
opportunities for action that required extraordinary physical, mental, or
emotional strength. Jacques Barzun, for example, rated the works of James,
along with those of other novelists, as "aesthetic melodrama," somewhere
between tragedy and cheap melodrama (511). Arnold Kettle acknowledged
James as "a great bourgeois novelist," but added the qualification "when that
was no longer a possible thing to be" (164). As late as the 1960s, James L.

Roberts and Robert j. Reilly still agreed that realism precluded any vision of
heroism (5; 18). In The Imagination of Disaster. J. A. Ward claimed that
James's own sensitivity to the nuances of human behavior ultimately blurred
the absolute boundary separating good from evil. Consequently, "from the
early to the late fiction, the words villain' and ’hero' become increasingly
less applicable" as the characters become more human (Ward vii). For these
readers, the closer James comes to real life, the more incapable he becomes
of affirming the heroic potential of humanity. Instead of characters whose
values are too private, these critics assert that James's protagonists are too
life-like and therefore too much like ordinary people to function as heroes.
In contrast to those who find James’s protagonists too realistic, other
readers believe the same characters to be too passive or too detached from
reality. As early as 1917, Stuart P. Sherman declared that the novelist was
out of touch with the values of his times. Sherman asserted that James's
writing displayed "a positive distaste for our contemporary hero—the man
who does things. " For James, noted Sherman, "the summum bonum . . . is
not action, but a state of being--an untroubled awareness of beauty" (85).
More recently, Robert Emmet Long argued that from the beginning of
James's career, the typical Jamesian hero displayed a timid passivity toward
life. Even though Roger Lawrence, the protagonist of James's first novel,
Watch and Ward, achieves his goal, Long grants only a grudging victory
because Lawrence "conquers without being able to reach out very far to life,
to step outside of his self-enclosure." Long assures us that "[i]n later works,
James's heroes will be more strenuously tested, and their integrity will be
affirmed not so much by their success on the world's term s as by their

failure or renunciation" (Henrv lames 26). 2 In other words, these
characters will win by losing.
Sherman indicates that for the typical Jamesian protagonist, ’the art of
seeing is . . . the precondition for the act of living" (Kraft 375). "Seeing,"
however, means more than merely observing the outer world. The most
difficult challenge for any Jamesian hero is to "see truly into him self,. . .
recognize his own limits and possibilities so that he may act conscientiously
within them" (Fogel 26). By developing their ability to perceive, James's
characters often come to understand both themselves and the milieu that
surrounds them. In Arnold L. Goldsmith's opinion, this heightened
awareness distinguishes James's hero:
Like his contemporaries, London, Norris, and Dreiser, James was
interested in supermen and superwomen cast in the heroic mold, but
his heroes and heroines belong to a different club. . . . the necessary
qualifications are not muscle or aggressive willpower, but a refined
consciousness. (124)
In addition to the acute perceptiveness that is his hallmark, the Jamesian
hero often "bristles," to borrow one of James's own favorite verbs, with other
attributes. Richard Poirier has noted that the author generously endows his
favorite characters so th at they are "usually rich, more than normally
intelligent, morally superior, and socially appealing" (195). Frederick Crews
agrees that in contrast to the author's villains, clever manipulators who
2 Not everyone has disparaged the Jamesian hero's passivity. Arnold L. Goldsmith
struck a militant note when he redefined passivity not as a failure to act but as a refusal
to yield: "James insists that in a hostile universe, human dignity, courage, manliness,
and decency can be victorious. The necessary armor for this battle consists of two
essentials: stoicism and w ill power" (111),
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view society as a battlefield, James’s "true heroes" possess moral superiority,
an aesthetic sense of life, and an idiosyncratic sort of magnanimity, which
Crews defines as a belief th at others share the hero’s point of view (32-33).
These gifts further detach James's protagonists from ordinary human
experience, and readers have not been equally charmed by the heightened
sensibilities these characters demonstrate, G. H. fiantock, for example,
comments that "one senses a certain egotism -m anifested as the selfrighteousness of a particularly fastidious kind—even in James’s morally
reputable people" (177). Bantock argues that by following only their own
moral sensibilities, these characters exaggerate the importance of selfrespect.
Joining acute powers of perception with intense moral awareness
produces the "typical Jamesian protagonist,” described by Robert J. Reilly as
"an Emersonian individual who exists in an unintellectualized faith-state that
will lead him to unique moral action" (25). This "unique moral action" often
involves the rejection of obvious or assumed reward. Joseph Warren Beach
was among the first readers to note the extraordinary capacity of James's
characters "for giving up any particular gratification in favor of some fine
ideal of conduct with which it proves incompatible" (149). Examining
James’s fiction and drama from 1865-97, Leo B. Levy comments that the acts
of renunciation in these works often "defy an ordinary sense of reality" (54).
More recently, Carren tCaston has also found renunciation "the most
disturbing feature of [James's] imaginative world" because it operates as an
extreme punishment that characters inflict upon themselves and that results
in their denying themselves any opportunity for correction (ix).

Other critics, however, take a more positive view of the characters'
refusal to grasp at apparent rewards. Robert C. LeCiair notes that these acts
of renunciation neither punish nor temper, but instead enable the soul to
"live up to itself" (333). According to J. A. Ward, renunciation may offer
a means to fulfillment and freedom, in favour of which James rejects
duty. His heroes often refuse to commit themselves either to another
individual or to any specific course of action, showing a desire for a
more impersonal kind of fulfillment which renounces personal
happiness. (Imagination 48)
Ward does not, however, explain what sorts of "impersonal" fulfillment
remain once one has rejected all the normally accepted avenues of personal
happiness, commitment to other people, and duty. Goldsmith observes that
renunciation may provide a rather mercantile step in spiritual development
as characters like Christopher Newman and Lambert Strether barter
"something of price for something spiritually priceless" (116). Instead of a
demonstration or implicit ratification of commercial exchange, Manfred
Mackenzie suggests that renunciation has a more revolutionary meaning. In
MacKenzie's reading, the Jamesian hero rejects the false claims of an empty
social code, thereby affirming his own values (75).
From these studies, a typical Jamesian hero takes shape: a passive, pallid,
preternaturally sensitive soul who surrenders his heart s desire with little or
no struggle. Although numerous critics have discussed the Jamesian "hero,"
the frequent use of the words "hero" and "he" reflects the conventions of
standard American usage rather than any emphasis on James's male
characters. Instead of emphasizing James's male characters, examinations of
the Jamesian "hero" usually include considerations of heroines like Isabel

Archer, Fleda Vetch, Milly Theale, and Maggie Verver. Theodore L. Gross’s
The Heroic Ideal in American Literature offers a case in point: The seven
central pages of Gross's 12-page chapter on the Emersonian hero in James
focus on Isabel Archer. The remaining five pages discuss four male figures,
including Christopher Newman and Lambert Strether. In the section on The
Ambassadors. Lambert Strether must share space with Mrs. Newsome, a
formidable character who does not appear in the novel.
This is not to say that critics have totally ignored James's individual male
characters. The MLA Bibliographies from 1983 through 1987 list ten articles
on Lambert Strether, three on Hyacinth Robinson, and three on Christopher
Newman. In contrast, th at same period also witnessed the appearance of
four dissertations on James's female characters.3 In the past fifteen years
alone, no few er than four full-length studies have examined James's female
characters, and as recently as 1989, Alfred Habegger's Henrv lames and the
"Woman Business'1considered how James's attem pts to liberate himself from
his fath er’s influence affected the novelist's attitude toward women,
women's writing, and women's issues.4
Increased interest in and response to feminist criticism probably account
for the swell of interest in James's women, a collection of complex and
exciting female characters. Critics have not fastened solely upon James's

3 James F, Vickery's "The Fonts of Henry James," Susan Elizabeth Gunter’s "The
Influence o f Turgenev's Heroines on Henry James's Women," and Anne Christine
Coon's "Widows, Spinsters, and Lovers: The Controlling Female Figure in the Fiction of
Henry James" all appeared in a single year, 1986.
4 See Edward K. Wagenknecht's Eve and Henrv Tames (1978). Elizabeth Allen's A
Woman's Place in the Novels of Henrv Tames (1984), Virginia C. Fowler’s Henrv Tames's
American Girl (1984), and Susan Carlson's Women of Grace (1985).

women. His juvenile characters too have merited at least one comprehensive
study, Muriel G. Shine s The Fictional Children of Henrv lames . To date,
however, attem pts to concentrate on James's men have focused narrowly on
businessmen or artists. In "Henry James and the Business Hero," a chapter of
his 1964 study American Social Fiction: Tames to Cozzens. Michael Mitigate
negatively assesses James's major businessmen. Blair G. Kenney's "Henry
James's Businessman" offers a brief discussion of major and minor
commercial figures in James’s novels. In "The Imagistic Evolution of James's
Businessman, “Evelyn J. Hinz considers the development of this character
type from Christopher Newman to Abel Gaw. The artist-hero has received
more attention, but these studies like those of James's businessmen, focus on
a single facet of the character.5

a

1989 dissertation by William Horace Dodd,

"The Classical American Hero and Women: Studies in Repression" does
consider James's male protagonists, but Dodd also discusses the American
hero in the works of Cooper, Hawthorne, Melville, and Twain as he focuses
on the treatm ent of female characters by these male protagonists.
Perhaps no one has examined James's male figures collectively because
critics have regarded them in passing with various degrees of hostility or
indifference. In 1934, for instance, Edmund Wilson dismissed James's men
5 See Brooke K. Horvath's "The Life of Art, the Art of Life": The Ascetic Aesthetics of
Defeat in James's Stories of Writers and Artists" and Helen Horne’s Basic Ideas of
Tames's Aesthetics as Expressed in the Short Stories Concerning Artists and Writers.
Ernest Ross Labrie's "Sirens of Life and Art in Henry James" includes a discussion of
The Tragic Muse as well as of shorter works. Harriet Rose's 1973 dissertation, "The
First-Person Narrator as Artist in the Works of Charles Brockden Brown, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, and Henry James," discusses James's artists as American artists who fail.
Ronald L. Lycette's "Perceptual Touchstones for the Jamesian Artist-Hero" briefly
considers the character of the artist-hero. Maurice Beebe offers a more extensive view
in Ivorv Towers and Sacred Founts: The Artist as Hero in Fiction from Goethe to Joyce:
Beebe includes Graham Fielder of James's final, unfinished novel. The Ivorv Tower.

as "not precisely neurotic; b u t . . . the masculine counterpart of his women.
They have a way of missing out on emotional experience, either through
timidity or caution or through heroic renunciation" (393). Constance Rourke
claimed that, with a few notable exceptions, "the most significant of James’s
characters are women" (241). Although Quentin Anderson observed that
James consistently believed in literature as the medium for the preservation
and transmission "of the noblest qualities of life ,. . . of courage, of justice, of
charity, of personal honor, of that without which these things stagnate, the
generous imagination," Anderson found James’s women more fascinating
objects of interest than his men. He sweepingly credited James’s women
with possessing "greater moral grandeur than m en,. . . a greater capacity for
moral obloquy, and . . . a fuller emotional range" (4,125). In the preface to
Eve and Henry lames, his own collection of character sketches, Edward K.
Wagenknecht explained that he had chosen to concentrate on James's women
because of "the fairly general impression which prevails to the effect that,
with few exceptions, James’s female characters are more interesting than the
male" (ix).
The impression cited by Wagenknecht is reinforced by the image of the
previously defined Jamesian hero. The limitations imposed by the attem pt
to define a generic Jamesian male protagonist create a kind of self-fulfilling
prophecy. Thus when J. A. Ward designates "Rowland Mallet, Frederick
Winterbourne, George Stransom, and Lambert Strether” as James's heroic
type, Ward disregards significant differences among these characters and
also ignores other major male characters like Roderick Hudson or Basil
Ransom, who do not fit the established pattern (Search 68).
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Both the dynamic quality of James's literary career and the extraordinary
range of James's women suggest, however, that such a reductive approach
toward his male protagonists may be unwarranted. In the course of his
career, the form of James's fiction changed so significantly that as Michael
Egan has asserted, no matter what shape one imposes on James's career, "one
is dealing with a whole series of novelists rather than with a single author"
(15). As early as 1878, James himself reported to his brother William "a
constant impulse to try experiments in form" (qtd. in Isle 4). Walter Isle's
Experiments in Form. Lyall H. Powers' Henrv lames and the Naturalist
Movement, and Sergio Perosa's Henrv lames and the Experimental Novel all
attest to James's conscious transformation of the content and structure of his
novels between 1880 and 1901. James M. Cox has asserted that James
resisted even the label of American or British writer, seeking "instead to be
an artist freed from nationality into the form and spirit of art" (497).
James's own view of his work changed throughout his career. Critical
perspectives of his work have also altered as readers have discerned
substantive elements of romance and tragedy below the polished realism for
which James was initially celebrated. As early as 1885, Henry Blake Fuller
acknowledged that James "dealltl, ultimately, in realities, . . . true enough,"
but because Fuller believed that "a realism made up of select actualities is
pretty apt to come out idealistically in the end," he implied that James's
work also possessed a romantic aspect (161 ).6 In the 1950s, R. W. B. Lewis's
The American Adam and Richard Chase's The American Novel and Its
Tradition initiated serious consideration of American Romanticism. These
6 Although written in 1885, Fuller's essay remained unpublished until 1957.
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studies included James the realist among the American Romantics.
Dismissing the notion that James was a realist, Parker Tyler charged that his
novels "lack . . . that core of truth . . . associated with the idea of the novel as
a representation of actual society"; at the same time Tyler isolated James's
"very special reconstitution of the literary romance" from the mainstream of
American Romanticism described by Lewis and Chase (129). Other critics,
however, have chosen to follow the suggestions of Lewis and Chase and have
consequently provided extensive analyses of romantic elements in James.
Joel Porte, for example, included James in his 1969 discussion, The Romance
in America. In lames and Conrad. Elsa Nettels offered a detailed comparison
of romance in the works of both authors.
Another group of readers has detected a tragic cast in the Jamesian
oeuvre. They find support for such a tone in James's own 1877 comment—
“I suspect it is the tragedies in life that arrest my attention more than the
other things and say more to my imagination"—and in the remarks of
James's amanuensis, Theodora Bosanquet, who claimed that her employer
found the world "a place of torment, where creatures of prey perpetually
thrust their claws into the quivering flesh of the doomed, defenseless
children of light" (Letters 2: 105; qtd. in Brooks, Melodramatic 5). Behind the
comic masks of James's work, Constance Rourke, for instance, espied "a kind
of traeedie Americaine. which was in large part a tragedy of manners" (256).
Forty years later, Frederick C. Crews echoed Rourke when he chose to title
his own study of late James The Tragedy of Manners.
No sooner did critics detect this tragic vein than they attempted to define
it. In 1937, Yvor Winters compared James’s work with traditional tragedy,
in which the understanding and will of the individual strive but fail to rise
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above destiny and chance. In Winters's view, the heroes of a Jamesian
fiction strive and fail, but in their failure, they achieve a form of victory, as
they comprehend the meaning of their struggle and the reasons behind their
loss (307). In 1971, Kristin Lauer raised the stakes by declaring that the
mixture of tragic and romantic in James allowed him to avoid stylized tragic
action while developing "a tragic hero with all the stature and pathos of a
mythic figure" (108). More recently, Jeannette King has noted that James
presents "both familiar and new versions of the tragic experience, so that the
reader is forced to ask which relates most convincingly to his own
experience. On the one hand, there is the traditional tragic ending—the
hero's death—and on the other the modern unfinished1ending—life goes on"
{47). For King, Jamesian tragedy emerges from the tension between realism
and traditional tragedy rather than from the synthesis of those conflicts into
a "new" form of tragedy.
Just as James experimented consistently with the form of his fiction, so
too, he peopled his work w ith a striking range of female characters from
naive Daisy Miller to clever Kate Croy. Among his male protagonists, figures
like Roderick Hudson, Christopher Newman, Basil Ransom, and Lambert
Strether also present a varied cast. Although the novels in which these
characters appear contain significant female characters, male protagonists
dominate Roderick Hudson. The American, and The Ambassadors. The focus
of The Bostonians is split between Basil Ransom and Olive Chancellor. The
42-chapter novel shifts from Boston to New York, from Chancellor to Ransom
between Chapters 20 and 21, with the second, longer section of the novel
emphasizing Ransom's trium phant pursuit of Verena Tarrant. These male
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characters share American origins, but each stands in a different relationship
both to his fictional world and to the reading public.
The scale of modes presented by Northrop Frye in the first essay of
Anatomy of Criticism offers a useful standard for consideration of these four
male characters. Frye's scale considers the character not in term s of his
intrinsic nobility or self-awareness but in term s of his relationship to his
audience.7 On the two highest levels, the hero is superior to other people
and to his environment. The hero who is superior in kind is not really
human but divine; the type of literature that Frye associates w ith this
character is mythology. On the second-highest level, which Frye reserves for
romance, the hero is superior in degree to other humans and to the
environment. Although this character is human, his deeds are extravagant.
In addition, he dominates his environment and has the power to alter or
ignore its rules. On the middle two levels of the scale, Frye's hero more
closely approaches normal humanity. The hero of the third level is Frye's
version of the Aristotelian hero; superior to his fellow humans, this character
nonetheless is subject to the social code and the natural law. Frye describes
the works in which this hero appears as high mimetic. The hero of Frye's
low mimetic mode, in contrast, is neither superior nor inferior to his fellow
human beings; he is our equal. Here Frye locates comedy and realistic
fiction. Here too he notes the difficulty of using the word "hero" to describe
what is essentially an ordinary person. On the lowest level of the scale, Frye
places the heroes of the ironic mode, those characters who are inferior to the
audience. Although Frye's scale moves from the highest to the lowest range
of powers, he asserts that this apparently linear descent is really a cyclical
7 Frye 33-34 provides a more complete description of these classifications.
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movement because "[ilrony descends from the low mimetic; it begins in
realism and dispassionate observation. But as it does so, it moves steadily
towards myth, and dim outlines of sacrificial ritual and dying gods being to
reappear in it. Our five modes evidently go around in a circle" (42).
As Frye himself notes when he moves from romantic to high mimetic
mode, his scale reflects but does not resolve the difficulty of defining the
term "hero." His mythic, romantic, and high mimetic heroes all resemble the
three earliest uses presented in the OED ("Hero"). In the ancient world, the
word denoted a superhuman being either himself immortal or favored by
the gods; these incarnations resemble the heroes of Frye’s mythic and
romantic modes. By the seventeenth century, however, the idea of the hero
as superhuman was being supplemented by the concept of a completely
human hero, a brave and magnaminous figure admired for his achievement
and noble character. The term was also being used to designate the literary
protagonist. As C. Hugh Holman has noted, this hero's central position does
not guarantee his moral superiority (211). Although his view might also be
applied to many earlier heroes, Wayne Booth has asserted that since the
nineteenth century, sympathy for the hero has replaced admiration: "The
Victorian hero often enough won our sympathies because his heart was in
the right place. Many modern heroes win our allegiance because their
aesthetic sensibilities will not be denied, or because they live life to the hilt,
or simply because they are victims of their surroundings" (132). Booth's
final remark on the hero as victim evokes the image of Frye s ironic hero,
who also resembles Holman s anti-hero. "iGlraceless, inept, sometimes stupid,
sometimes dishonest," this protagonist displays a character totally unlike
those of the earlier heroes (Holman 27). With one exception, the word ‘hero’'
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is employed in this study not only to identify the protagonist of the novel
under consideration but also to designate that protagonist as a character who
possesses admirable qualities. The single exception is Basil Ransom.
Ransom’s position as protagonist is more ambiguous than Hudson’s,
Newman's, or Strether’s, yet he more closely represents the hero of popular
romance. When applied to Ransom, therefore, the term becomes more
limited.
Authors live in society; their heroes exist in a specific context. The
significance of the hero depends not only on his own qualities but also on the
literary mode in which he functions and on the way in which the reading
audience perceives him Frye’s scale of modes provides a comprehensive,
coherent way of examining the hero and the work that he inhabits and is
thus a useful starting point. The scale, however, also has a rather arbitrary,
fixed quality; it makes little allowance for the readers’ changing frame of
reference or for the w riter's own perceptions. Each chapter of this study
therefore employs at least one additional critical frame.
To measure James’s male protagonists against Frye's standard is to rely
solely on similarity, to frame the hero and the work against others to which
they bear some likeness. The relation of a character and a work to those
that precede it must take into account not only similarity but also difference;
absolute identity would result in nothing but endless repetition. Novelty has
grown increasingly important as serious writers since the Romantics have
attem pted not only to produce literature but also to make it "new" or
"original.” Following the suggestion of John Carlos Rowe's discussion of
James and Trollope in The Theoretical Dimensions of Henrv lames, therefore,
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the second chapter considers how the character of Roderick Hudson reflects
his creator's effort to resolve "anxiety of influence."
ju st as James reworked the figure of the hero, so too did he manipulate
the background against which that figure appeared, often through a twisting
or, to borrow a term from Thomas Kent, a de-formation of the modes
employed. Consequently, Chapters 3, 4, and 5 consider how this de-forming
and blending of modes clarify or obscure our perceptions of James's male
figures. In assessing the character of Christopher Newman, Chapter 3
employs the topoi of melodrama delineated by Peter Brooks's The
Melodramatic Imagination. Discussion of Basil Ransom's role in The
Bostonians in Chapter 4 relies heavily on reader-response theories presented
by Peter J. Rabinowitz in Before Reading. Chapter 5 offers an archetypal
reading of Lambert Strether’s role in The Ambassadors. The conclusion
provides not a definition of a "typical,1’ static Jamesian hero, but an overview
of the dynamic development of the American hero as he appears in these
major works th at span James's career.

CHAPTER 2
(W)ringing out the Old: Roderick Hudson, the Rejected Hero
It is indeed by an author’s second work that we can best measure his worth.
It takes of course a clever book or a happy book to give him a right to
address the public a second time; but it takes a really good book to prove that
he had a right originally to address it, to make us believe that he had
actually something to say and that his talent is a gift and not a loan.
Henry James, Review of Anne Mon cure Crane's Opportunity: A Novell

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the hero seemed an endangered
species in both literature and life. In France, the defeat of Napoleon at
Waterloo triggered “a disillusioned awareness of the limitations of heroism";
the subsequent downfall of "Napoleon the Little" intensified the
disenchantment (Torrance 232). Across the Channel in Great Britain, neither
the glow of Wellington’s great victory nor the fires of imperial expansion
could warm a climate either indifferent or hostile to the heroic vision. This,"
scolded Thomas Carlyle in 1840, "is an age t h a t . . . denies the existence of
great men, denies the desirableness of great men" (12). In On Heroes. HeroWorship and the Heroic in History. Carlyle castigated his countrymen for
their shortsightedness: "The sincere alone can recognize sincerity. Not a
Hero only is needed, but a world fit for him; a world not of Valets" (216).
Thirty years after Carlyle’s lament, George Eliot concluded Middlemarch with
a passage mourning the disappearance of the milieu for heroic action (811).
In such an atmosphere, Henry James began his literary career. His first
novel, Watch and Ward, appeared in serialized form in 1871, the year of
Eliot s lament. Instead of poetry or drama, James chose to work with prose
fiction, a genre that stimulated interest in the middle class and diminished

1 Literary Criticism: Essays on Literature. American Writers. English ffriters.
Library of America (New York: Library Classics of the United States, 1984) 5%
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the stature of that traditional breeding-ground of heroic ideals, the
aristocracy. Then and now, many readers would agree with Jacques fiarzun
that 'most of (James's] novels and tales deal w ith middling people pursuing
the simplest objects of human concern—love and money" (509). Many,
perhaps most, of James's characters answer to this description, but such an
assessment ignores the beginning of James's career. The extraordinary
talent of Roderick Hudson, the title character of James's first significant
novel, makes him far from "middling." Hudson is an active figure whose
obsession with art is far from simple.
Although the novel bears his name, Hudson s status as hero has been in
question since 1909, when the revised novel appeared in the New York
Edition.2 In his Preface to the revision, James's initial declaration that "Itlhe
very claim of the fable is naturally that [Roderick] is special, that his great
gift makes and keeps him highly exceptional" leads us to predict th at
Roderick Hudson will probably function in the mode of Northrop Frye's ’high
mimetic" hero, "superior in degree to other men but not to his natural
environment, [with] authority, passions, and powers of expressions far
greater than ours, b u t . . . subject both to social criticism and to the order of
nature" (Art 12; Frye 33-34). Hudson's talent renders his powers of
expression clearly superior to those of the other characters as well as to

2 The New York Edition of Roderick Hudson was James's fourth and final version of the
novel, which was first published as a 12-part serial in the Atlantic Monthly. January
through December 1875. This study employs the first American book edition, reprinted
for the Library of America. This edition appeared one month before publication of the
final serial chapter; in this version the last, longest chapter was divided, bringing the
total number of chapters to 13. The first English edition, described by James as
"minutely revised," was published by Macmillan in 1879. The first number of each
citation refers to the chapter, the second to the page.
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those of the average reader.

He attacks his work with extraordinary zest

and inspires intense loyalties. At the same time, however, like Frye's
archetype, Hudson must function within the constraints of an existing
society. For example, much as he would like to prevent Christina Light's
marriage, he lacks the power to do so. Although the storm in which he
perishes may be construed as an external emblem of his internal turmoil,
Hudson does not summon it. He proves as incapable of controlling nature as
he is of mastering his own passions.
Even as James labels Roderick Hudson "the fictive hero,” who provides "an
eminent instance . . . of our own conscious kind," the novelist undercuts his
declaration by locating "[tjhe centre of interest throughout Roderick’ . . . in
Rowland Mallet s consciousness, and the drama is the very drama of that
consciousness" (Art 12, 16). Following the author-as-critic's lead, modern
readers James W. Tuttleton and John Scherting have subsequently agreed
that Rowland Mallet, rather than Roderick Hudson, supplies the main interest
in the tale. Richard Poirier diminishes Hudson s role further by insisting that
"Roderick remains a mystery to himself and to us even at the end. He does
not, therefore, remain insignificant, but his significance is a result of his
stimulating the drama of Rowland s consciousness" (26; emphasis added). In
other words, for these readers as well as for the older James, neither
Hudson s story nor his character possesses any intrinsic interest; on the
contrary, Hudson functions merely as a catalyst to Rowland Mallet's
awareness.
The point of view through which the novel unfolds complicates our
perception of the young sculptor: we seldom have a vision of him that is not
mediated by the consciousness of Rowland Mallet. Since we can only
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understand Hudson insofar as Mallet understands him, the point of view
contributes to the "mystery" of which Poirier complains. One of the earliest
Jamesian critics, Joseph Warren Beach cites "the unhappy choice of an
interpreter" as the "main reason for the failure of the book” (196). Except
for Peter J. Conn, who believes the novel indicts Mallet s reliability, critics
have generally found him a trustworthy narrator (Conn 75). Tuttleton, for
instance, stresses Mallet s neutrality (56). Such an emphasis exaggerates
Mallet’s virtue because Mallet is not a disinterested observer. Aware of his
own lack of talent, Mallet wishes to be Hudson s mentor. The young
sculptor’s collapse frustrates this desire. In addition, Mallet is Hudson s
unsuccessful covert rival for the affections of Mary Garland. When we read
the novel for the first time, we become progressively aware of Mallet’s
disappointment, and the knowledge of that disappointment colors our
subsequent readings.
Despite the difficulties posed by the point of view, for earlier readers—
and for James himself at the start of his career—Roderick Hudson played a
more central role than the author later granted him. Describing his work in
progress to William Dean Howells in May 1874, James promised "some tall
writing" as well as ‘[pjarticulars, including name, (which however I*m
inclined to have simply that of the hero), on a future occasion" (Letters 1:
444). Because no evidence exists that James ever contemplated Rowland
Mallet as a title, it seems likely that he originally saw Hudson as the hero.3
Most early reviewers also found Roderick the primary interest. The Atlantic

3 Evidence of rejected titles does exist for other novels, such as The Bostonians.
which was initially titled Verena.
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Monthly reviewer dismissed Rowland Mallet as “needlessly monotonous"
while characterizing the novel itself as "the history of a developing genius"
(237, 238).

Describing the work as "a novel of character," The North

American Review critic classified Mallet solely as "the hero's friend and
patron" while assuring readers that this patron "is not meant for the hero,
and like him as we must, we cannot concentrate our sympathies on the
second fiddle" (420-21), The w riter for the Athenaeum expressed the view
that James would come to, a view of the novel as an incident in the history of
Rowland Mallet, complained that "the chief personage comes in, as it were,
incidentally" (13), 4
Not all critics who focused on Roderick Hudson found him equally
convincing. Although the Atlantic reviewer praised the title character as
"the most abundantly vigorous creature Mr. James has y et introduced to us,"
the w riter for the North American Review called Hudson "the great failure of
the book" because the author merely asserted the character's charm while
dramatizing his egotism (421). Scribner's critic felt the failure lay in more
than the character himself:
The main interest is certainly remote from the ordinary scope of
most readers' cares and hope and susceptibilities. A tremendous
young genius in sculpture is thrown on our hands, and we are
tacitly required to feel a sufficient suspense respecting the
success or failure of his artistic development, to carry us through
some four hundred and eighty ample pages. (589)
Here the reviewer complains because instead of presenting 'middling people
4 The review from The Athenaeum cited here considers the first English edition of
the novel, but the comments are equally appropriate to the earlier version.
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pursuing the simplest objects," James has attempted to present an
extraordinary character. This disenchantment has persisted into the
twentieth century. Modern critics Oscar Cargill and Robert Emmet Long
echo the complaints of earlier readers. Conceding Hudson’s artistic
temperament, Cargill argues nevertheless, in the tenor of the Scribner's
reviewer, that ”[t]he mind of a romantic artist, divided between sex and art,
is not a rewarding area of study” (29). Long, in contrast, has been put off
less by Hudson's rarefied nature than by James’s failure to make the
character real. In 1976 Long disparaged Hudson as "a stick "; by 1979,
however, the critic had tem pered his original judgment. While he continues
to find the young sculptor ’’too stiff,” he nevertheless describes him as the
"passionate male character" of the novel, a designation that suggests greater
dimension than a mere ‘stick" ( 'lames's Roderick Hudson" 326; Great
Succession 32).
In the same Preface that downgrades Roderick Hudson’s status as hero,
James claims that difficulties in the novel lie not in the conception of the
character, but in the speed with which that character self-destructs (Art
12). The problem of Hudson's character, however, involves more than the
incredible celerity of his decline. Creating a believable artistic genius would
present challenge enough for most apprentice novelists. James imposes a
crushing additional burden. After embedding Hudson in a web of heroic
images and allusions that fixes him securely in the history of European
letters ranging from classical Greece to pre-revolutionary France, the
novelist has his character attem pt various roles that read like a catalogue of
nineteenth-century European heroic types.
From the beginning of his history, Roderick Hudson is compared directly
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and indirectly with figures from classical mythology, the age of chivalry, the
Renaissance, and the Enlightenment. Hudson s first statue, Thirst, reminds
Rowland Mallet of "some beautiful youth of ancient fable—Hylas or
Narcissus, Paris or Endymion" (1.179). Each of these young men perished as
the result of

d e s ire 5

Ultimately, Roderick Hudson, passionate and self-

centered, shares their fate. Initially, however, the novelist makes his
character deviate from that tradition, as if to point out that this young
sculptor is more than just another pretty face. At the outset of his career,
Hudson seems not merely touched by the gods, but actually god-like. During
Mallet's party in Rome, Singleton regards the young sculptor as if Hudson
were an Apollo, an image consonant w ith Hudson's habit of exposing his face
to the Italian sun. Rowland Mallet later echoes this evaluation.
In his conquest of Rome, Hudson is a figure not only of light and art but
also of strength. The entrance to his studio "might have served as the portal
of the Augean stables'; within the studio, Hudson "wrestled all day w ith a
mountain of clay "in a quasi-Herculean combat that also recalls the creation
of Adam in Genesis (3*230,234). During this productive period, w hen
Hudson apparently controls the talent that will shape his destiny, his
advocates respond to him with admiration and wonder, but hold him to no
moral accountability, attitudes that have been the traditional reactions of
others to the Herculean hero (Waith 145). Strength is the main quality
associated with Hercules, but his myths also involve violence, madness, and a
femme fatale. Hudson too must deal with these elements, which also later
5 A young prince loved by Hercules, Hylas was lured away by nymphs; Endymion
was granted eternal sleep that preserved h is youthful beauty; Narcissus fell in love
with h is own reflection; and Paris's desire for Helen destroyed an entire kingdom
(Grimal 219-20,145-46, 302).
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lead Rowland Mallet to compare Hudson to another classical hero, Ulysses
(8.358). Unlike Ulysses, Hudson stubbornly refuses to be tied to the mast to
avoid the siren song of Christina Light. Incorporating the four doomed
lovers, Apollo, Hercules, and Ulysses, Hudson combines their physical beauty
and prodigious energies to emerge as a superior nineteenth-century figure.
James does not connect Hudson solely to the past of classical mythology;
the novelist also invokes the age of chivalry. Embarking upon his Roman
career, the sculptor is compared to a knight who is "terribly restless u n til. . .
he had taken up the glove and set his lance in rest" (3.325). Hudson is eager
to do battle on the field of art; the images of chivalry presented in the novel,
in contrast, suggest the collapse of the ideal.

Hudson’s name links him with

the title character of Sir Walter Scott's "The Vision of Don Roderick," a figure
who "faills] the Christian cause in its most critical hour" (Veeder 120). The
tale Hudson reads in Frascati is Orlando Furioso. which depicts not knightly
glory but defeat (6.314).

Furthermore, as Long has noted, the only true

knight in the novel, the waxen Cavaliere, represents "knighthood in ruins"
rather than chivalry in flower ("James's Roderick Hudson" 321-22). In
calling attention to the decay of this once heroic model, James may be
commenting on the contemporary loss of commitment to an ideal as well as
asserting the need for a new standard, one that the young novelist is
prepared to supply.
The chivalric ideal requires devotion to a cause beyond the self. Hudson
as artist-knight upholds the cause of truth, but a truth expressed through art
rather than through religion. In associating the sculptor with Faust and
Hamlet, two of the most compelling characters of Renaissance literature,
James has Hudson direct his attention inward to satisfy his own thirst.
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When Hudson comments that Christina's poodle "may be a grotesque
phantom, like the black dog in Faust," Mallet hopes that its mistress has
"nothing in common w ith Mephistopheles" (3.229). While Christina does
provide his primary distraction, her role as Roderick Hud son’s idealized
female beauty makes her more like Christopher Marlowe's Helen of Troy
than like the diabolical tempter. Hudson's attraction to Christina contains
the same ambivalence as Faust s to Helen. On one hand, Faust's passion
represents a desire "symbolic of the Renaissance obsessions with beauty in
its purest, most attractive, and most human form"; on the other, by
embracing Helen's phantom to seal his damnation, Faust grossly violates the
order of the universe (Thorslev 85). Although Christina functions for Hudson
as "beauty in its purest, most attractive, and most human form," Hudson's
planned elopement violates existing moral standards and leads to his death.
Mallet also finds parallels between Hudson and another Elizabethan
investigator, Hamlet. Analyzing his protege's hunger for experience, Mallet
notes th at "in half an hour the novelty had faded, he had guessed the secret,
he had plucked out the heart of the mystery and was clamoring for a keener
sensation" (3.225). When he flouts proper etiquette to sit beside Christina at
an entertainment, Hudson reminds his patron of "Hamlet at Ophelia's feet"
(5-295). Like Hamlet, Hudson wishes to reveal the truth he perceives to
others who are unable or unwilling to see beyond the ordinary. Like
Hamlet, Hudson overreaches, appropriating for himself a task reserved for
higher powers. Hamlet wants perfect justice; Hudson aspires to ideal beauty.
Like Hamlet's, the young sculptor s struggle ends in disaster.
These references to Hamlet and Faust, like the earlier ones to classical
myth and chivalric traditions, arise primarily from Rowland Mallet s
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thoughts; consequently, these allusions reflect Mallet s view of life even as
they offer a historical heroic context in which Roderick Hudson’s character
can develop. The most intriguing counterpart does not develop through
Mallet but through James. Following Hudson s spree in Baden-Baden, the
two friends converse about free will and determinism "on the little island in
the shooting Rhone, where jean-Jacques has a monument" (4.258). For Long,
this reference to Rousseau "underscores Roderick s allegiances as a romantic
artist," but the parallels between Rousseau and Hudson are even more
pervasive ("James’s Roderick Hudson" 324).&
Hudson and Rousseau share a slight physical resemblance. In "The Hero
as Man of Letters," Carlyle notes the "high but narrow contracted intensity"
in the reformer's face: "bony brows; deep strait-set eyes, in which there is
something bewildered-looking,—bewildered, peering with lynx-eagerness . . .
the face of w hat is called a Fanatic,—a sadlv contracted Hero!" (185).
Similarly, Mallet s first impression of Hudson is of "an excessive want of
breadth. The forehead, though it was high and rounded, was narrow; the jaw
and the shoulders were narrow; and the result was an air of insufficient
physical substance" (1.181). The physical slightness of the two men reflects
6 James became aware of Rousseau in his adolescence when some of his Albany
relatives introduced him to “the chronioue calante of the eighteenth century" and
produced “for our vague benefit of a literary classic, the Confessions, as he called our
attention to them, of the celebrated 'Rosseau' [sic],. . , a work that seemed so to promise”
(Autobiography 104). James’s brief career at Harvard Law School subsequently
demonstrated that the Confessions had made a strong impression: he speaks of a
disastrous attempt at a moot-court argument as "my having stood forth before an
audience with a fiddle and bow and trusted myself to rub them together desperately
enough (after the fashion of Rousseau in a passage of the Confessions.) to make some
appearance of music" (Autobiography 438).
Adeline Tintner has noted that in the New York Edition, James expanded this
reference to Rousseau, presumably in order to emphasize the parallel between
Rousseau and Roderick Hudson (Book fforld 97).
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their spiritual infirmity, specifically, the egotism that limits their heroic
potential.
Hudson and Rousseau are linked not only by appearance but also by their
fascination with destructive and demanding women. Rousseau confessed the
attraction such women held for him when he wrote: "Etre aux eenoux d'une
mditresse imo6rieuse. obeir a ses ordres. avoir des pardons £ lui demander.
etaient pour moi de tr&s douces jouissances" (qtd. in Praz, Aeonv 289).
Hudson too derives satisfaction from obeying the whims of Christina Light.
Even though her capriciousness has been a factor in his artistic collapse, he
cannot resist the temptation of an Interlaken rendezvous (13.493).
Most significantly, both Rousseau and Hudson reject the culture to which
they are heirs. Defining Rousseau as a democrat in both theory and taste,
Bertrand Russell notes his contempt of convention, "first in dress and
m anners,. . . then in art and love, and at last over the whole sphere of
traditional morals" (676). Roderick Hudson’s conduct throughout the novel
mirrors a similar democratic contempt. He first appears to be an eccentric.
His sartorial style mixes an ill-fitted and crumpled white linen suit, bright
blue cravat, gaudy tie-ring, and exotic sombrero (1.182). In Europe, Hudson
dresses more stylishly but behaves boorishly; it is almost as if the more rigid
the tradition he encounters, the more vigorously he reacts against it. In a
manner that Rousseau would have applauded, the young expatriate soon
displays "too adventurous a spirit to be successfully tamed" coupled with
"the airs of a spoiled celebrity." Rowland Mallet takes his own Rousseauvian
tack by praising the young sculptor’s "undiluted naturalness" (3.233). As his
disdain for social conventions expands, Hudson sneers at his mother's New
England Calvinism and renounces his family as meaning "no more to me than
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a Bible text means to an atheist" (10.400). Finally, according to Carlyle,
Rousseau descended into an obsessive madness: "his Ideas possessed him
like demons; hurried him so about, drove him over steep places!—" (185).
This is a particularly felicitous description when it is compared with
Roderick Hudson s end. Like Rousseau, Hudson becomes the victim of his
passions rather than their master.
By incorporating references to Rousseau, James adds the revolutionary
spirit of the eighteenth century to the golden age of classicism, the decayed
tradition of chivalry, and the fatally questing imagination of the Renaissance.
All these heroic traditions have preceded the creation of James's character.
As Hudson's tale unfolds, the character also actively undertakes the roles of
several nineteenth-century heroic archetypes: child of nature, artist-hero,
and Byronic rebel.
Initially, the naive but aspiring young sculptor of Northampton,
Massachusetts, resembles the child of nature, a creature of humble, often
obscure, origins who usually spends his formative years "in some relatively
wild and uncultivated place" (Thorslev 30). Although neither obscure nor
mysterious, Hudson's origins are exotic, joining as they do the profligate
romanticism of his deceased Southern father and the prim Puritanism of his
New England mother. Hudson has, in addition, spent most of his youth in
what passes for a cultural wilderness, the New England village of
Northampton, that "perfectly humane community which was yet all
incapable of providing for [ art 1" (James, AH 8).
During his residence in Northampton, Roderick demonstrates the
characteristic spontaneity of the child of nature, who is "ebullient, even
aggressive" in his approach to the world and relies on emotion and intuition
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rather than on reason; "in love Ihe is] always unreasoning and romantic"
(Thorsiev 30).

In a thoughtful burst of natural generosity, for example,

Hudson surprises Cecilia with the statue she has previously admired in his
studio. Impulsively, he demolishes his bust of Barnaby Striker. Prior to his
departure for Europe, the young sculptor proposes to Mary Garland on a
whim: "I felt an extraordinary desire to tell some woman that I adored her"
(2.220). In Rome, his romance with Christina Light occurs with equal speed.
Intuitive and impulsive, the child of nature feels a closeness to the
natural world, especially in its wilder forms. In both America and Europe,
Roderick spends many hours out of doors, in the meadow at Northampton,
where he "had passed many a summer afternoon," in the Villa Ludovisi, by
the shore of Lake Como, and finally in the rugged splendor of the Alps
(2.214). During such moments, the sculptor's characteristic posture brings
him into close contact with the earth, whether he is "lying at his length on
the grass and gazing at the blue undulations of the horizon" in New England
or "flinging himself on the never-trodden moss" of a deserted Alpine
mountaintop (2.214; 12.474), In his purest form, the child of nature enjoys
such harmony with his world that he possesses no heroic aspirations.
Hudson s discontent w ith Northampton, his desire for experience, and his
talent lend him a complexity that distinguishes him from the simple
prototype.
Removing the younger man from the relatively primitive society of
Northampton, Rowland Mallet s patronage introduces Hudson to a new order
of sophistication. Transported to Europe, the young sculptor immerses
himself in all things European. His initial transformation is almost
simultaneous with his introduction to the Old World. His first response to
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Europe is characteristically superficial: he exchanges his "provincial”
clothing for a more cosmopolitan wardrobe. When he appears in Rome, the
adornments of "a Venetian watch-chain round his neck and a magnificent
Roman intaglio on the third finger of his left hand" signal a significant shift
in his allegiance (3.223). The position of the ring suggests that he has
become wedded to Rome; the type of ring implies that Rome has actively
impressed itself upon the young man. This "marriage" is so complete that
during his second year abroad, Roderick speaks of living and dying "in the
shadow of Saint Peter ’s" and vows he "can’t think of leaving Europe for many
a day" (5.279-80).
Hudson himself senses the change that Europe has made. "Have n't 1 a
different eye," he asks, "a different expression, a different voice?" (3.223).
The answer is affirmative. Instead of a reedy young man with a highpitched voice and dark, disheveled hair, he has been transformed into a
figure of "unspotted comeliness" (3.233)- In addition to changing his
appearance, Europe offers Roderick Hudson additional heroic roles to
attempt.
No sooner has he arrived in Rome than Hudson assumes the mantle of a
Carlylean artist-hero. Because Carlyle believed words w ere more permanent
than other artists' media, his essential artist-hero takes the form of the poet,
with Dante and Shakespeare supplying the specific illustrations. With one
exception—expression in song--the characteristics of "the poet as hero" may
be applied to virtually any artist; the poet-hero is but one manifestation of
the heroic spirit, evoked by the needs of the era in which it appears (9 9 )7
7 Carlyle asserts that "the Hero can be Poet, Prophet, King, Priest, or what you will,
according to the kind of world he finds him self born into" (79). His own study
considers the various incarnations of the hero from Odin ("The Hero as Divinity") to

Like the poet-hero, Hudson focuses on the aesthetic side of the universe,
which is concerned with Beauty, or what we should love, rather than with
morality, or w hat we should do (Carlyle 81). Caring only for "perfect
beauty," Hudson aspires to reawaken the perceptions of his fellow humans:
"We stand like a race with shrunken muscles, staring helplessly at the
weights our forefathers easily lifted. But I don't hesitate to proclaim it—I
mean to lift them again!" he proclaims, "I mean to go in for big things; that's
my notion of my art. I mean to do things that will be simple and vast and
infinite" (3.243). Such adjectives might well characterize the achievement of
Carlyle’s hero, who penetrates "the sacred mystery of the universe" to
present a universal vision that "speaks to the noble, the pure and great, in all
times and places" (80, 100).
Although he does not deal in the words of the poet-hero, Hudson does
express himself in another enduring medium, stone. His fellow expatriate
artists, in contrast, work in slight, ephemeral forms. Sam Singleton uses
water-colors to depict "small landscapes" while Augusta Blanchard, who is "a
little weak in faces," paints flowers (3.237,239). Hudson s attitude contrasts
dramatically with that of Gloriani, the only other sculptor in the group.
Gloriani is presented in journeyman terms as one who "drove a very pretty
trade in sculpture of the ornamental and fantastic sort" (3.236). Instead of
producing statues like Gloriani s, Hudson yearns to create such "divine forms"
as Beauty, Wisdom, Power, Genius, and Daring as well as "Forces, and
Mysteries, and Elements of Nature" (3.243-44). Of all the artists in the novel,
Cromwell ("The Hero as King"). Although the "great man" finds expression in different
ways at different times in history, such characteristics as sincerity, lack of selfawareness, and the ability to look beyond superficialities into the truth of the universe
are common to all the figures Carlyle discusses.
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Hudson alone embraces a heroic vision.
Just as in a properly ordered world, Carlyle tells us, ordinary humans will
recognize and admire the hero, so Hudson is acknowledged by his
contemporaries (11). In Northampton, Rowland Mallet senses his talent; in
Rome, the other members of the expatriate community quickly confirm that
opinion. Singleton declares Hudson not only "the handsomest fellow in
Rome" but also the one with "the most genius" (5.290). The Cavaliere labels
him "the young Prince of the Fine Arts" (5.297). The extraordinary Christina
Light sees him as "not a common mortal"; twice she speaks of his possessing
"the sacred fire" (5.203-4; 7.335). Even the cynical Gloriani, who initially
believes that Hudson's creative fire will quickly consume itself, at last
confesses to the younger sculptor, "I told you last year that you would n't
keep it up. I was a great ass. You will!" (10.404). Gloriani is again wrong,
but even after Hudson's inspiration falters, Singleton persists in classifying
him as "the sort of man one makes one's hero of" (11.438). Such an
assessment from Mallet or Gloriani would be suspect since the former has a
vested interest in his protege’s success and the latter is upholding his
position as de facto leader of the artists" colony. The consistently admiring
opinion of a dedicated and otherwise level-headed artist like Singleton
requires us to take Hudson's talent seriously.
In addition to his power of vision, the Carlylean artist-hero possesses
instinctive human sympathy, sincerity, and intensity. Although Hudson is
notably deficient in powers of sympathy, his sincerity and intensity are
noted early in the novel. As he moves through Roman society, "most
friendly observers’"find him a "rare specimen" who is "impulsive,
spontaneous, sincere" (3.233). Viewing Hudson's Eve, Rowland Mallet
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reflects that the young sculptor seems "the beautiful image of a genius
which combined sincerity with power" (3.247). At least one modern critic
has described Hudson as "sincere, meaning that not only does he express
through his art his own personality but he eschews formulas" (Winner 103;
emphasis added).
Hudson s sense of sympathy is slight; his sincerity is noted but not
emphasized. From the beginning of his history, however, the young
sculptor's passionate intensity expresses itself in dramatic extremes.
According to Cecilia, he may "breathe flame and fury at ten o'clock in the
evening, and soft, sweet music early on the morrow" (1.185-86).

Roderick

Hudson seems alternately driven by powers of darkness and light, in one
moment telling Cecilia that "a restless fiend" drives him but shortly
thereafter casting himself as Christ as he destroys the bust of Lawyer Striker
and declares, "I have driven the money-changers out of the temple!" (1.180;
1.191). Such fits of ecstasy and despair find a counterpart in Carlyle's "great
soul" who "alternates between the highest height and the lowest depth" (25).
In the restrictive environment of Northampton, Hudson's extravagance is
confined to hyperbole. The limitless freedom of Europe offers a dangerous
opportunity to transform words into deeds. Leaving his mentor for what
will become a disastrous excursion to Baden-Baden, the sculptor seeks not
merely a vacation but "a taste of absolutely unrestricted freedom" (3.249).
This license leads to "a mountain of debts" as Hudson gambles away his last
franc (4.255). An aspect of the thirst for experience personified in his first
statue, Hudson s intensity initially resembles "the thirst for the infinite,
which animates the lines of the Romantics" (Praz, Aconv 4). He offers his art
as a defense for his adventures: "an artist can't bring his visions to maturity
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unless he has a certain experience" (6.311). Instead of ripening his vision,
however, experience has a toxic effect.
Hudson's extreme tem perament makes him incapable of compromising
his idealistic visions. This refusal, the reductio ad absurdum of the artisthero's commitment, ultimately contributes to the young sculptor’s abrupt
decline. During his second year in Rome, after completing his figure of the
listening lady, all he can discern in the work are its "fundamental vices"
(4.263). He rejects Rowland Mallet's suggestion that he continue working
while awaiting inspiration. "Production with me," he tells his friend, "must
be either pleasure or nothing" (6.317). Since he defines himself as an artist,
Hudson swears that "[tjhe end of my work shall be the end of my life," and
this is precisely what happens, for as Jeannette King has observed, "The loss
of the ability to work is living death for Roderick because it involves the
death of the faculties that give life meaning, that give sense and form to his
imagination and make him aware of the life around him" (6.316; King 156).
As his inspiration wanes and his identity as artist-hero disintegrates,
Hudson attempts to re-cast himself, this time as Byronic hero,

[wjithdrawn

from a world incapable of comprehending his anguish, passionate yet
disillusioned, gnawed by secret guilt yet pure and even childlike of heart,
and driven by tempestuous yearnings which only uninhabited nature [canj
soothe" (Torrance 208). Drained of inspiration, the once-gregarious sculptor
becomes a man of moods.

His inability to recover the vision of perfect

beauty that he feels he previously enjoyed in a sort of Wordsworthian
prenatal awareness exacerbates his brooding (7.343). Only in the presence
of Christina Light does he believe he can recover that vision. Shortly after
Christina has broken her engagement to the Prince, Mallet finds Hudson
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lying in a darkened apartm ent "on his divan in a white dressing-gown" with
a large w hite rose beneath his nose and other flowers strewn upon the floor
(10.424). Once his muse has fled, Hudson retreats into self-indulgent
posturing.
Following Hudson s exile to Florence, this bizarre behavior continues.
Mallet notes his companion s 'long silences, fits of profound lethargy, almost
of stupefaction" (11.456). When he is not absorbed in brooding, his whiteclad figure roams "like a restless ghost" indulging in occasional outbursts of
"the most fantastic cynicism" (11.463). After Singleton joins the group in its
mountain retreat, Hudson continues to keep his distance; he sits "moodily in
the outer shadow" (12.482).
In true Byronic fashion, Hudson seeks to escape his melancholy in nature,
especially in the Alps, where he displays "his passion for brooding away the
hours on far-off mountain sides" (13.503). There he "indulgelsl in long
rambles, generally alone, and [isl very fond of climbing into dizzy places
where no sound [can! overtake him" (12.474). Frustrated in love and art, the
formerly sociable young New Englander has become a self-pitying recluse.
The traditional Byronic hero is haunted by a secret guilt; Hudson s sense
of remorse is, at best, ambiguous. Although Rowland Mallet wonders if his
friend has too little conscience or too much, some readers believe he has
none at all. Elsa Nettels, for example, argues that Hudson "sheds his
misdeeds like an unwanted skin and apparently never feels guilt or remorse
or shame" (200). Near the end of the novel, however, the young sculptor
demonstrates a rudim entary awareness of how his blighted condition has
affected others. He announces to his mother, his fiancee, and his mentor that
he is beyond their help, that neither money nor help nor friendship will halt
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his decline: "The sooner you give up the idea lof trying to help! the better
for you. Give up being proud of me, too; there's nothing left of me to be
proud of! A year ago I was a mighty fine fellow; but do you know what has
become of me now? I have gone to the devil!" (11.443). Self-pity taints
these first stirrings of conscience, and subsequent conversations betray no
additional growth. Confronted with Howland Mallet's own feeling for Mary
Garland, Hudson declares himself "damnably stupid," yet he relates his
dulled awareness not to his insensitivity as a friend but to his failure as an
artist. "Isn't an artist supposed to be a man of perceptions?" he asks
(13.502). His final words—"I have been hideous! "—suggest to his listener an
"aesthetic disgust at the graceless contour of his conduct" rather than moral
anguish. Hudson does demonstrate some sensitivity concerning his failure as
a human being when he says he is "fit only to be alone," but he undermines
even this comment with the melodramatic addendum, "I am damned!"
(13.502).
Like his life, Hudson s death is remarkable. It occurs during a storm that
begins with the clouds moving into position, "as it were, for a battle" and the
air growing "portentously dark" (13.504). Hudson s friends and family wait
through an "impenetrably black" night before they venture out to seek him
(13.506). In the wake of the storm, the discovery of Hudson's corpse is
equally dramatic; "He had fallen from a great height, but he was singularly
little disfigured" (13.509).
Does the demise of so gifted a character evoke the pity, fear, and
admiration th at a tragic hero excites, or, as one critic suggests, had the
author come to a literary dead end? "What was there to do with Roderick
Hudson," Leo B. Levy wonders, "but deposit him at the bottom of a crevice?
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His moral and psychological history had approached a state of inertia" (68).
The roles that Roderick Hudson assumes suggest that the character does not
disintegrate so much as he collapses from the sheer weight of tradition
imposed by a new writer eager to make his own mark. Instead of a dead
end, perhaps Hudson's demise signals a beginning. What kills him is neither
fast living nor artistic inertia, but his creator s attem pt to overcome "anxiety
of influence."
Although Harold Bloom's "anxiety trilogy," The Anxiety of Influence. A
Mao of Misreading, and Poetry and Repression, deals specifically with the
ways in which great poets appropriate the work of their predecessors, Bloom
concedes that similar problems face any literary latecomer possessed of
"capable imagination" (Anxiety 5). The feared and admired precursor may
be not an individual at all, but rather a composite figure (Anxiety 71, 11).
The serious artist thus faces two simultaneous public and private challenges:
Not only must the artist impress an audience accustomed to other writers,
but he or she must also resolve "the terrible double bind of two great
[.peculiarly Protestant! injunctions: Be like Me* and Do not presume to be
too like Me"' (Anxiety 152).®

8 Distinguishing between lesser writers who merely idealize their forerunners and
those greater talents who are not content with this course. Bloom describes six
"revisionary ratios," stages through which writers work out their anxiety: (1)
clinamen. during which the author "swerves" from the original influence, declaring
that it proceeded correctly to a noint: (2) tessera, during which the author finishes or
corrects the original; (3) kenosis. during which the artist purges himself of the
influence and incidentally purges the influence; (4) daemonization. during which the
artist perceives the precursor in a new light, seeing not the precursor but the
daemonic force behind his work; (5) askesis. during which the artist separates himself
from his source; and (6) aooohrades. during which the artist so completely masters and
incorporates the precursor that the latter's work seems a part of the former's (Anxiety
14-16).
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In his Preface to Roderick Hudson. James specifically acknowledges the
influence of Balzac, who would, he insists, have done a better job of
describing both Northampton and Hudson’s fall: "It didn't help, alas, it only
maddened, to remember that Balzac would have known how, and would
have yet asked no additional credit for it" (Art 13). Balzac's figure may have
loomed largest in James's mind when he prepared the New York Edition
modeled on the French novelist's own collected works, but James had
reached maturity with a strong awareness of w estern literary tradition long
before he began Roderick Hudson.
James was born into a family where the figures of Thomas Carlyle and
Ralph Waldo Emerson, the two nineteenth-century British and American
thinkers who most strenuously debated the character of the hero, cast long
shadows.9 His acquaintance with Emerson began early and lasted long.
Among his earliest impressions was that of "the great and urbane Emerson's
occasional presence in Fourteenth Street" (Autobiography 7).i0

Henry

9 Like Carlyle's hero, Emerson's great man "has but to open his eyes to see things in
a true light and in large relations" (Representative Men 6). For Carlyle, such "true
seeing" is a unique gift, a quasi-divine inspiration that allows the hero to lead: lesser
mortals, acknowledging his superiority, should allow themselves to be guided by his
vision. Emerson's poet resembles Carlyle's in that he sees into eternal truths and
awakens others to them, but another type of Emersonian hero derives inspiration from
his compatriots; this hero stands "where all the eyes of men look oneway, and their
hands all point in the direction in which he should go" ( "The Poet" 20; Representative
MfiH 190).
Carlyle predicts that "the world will once more become sincere, a believing world;
with many Heroes in it, a heroic world!" (176). In such a world, the role of the
ordinary citizen is not to aspire to heroism but to learn how to recognize and revere it.
Emerson's hero, in contrast, is a "representative man" not in the sense that he is
ordinary but in the sense that he represents a wholeness of human existence that all
can aspire to ("Poet" 5). Although he values the hero as "a sufficient man . . . a master
standing firm on legs of iron," Emerson esteems this "sufficient man" all the more if he
chooses to be not only a leader but also a model, raising others to his level
(Representative Men 23).
10 James published three autobiographical works, A Small Bov and Others. Notes of a
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James, Sr., established a strong friendship with Emerson, who described the
novelist s father as 'true comfort—wise, gentle, polished, with heroic
manners and a serenity like the sun'" (qtd. in Autobiography 358). Emerson
became such a frequent visitor that the guest room of the James residence
was known as "Mr. Emerson s room" fAutobiography 359).

Although the

elder James admired Emerson the man, he had strong reservations about the
views of Emerson the philosopher. In 1843 he faulted Emerson for his
inability to recognize the sinful side of human nature: You don't look upon
Calvinism as a fact at all; wherein you are to my mind philosophically
infirm—impaired in your universality" (qtd. in Autobiography 346). In the
1860s, James, Sr., commented to Annie Fields on Emerson s proposed lecture,
"Philosophy of the People": "It would be no less absurd for Emerson himself
Son and Brother, and the unfinished The Middle Years. All three have been collected
into the single autobiographical volume cited here. Like Wordsworth's Prelude. lames's
Autobiography provides less a story of his early life than a record of his imaginative
growth. For Wordsworth, that development was connected with the rills, trees, and
valleys of the Lake Country; for James, with the theater in all its forms, with the
writers and thinkers who visited the family home, and above all with the books
encountered in his youth.
Much has been written concerning individual influences upon James. One of the
earliest studies, Oscar Cargill's The Novels of Henry Tames, draws attention to
appropriations from James's Continental literary precursors like Balzac and Turgenev.
In The Great Succession (1979). Robert Emmet Long examined the formative influence
of Nathaniel Hawthorne. In his 1984 study, The Theoretical Dimensions of Henry Tames.
John Carlos Rowe both acknowledged Long's work and complemented it with a
discussion of James's "anxiety of influence" regarding Hawthorne and Anthony
Trollope. Earl Rovit in "James and Emerson: The Lessons of the Master,” Theodore L.
Gross in The Heroic Ideal in American Literature, and Robert J. Reilly in "Henry James
and the Morality of Fiction" have all examined affinities between James and Emerson.
The most extensive studies of multiple influence are those of Adeline R. Tintner, who
has published approximately 200 articles on James's use of such diverse sources as
Gibbon's Decline and Fall and "Hop o' My Thumb." Tintner has collected and revised
many of her brief articles into three volumes, The Museum World of Henrv Tames
(1986), The Book World of Henrv Tames (1987), and The Poo World of Henry Tames
(1988) covering James's appropriations of visual art, literary classics, and popular
literature, respectively.
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to think of philosophising than for the rose to think of botanising. He is the
divinely pompous rose of the philosophic garden, gorgeous with colour &
fragrance" (qtd. in Autobiography 388). This comment reveals both the
intellectual wariness and the emotional w arm th the elder James felt for the
transcendental thinker.
Four decades later, Henry Jr. acknowledged in Emerson that same moral
innocence of which his father had once complained: "He had a high and
noble conception of good, without having, as it would appear, a definite
conception of evil" (American Writers 243). Unlike his father, the younger
James did not evaluate Emerson s theological or philosophical stance; he
merely reported it.

In an 1887 review of A Memoir of Ralph Waldo

Emerson for Macmillan s Magazine, he did however bemoan the American
philosopher s inability to find value in literature: The confession of an
insensibility ranging from Shelley to Dickens and from Dante to Miss Austen
and taking Don Quixote and Aristophanes on the way, is a large allowance to
have to make for a man of letters" (American Writers 268-69). Here was a
defect that a serious novelist could hardly ignore.
The relationship of Emerson and Carlyle to the James household was
analogous to the relationship between each thinker s hero and the populace.
Emerson's hero remained close to the people; Carlyle's operated on a more
exalted, more distant plane. The relationship between James and Carlyle,
initiated in 1843 through an introduction from Emerson, never overflowed
into the warm familiarity the rest of the James family enjoyed with Emerson.
In his 1883 review of the correspondence between Emerson and Carlyle, the
younger James lauded both as "men of rare and beautiful genius," but his
affectionate assessment of Emerson as "so much more kindly a judge, so
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much more luminous a nature" than Carlyle may reflect the greater intimacy
of that relationship (American Writers 235). While Henry James, Sr.'s
relationship with Emerson remained consistently amicable despite their
philosophical differences, the elder James’s estimation of Carlyle plummeted.
Praised in 1843 as the "very best interpreter of a spiritual philosophy that
could be devised for this age," Carlyle later became "the same old sausage,
fin in g and sputtering in his own grease" and, at last, in 1869, "a palpable
nuisance" comparable to showman P. T. Barnum, but, in the elder James’s
opinion, a much less likely candidate for redemption than Barnum because
"Carlyle’s intellectual pride is so stupid that one can hardly imagine anything
alike to cope w ith it" (qtd. in Autobiography 346, 356-57, 360). Although
the younger James's response to Carlyle was less extreme than his father's, it
nonetheless followed the same curve. In an 1873 letter to Charles Eliot
Norton, James labeled Carlyle a "man of genius," a view he subsequently
reaffirmed in 1883, but with deep reservations:
One must allow . . . for his extraordinary gift of expression, which
set a premium on every sort of exaggeration; but even when one
has done so, darkness and horror reside in every line of them. He
is like a man hovering on the edge of insanity—hanging over a
black gulf and wearing the reflection of its bottomless deeps.
(Letters 1: 353: American Writers 247).
By 1886, in another letter to Norton, the recognition of genius remained, but
the earlier sympathy had dissipated; "It seems to me he remains the most
disagreeable in character of men of genius of equal magnificence" (Letters 3:
146).
Like his father, James found points to admire and censure in the ideas of
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both Carlyle and Emerson. Several of his observations are applicable to his
own work. For example, his claim that "Carlyle s expression was never more
rich than when he declared that things were immeasurable, unutterable, not
to be formulated" evokes the novelist's own attempts, especially in his final
period, to deal with the “immeasurable, unutterable, not to be formulated" in
individual perceptions and social relationships (American Writers 244).
James’s 1887 evaluation of Emerson aptly describe James's own primary
concerns:
Other writers have arrived at a more complete expression:
Wordsworth and Goethe, for instance, give one a sense of having
found their form, whereas with Emerson we never lose the sense
that he is still seeking it. But no one has had so steady and
constant, and above all so natural, a vision of w hat we require and
w hat we are capable of in the way of aspiration and independence.
With Emerson it is ever the special capacity for moral experience
—always that and only that. (American Writers 254-*>,i: emphasis
added).
James's career was also a search for form that led him to experiments with
naturalism, realism, and fictional "dramatization. “ Exploring "the special
capacity for moral experience" that James celebrates in Emerson became a
major task of Jamesian fiction, especially from Portrait of a Ladv on.
Whereas Carlyle and Emerson offered different ways of envisioning the
hero, other w riters offered models of literary success. The James family not
only read contemporary authors like Reade, Meredith, and the ubiquitous
Dickens, but also entertained well-known literary visitors. On tour in
America, William Makepeace Thackeray, whose own novels offered diverse
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heroes, made an especially strong impression on young Henry. With such
models before him, James began his own literary career with a strong
awareness of western literature and, specifically, of the novelistic tradition
to which he was heir. With this awareness came a sense of James's own
position as latecomer. This professional tardiness mirrored James's personal
position; Leon Edel has noted in his biography of James that the novelist
struggled to establish an identity distinct from those of second son and
"junior" (56). Even the author's acquaintance with Emerson had a second
hand quality: The philosopher visited the house for the first time to see the
baby William.
James's criticism in the decade prior to the appearance of Roderick
Hudson demonstrates his consciousness not only of historical context but also
of his immediate precursors. From 1865-74, he reviewed no fewer than 30
French, British, and American authors. In an 1873 review, James
discussed the "classic" quality he perceived in "fain author's first really
strong work" by citing examples from the works of his major Victorian
precursors, Dickens, Eliot, and Thackeray (French Writers 184-85). Although
reviewing another w riter 's second novel, James was at that time on the
verge of producing Roderick Hudson, the novel most critics consider his own
"first really strong work" (French Writers 184). James's references to this
prestigious trium virate of authors reflect his awareness that he is a
latecomer on the literary scene.
In the character of Roderick Hudson, then, James challenges no solitary
precursor, but all the British and American novelists whose heroes have
preceded him. Even Roderick Hudson's name suggests James's efforts to deal
with his anxiety. Hudson shares his Christian name with Southey’s Roderick.
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the Last of Goths as well as with two characters from the works of Sir
Walter Scott, Roderick Dhu of The Ladv of the Lake and the protagonist of
"The Vision of Don Roderick" (Veeder 120). Hoxie Neale Fairchild finds a
resemblance between Roderick Dhu and the American version of the "Noble
Savage" (317). Although Hudson is never a primitive in the style of the
"Noble Savage," in America, as previously noted, he displays many
attributes associated with that figure's milder form, the child of nature.
More importantly, perhaps, both Roderick Dhu and Don Roderick lose
struggles that are crucial to their respective worlds (Long, "James's Roderick
Hudson" 321). Dhu's bellicose clan must yield to a more civilized community,
whereas Don Roderick is unable to defend Christianity. By surrendering to
despair when his inspiration flags, Hudson too fails to defend his own cause,
the cause of art. In our time, it has become customary to view Sir Walter
Scott as an artificial, old-fashioned writer, but as Robert A. Colby reminds us,
in Scott's day his re-creation of the romance, infused with realistic elements,
was new, fresh, and culturally invigorating (62). Consequently, in addition to
predicting Hudson s fall, the use of a name associated with Scott also serves
notice that the novelist who employs this name aspires to reawaken readers
to the possibilities of fiction much as Scott did in the early nineteenth
century.
In addition to these European antecedents, Hudson also has the same first
name as two earlier tormented American protagonists. Like James’s
Roderick, both Roderick Ellison of Nathaniel Hawthorne's "Egotism" and Edgar
Allan Poe's doomed Roderick Usher suffer disasters in tales that are
narrated indirectly through friends.11 James singles Poe and Hawthorne out
11 The linking of James's, Hawthorne’s, and Poe's Rodericks was suggested to me by
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of all the American authors in his autobiography, noting, TWle acclaimed
[Poe] surely at every turn; he lay upon our tables and resounded in our
mouths, while we communed to satiety, even for boyish appetites, over the
thrill of his choicest pages" (Autobiography 36). Poe provided excitement
and enticing words; Hawthorne offered fiction of substance (Autobiography
46). In the early years of his career, however, James distanced himself from
both authors. In the decade after Roderick Hudson appeared, James
denigrated "enthusiasm" for Poe as "the mark of a decidedly primitive stage
of reflection" and produced his gracious but reserved study of Hawthorne,
"on his limited scale a master of expression" (French Writers 154; American
Writers 319). By giving his sculptor a name connected with the works of
both Poe and Hawthorne, James deliberately establishes himself beside them
even as he is minimizing their impact.
Hudson's first name provides a direct connection to earlier literary
heroes; his surname, however, offers an ironic reversal of the historical
record, as though James himself having established Hudson's credentials now
seeks to separate his hero from those of his predecessors. The young
sculptor's surname recalls the explorer Henry Hudson, who perished in a
futile attem pt to find the Northwest Passage. Paradoxically, to discover his
new world, Roderick Hudson must reverse the order of exploration followed
by Henry Hudson, moving from New World to Old. Just as James himself
moved abroad in order to embark upon his career in earnest, he transports
his young American artist to Europe, where, as James himself remarked in
Alfred H. Marks's "Two Rodericks and Two Worms: 'Egotism; or The Bosom Serpent’ as
Personal Satire. " Although Marks suggests a resemblance between Hawthorne's egoist
and Edgar Allan Poe and compares the tales of these two authors, he does not include
James in his discussion.
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an 1867 review of William Dean Howells’ Italian Tournevs. ”[w]e g o . . . to
gaze upon certain of the highest achievements of human power,—
achievements, moreover, which, from their visible and tangible nature, are
particularly well adapted to represent to the imagination the maximum of
man's creative force" (American Writers 476-477). In Rome, surrounded by
tangible reminders of human creativity, Hudson imitates James by
symbolicaUy confronting his artistic precursors.
Through his referential web, James links Hudson to his heroic "ancestors,"
then lays upon him the multiple identities of contemporary heroes. Once his
catalogue is complete, James dispatches not only his overextended character
but also the literary forebears he represents. By flinging Roderick Hudson
over a cliff, the novelist kills off his precursors’ prototypes and creates a
space for himself in the most dramatic way possible.
Theoretically, this act of literary mayhem should have freed James to
develop a hero who was uniquely his own, and perhaps it did. Like Hudson,
many of James's later male characters leave America to encounter Europe.
These travelers lack Hudson's dazzling talent but possess an ability to
develop that he does not share. Their responses to the Old World range from
Christopher Newman’s baffled sense of personal injury to Adam Verver's
acquisitive appreciation, y et none of them, not even Lambert Strether, is so
thoroughly seduced and destroyed by Europe's charms as is Roderick
Hudson.
James's need to displace his precursors did not stop with the publication
of Roderick Hudson. He uses the opportunity of the New York Edition to
offer his own version of Bloom’s final "revisionary ratio," aooohrades. Sa- iy
in his career, James sought to distinguish himself from his predecessors. In
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revising Roderick Hudson, the older James issues the

coup

de grace to one

final precursor, his younger self. Having already killed Roderick Hudson
and with him, the literary history he represents, James now totally dismisses
the character as the putative hero: "My subject, all blissfully," he confides,
"in face of difficulties had defined itself—and this in spite of the title of the
book—as not directly, in the least, my young sculptor's adventure" (Art 15).
It is, instead, upon Rowland Mallet, the figure who has evolved as his own
more characteristic creation, that James at last bestows his laurel,
designating Mallet not only the central consciousness but also the central
interest.

CHAPTER 3

"Beguiled and Betrayed": Christopher Newman, the Villainous Hero
The issue of the ability of readers to accept James's portrait of Christopher
Newman as the American and/or to find comfort in their perception of that
type as likeable, has not faded with the passage of time. One hundred years
later, critics are still judging the merits of James's novel in light of how well
they consider that James captured the national type and to what purposes.
Martha Banta1
. . . although the villain . . . usually came to grief before the final curtain, it
was clear in retrospect that his aims were precisely the same as the hero's:
he wanted the girl and the money.
Jacques Barzun. "Henry James, Melodramatist"2

In the New York Edition, James's retrospective reading of Roderick Hudson
de-emphasized the title character. In contrast, the New York Edition of The
American intensified the role of Christopher Newman. Although critics have
argued over the importance of Hudson, they have agreed that in the
protagonist of The American. Henry James essays an essentially American
hero. They have disagreed, however, on the degree of James’s success. As
Martha Banta thoroughly demonstrates in her introduction to New Essavs on
The American, lively critical debate on this very point has ensued since the
novel first appeared in serial form in 1876. Newman has been described as
everything from an innocent abroad to a cagey capitalist.3 These apparent
1 Introduction. New Essavs on The American, The American Novel (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 1987) 26.
2 Kenvon Review ^ (1943) *i08.
3 Banta provides the most complete summary to date of the initial critical reception
accorded the novel as well as modern assessments that include those of Constance
Rourke.R. W, Butterfield, Mutlu Biasing, and Robert Secor. With the exception of
Butterfield, who catalogs the mythic roles Newman plays, most critics have focused on
isolated "American" aspects of Newman's character ( e.g., innocent abroad, comic
Yankee trader, American businessman). They have also tended to evaluate his
character in absolute terms. Biasing contrasts favorable, earlier views of Newman's
character with what he sees as James's own ambivalence. His position differs from
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contradictions in character reflect not only the paradoxes within the
American hero but also the double-sided nature of the novel in which he
appears and the national values that he represents.
As Victorian writers like Carlyle and Eliot deplored the barren
environment th at stunted the expression of European heroism, across the
Atlantic in the United States, opportunities for heroic development seemed
as endless, vigorous, and optimistic as the frontier itself. Although the new
nation had established a federal government, unification created a political
entity, not a physical or psychological reality, for the country itself remained
a sparsely populated aggregation of distinct geographic regions settled by
many different groups of people. A nation consciously creating itself as it
w ent along, the United States, in the beginning at least, possessed no
coherent culture capable of generating a single "national" hero.
Acknowledging this diversity, William H. Gilman asserts, "It is futile . . . to
talk about one and only one kind of hero in American literature. Who talks
about the English hero, or the French hero, or the Italian hero?" (6-7).
Nevertheless, despite the difficulties, or perhaps because of the challenge,
observers have felt compelled to do so. Like the country that spawned him,
the figure of the American hero presents a study in contradiction.4
In some ways, this new, improved American hero was not new at all; his
mine in that he perceives the plot as segmented, with melodrama acting as the "second
movement," and he considers the melodrama solely in terms of the murder-plotas it is
perceived by Newman (Biasing 80).
4 In “A Culture of Contradictions," the first section of the first chapter of The
American Novel and Its Tradition. Richard Chase describes ways in which cultural
conflicts affected the development of American fiction (1-12). He does not, however,
deal extensively with these conflicting elements as shaping the character of the
American hero.
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earliest manifestations recall both the romantic and comic traditions of his
European counterpart. Surrounded by a mythic, often supernatural, aura,
the hero of the tall tale, like Frye s hero of romance, "moves in a world in
which the ordinary laws of nature are slightly suspended: prodigies of
courage and endurance, unnatural to us, are natural to him" (33). For
instance, posthumous stories magnified Davey Crockett s deeds to show him
conquering nature on a grand scale (Hoffman 72). In a more settled culture,
this ability to transcend the natural world might have represented the hero's
link to a higher order of existence. In contrast, in the awe-inspiring but
forbidding grandeur of the New World, such a trait may have satisfied two
more immediate psychological needs: it expressed the pioneers' common
dreams of dominating an uncertain, often hostile environment at the same
time that it provided a means for allaying the insecurities of those who
listened to the tales.
The deeds of classical heroes like Achilles or Aeneas were great
aristocratic undertakings, detached from the ordinary life of the common
person. The poets who celebrated those heroes employed an elevated
rhetoric. In contrast, American exploits like Crockett s "Bear Hunting in
Tennessee," were conveyed in a common sense vernacular, which raised the
frontier struggle for survival to a slightly higher power (Young 353-60). In
America, heroism was no longer the preserve of the kings and demi-gods,
but something to which all white male citizens might aspire.5 Democracy
offered its citizens an unparalleled opportunity to develop the capacity for
5 Today we can see the blend of mythic hero and common man most clearly
perhaps in comic book figures like Superman, who hides his powers behind an
unprepossessing "secret identity."
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self-fulfillment, an opportunity exemplified in the 1828 election of Andrew
Jackson. The son of a widowed frontier woman, Jackson was born in poverty
but developed political, commercial, and military leadership skills that
ultimately won the presidency (Noble 4-5).
In his superiority to his environment and his fellow humans, the
American hero resembled Frye's romantic hero. His status as a common man
also linked him to the European comic tradition. Survival required figures
like Odysseus to be resilient and clever, "through mental agility and a nimble
tongue, . . . shifting and veering as need requires in order to thread his way
through the intricate and perilous obstacle-course of human life. At the
same tim e ,. . . he is equally renowned for steadfast tenacity or purpose"
(Torrance 17). Similarly, from 1843 to 1845, Simon Suggs, the main
character of southwest humorist Johnson Jones Hooper s sketches,
popularized the slogan, "It pays to be shifty in a new land" (Young 381).
For the conniving Suggs, "shifty" meant "tricky," and w hether he was
frightening a widow out of her savings or swindling the swindlers who ran a
camp meeting, the picaresque Suggs functioned more as an anti-heroic
rapscallion than as a figure worthy of admiration. His catch-phrase
nevertheless emphasized the need for adaptability in this uncharted world
where one could virtually step outside time to become a person without a
past, with only a future.
Like the earlier epic heroes, the American herofoUowed the promptings
of his own inner voice. Whereas figures like Achilles and Aeneas embodied
the highest ideals of their cultures, the American hero's inner vision often
led him to question or oppose the standards embraced by his community.
Thus he became a paradoxical admixture of "traditional" hero and apparent
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anti-hero. In a country born of revolution, questioning authority may be
perceived as a virtue instead of a flaw. As Benjamin Barber has recently
pointed out in discussing the popularity of Allan Bloom s The Closing of the
American Mind. "We know well enough how this peculiar land of paradoxambivalent land of the free—can make paradoxical heroes out of freedom s
severest critics. How it offers popular success to those who contemn its
popular virtues; and how, to those who disdain its materialism, it offers
riches" (230-31). American society often celebrates the very people who
assail its values.6
Like the rebel, the American hero as "natural man" stood outside
society, rejecting an "ancient heritage of useless learning and inherited guilt"
(Hoffman 93). In his 1955 study The American Adam. R. W. B. Lewis defined
this "natural man" as an essentially premoral being who avoids maturity in
one of two ways: like the all-embracing speaker of Walt Whitman s poetry,

6 Barber asserts that such works as The Other America attracted support because
they questioned the disparity between the promise of America and its reality. In
addition to their desire for justice, perhaps we adopt many of these iconoclasts because
they act out our own most anti-establishment impulses. Consider the final freeze frame
of Butch Cassidv and the Sundance Kid, where the doomed but charming bandits charge
the assembled Colombian army that represents law and order. Even as such "rebels '
provide us with vicarious pleasure, their geographical and historical distance ensures
that we are safely beyond their reach; their failure also offers us the satisfaction of
seeing order restored.
More recently, there have been attempts to demythologize such outlaws. The
character of Jesse James, for example, was presented heroically in a 1939 film starring
Tyrone Power in the role (Hardy 260). It was romanticized for a new generation in the
1957 Twentieth-Century Fox production, The True Storv of Tesse Tames, in which Robert
Wagner's matinee-idol appearance and "aw-shucks” performance made the outlaw a
misunderstood teenager who, after a few scrapes with the law, marries a pretty girl and
settles down, only to be shot in his own home. By contrast, in the 1971 film. The Great
Northfield Minnesota Raid. Robert Duvall's Jesse James is a shifty-eyed, mean-spirited,
sociopath who eludes the law by murdering an old woman and escaping in her clothes.
Even this more realistic film, however, offers an appealing outlaw leader in the
character of Cole Younger.
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he may accept everything unquestioningly, incorporating human society into
the essential oneness he shares with nature; or like Cooper's Natty fiumppo,
he may reject human society in favor of the unspoiled wilderness. In either
case, he refuses to involve himself in any effort to ameliorate the corrupted
world he glimpses in civilization.
Not everyone has found the "natural man" a convincing hero. As early as
1922, D. H. Lawrence espied deadly contradictions in "the stark, enduring
figure of Deerslayer":
He is neither spiritual nor sensual. He is a moralizer, but he always
tries to moralize from actual experience, not from theory. He says:
"Hurt nothing unless you're forced to." Yet he gets his deepest thrill
of gratification, perhaps, when he puts a bullet through the heart of a
beautiful buck, as it stoops to drink at the lake. Or when he brings the
invisible bird fluttering down in death, out of the high blue. "Hurt
nothing unless you're forced to." And yet he lives by death, by killing
the wild things of the air and earth. (72)
Lawrence sees the "natural man" as an unreflective killer. Gilman notes that
in order to preserve his innocence, such a figure must avoid the very trial
that will test his mettle (7). This incarnation of the American Adam has a
vague awareness of evil and experience aroused by his brush with the
civilized world, but he rejects that world without really understanding it.
Willful ignorance renders the rejecting natural man incapable of making a
true moral decision; the total acceptance of the all-embracing natural man
implies a refusal to distinguish between good and evil.
Instead of valorizing the evasive or accepting innocent, Gilman esteems
the American ethical hero, a blend of the responsible Roman hero like
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Aeneas and the "Christian gentleman" (7). A member of the human
community, the ethical hero recognizes evil through his own experience and
grapples with it. Unlike the spontaneous "natural man," the ethical hero
makes conscious moral choices to direct himself and his society. Instead of
rejecting society, he focuses the force of his will upon it, often bringing to the
task the programmatic reformer's zeal that Lawrence found offensive in
Benjamin Franklin's plan for achieving perfection (26). He may also have an
inflated sense of his own worth; Franklin's original list of virtues omitted
humility.
Like the nation he represents, then, an American hero incorporates many
contradictory elements: the demi-god and the every man, the idealist and
the pragmatist, and the amoral "natural" man who rejects society and the
intensely moral "ethical" man who seeks to reform it. Christopher Newman
embodies most, if not all, of these contradictions. As R. W. Butterfield has
pointed out, Newman s name alone has an American resonance: His family
conferred his Christian name in honor of Columbus, whereas his surname
reflects "new American man, setting out on his reverse voyage of discovery"
(5).

Newman is no demi-god, differing from humans in kind. Nevertheless,

in appearance, action, and temperament, he presents a figure that is larger
than life. As both Royal A. Gettman and Max F. Schulz have noted, in his
extensive revision of the novel for the New York Edition, James intensifies
Newman's larger-than-life qualities. Even without revisions, Newman still
physically dominates The American.7 At least six feet tall, he is, according
7 Except where otherwise noted in the text, all quotations from The American are
taken from an emended version of the 1879 Macmillan Edition, edited by William
Spengemann and published by Penguin. In his "Note on the Text," Spengemann points
out that the 1879 text is one of two fully authorized texts and the earliest for which
James is known to have seen proofs (29), In contrast, the first American edition, which
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to Valentin de Bellegarde, "a man who stands at his ease, who looks at things
from a height” (7.141-42). At the fete celebrating his engagement to
Madame de Cintre, he moves through the rooms "overtopping most people
by his great height" (16.285). This height not only gives him a broader field
of vision than that of the other characters, but from the American s
perspective, it also suggests his ultimate moral superiority over the Old
World represented by the Bellegardes and their circle.
Although Newman presents himself as larger than life, his listeners go a
step farther, embroidering upon his original exaggerations. After Newman
has described a career that includes such exotic feats as dining on roast dog,
Valentin remarks, "[Y]ou have revolved to and fro over a whole continent as
I walk up and down the Boulevard" (7.146). Madame de Bellegarde claims
she would have taken him "for a duke—an American duke, the Duke of
California" (12.209). By the eve of the Bellegardes’ party, his legend has
inflated dramatically. There the duchess speaks of "a career the most
chequered, the most bizarre, which includes the founding of an American
city "in the great West," where Newman is "exclusive proprietor . . . and . . .
consequently fabulously rich" (16.279). The duchess believes that this
exalted capitalist will soon become p resid en t.
Newman's activities are just as extravagant as his appearance and speech.
At the beginning of his story, we learn that he "often performed great
physical feats," and his first word alerts us to his interest in quantity (1.33).
Before traveling to Europe his sole aim in life has been "simply to w rest a
fortune, the bigger the better, from defiant opportunity" (2.54).
is used by the Library of America, is not one of the two authorized texts. The first
number of each citation refers to the chapter, the second to the page.
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Commercially, he operates on a grand scale, requiring "the sense of great
risks and great prizes" to feel comfortable in the pursuit (4.88). In BadenBaden, when he reflects upon his enterprises, he discerns "many of the
qualities that make a great deed" in the achievements of his life thus far (5.
114). In pleasure as well as in commerce, he acts expansively: he enjoys
offering flamboyant entertainment, treating large groups of friends and
chartering railway cars and steamboats (17.289).
Like his physique and his activities, Newman's taste runs to extremes.
For a wife, he wishes not merely a beautiful woman but one who is "as good
as she is beautiful, and as clever as she is good," the idealized description of
a fairy-tale princess (3.71).

His residence also reflects his delight in excess:

"He had a relish for luxury and splendour... . Hi s idea of comfort was to
inhabit very large rooms, have a great many of them" equipped with modern
conveniences (6.118-19). Even the disappointment of his broken
engagement does not diminish his fascination with size. The London season
offers him some diversion because "[a]nything that was enormous usually
found favor with Newman" (25.429). Under all circumstances, Newman
delights in seeing or acquiring the most, the biggest, and the best, with "best"
usually signifying "most" or "biggest."
In the tradition of historical American heroes like Andrew Jackson and
Abraham Lincoln, Newman takes pride in his plebeian origins and his status
as a self-made man. He thus defends his country vigorously if ingenuously
against the criticisms of expatriate Tom Tristram and assures Valentin that
"the privilege of being an American citizen . . . sets a man up" (7.142).
Reflecting the national contempt for inherited rank, he responds
emphatically to Valentin's contention "Why, you are not noble" with "The
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devil I am not!" Newman goes on to explain, "I say I am noble. . . . it's a
fine word and a fine idea; I put in a claim to it" (8,157-58).

In the

American's eyes, nobility derives not from ancestry, but from individual
achievement, and like Napoleon s imperial crown, it may be self-conferred.
Just as The American depicts the conflict between the new man and the
Old World, Newman s character displays a tension between the "natural" and
"civilized" aspects of his being. Although Newman himself first invokes the
image of the "noble savage" when offering his initial revenge story, Mrs.
Tristram embellishes the theme as she dubs her visitor "the great Western
Barbarian, stepping forth in his innocence and might, gazing awhile at this
poor effete Old World, and then swooping down on it" (2.56; 3.68). Later, the
narrator implies that M. de Bellegarde shares this perception, for he enters
Newman's rooms "with the air of the ambassador of a great power meeting
the delegate of a barbarous tribe" (24.416). Despite Newman's own adamant
rejection of this image, both the Europeanized American and the scion of the
Old World, then, view Newman as a barbarian.
Instead of a savage, Newman sees himself as a child. He confesses to Tom
Tristram that in the face of Parisian sophistication, he feels "as simple as a
little child" (2.54). Though he is too mature for the role, his belief that
"Europe was made for him, and not he for Europe" certainly resembles a
child's egocentric way of looking at the world (5.103). Part of any growth
from innocence to experience involves acknowledging the simplistic
character of such a self-centered view, an acknowledgment that Newman
never truly makes.
Although he calls himself "a highly civilised man," Newman distinguishes
between civilization and culture. "I am not cultivated," he admits to Mrs.
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Tristram, "I am not even educated; I know nothing about history, or art, or
foreign tongues, or any other learned matters.” Lest she believe that such an
admission constitutes a fatal weakness, he hastens to add, "But I am not a
fool, either, and I shall undertake to know something about Europe by the
time I am done with it." (3-68). In other words, although he begins in a state
of ignorance, he consciously intends to become more knowledgeable.
However, as John Carlos Rowe has shown, the degree of Newman's success is
questionable since despite his exposure to the Bellegardes' world, he remains
unaware of the religious and political difficulties that confront the French
aristocrats ( "Politics of Innocence").
The "natural man" relies heavily on his intuition, and Christopher
Newman is no exception. His first encounter w ith Noemie Nioche
demonstrates, however, that this faculty is far from flawless. James tells us
that Newman understands "by a natural instinct, the meaning of the young
woman's phrase," then undermines the accuracy of that instinct by
presenting Newman's perception of Noemie as "Beauty, talent, virtue" (1.38).
Subsequent events establish that Newman is correct only when he deals in
concrete terms; that is, Noemie's physical loveliness is generally noted, but
her talent is for self-pro motion, not painting. From the first, she is a
schemer, "trying to look indifferent, and wondering how far she might go"
(1.37).
Presumably, Newman's intuitive human sympathy also allows him to
navigate the Continent with aplomb. He claims to speak but a single word of
French and has little command of other languages; nevertheless, he
successfully threads his way through Europe. On the Grand Tour, we are told
that he
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found his way in foreign cities by divination, his memory was
excellent when once his attention had been at all cordially given, and
he emerged from dialogues in foreign tongues, of which he had,
formally, not understood a word, in full possession of the particular
fact he had desired to ascertain. (5.102)
Despite this glowing testimony, the only direct statements the narrator
presents are "What is it?" and "How far?" (5.104). Together with his "How
much?" these questions suggest Newman's limitations, though he does claim
that the tour has revealed "a very rich and beautiful world" (5-114). As
William W. Stowe points out, Newman sees problems of interpretation as
"hindrances to acquisition rather than to understanding" (39). Because the
American thinks he has but to make himself understood to obtain what he
wants, he expends little energy on trying to understand the world in which
he finds himself.
The contradictory attitudes of Newman's two traveling companions
illuminate the tensions between the "natural" and "ethical" man in Newman’s
moral makeup. Babcock, the New England Unitarian, finds him "low-minded,
immoral, a devotee of 'art for art"’ whereas the English journalist who later
joins him sees Newman as "too virtuous by h alf;. . . too stern a moralist" who
"judged things like a Methodist and talked about them like an old lady"
(5.116). The "natural man" in Newman believes that "a man's life should be
easy" (5.103). He resists the notion that he should fit a predetermined
standard of conduct; while he does not speak in term s of self-realization, it is
the essential element to his "most definite programme of life" (5.103).
At the same time, however, Newman possesses a strict sense of right and
wrong; he knows "the crooked from the straight at a glance" (5.114).

While
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he does not label himself virtuous, he does tell Mrs. Tristram, "I have a
very good opinion of myself" (3.68). When he later repeats this selfassessment to Valentin, he rather unsuccessfully attempts to append a note
of humility: “But I will admit that I was conceited. What I don't say Yes to
is that I don’t stand high—as high as any one else" (8.160).

Despite his

grandiose achievements and ambitions, he believes himself a model of
moderation: "1 do nothing rashly," he tells Noemie (4.96). He dislikes
dancing because he is "too old and sober," does not smoke, and "never"
quarrels (6.130;7.133, 138). "What there is you see before you," he
announces to Madame de Cintre. "I honestly believe I have no hidden vices
or nasty tricks. I am kind, kind, kind” (9.168). He subsequently insists, "I
have no bad ways" (9.171).
As indicated by his dislike of moral "systems," Newman has little use for
abstractions. Early in The American, we learn "he had never read a novel,"
a statem ent that not only illustrates his unfanciful view of the world but also
suggests one reason why he fails to understand what happens in his
courtship (3.63).

Love and marriage and the relationship of the individual

to society have been central concerns of the novel since its inception.
Standing outside Madame de Gntr6’s convent, he compares this moment to
"a page torn out of a romance, with no real context in his own experience"
(24.402). During his subsequent sojourn in England, "he attem pts] to read
the moral of his strange misadventure" (26.438-439). Since he has no
experience with fiction, he has no w ay of decoding the pages. His response
to religion shows a similar dearth of imaginative sympathy. He counts
churches instead of acknowledging the faith that creates them; even his visit
to Notre Dame, where "he could close the book and put it away," occurs
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because he is tired and wants to sit down, not because he hungers for any
spiritual consolation (26.446). He cannot comprehend the concept of "honor"
that propels Valentin to the fatal duel (17.310).
Although abstractions mystify or annoy him, concrete matters possess an
abiding fascination. James reinforces the image of Newman as pragmatic
American by twice deliberately invoking the figure of Benjamin Franklin.
The first remark is directed to the reader, when the narrator compares the
impoverished Newman's entrance into San Francisco, where he made his
greatest fortune, w ith Franklin’s arrival in Philadelphia: "If he did not, like
Dr. Franklin in Philadelphia, march along the street munching a penny loaf,
it was only because he had not the penny loaf necessary to the
performance." (2.53). The second comparison is directed to Newman himself,
when M. de la Rochefid^le remarks, "Almost the first person I ever saw—to
notice him —was an American," adding, "Itlhe great Dr. Franklin" (12.217).
The historical Franklin and the fictional Newman share more than a
nationality and a rise from poverty to affluence. The very shape of
Newman s life resembles Franklin’s. At the age of 42, Franklin retired from
his printing business and, like Newman, had "the time to catch up on what he
previously had no time for—like the languages which the older Franklin
learned" (Leary 45). At 35, Newman, too, "had won at last and carried off
his winnings; and now what was he to do with them?" (2.54).

Newman

answers his question by embarking for Europe. In retirement, Franklin
encouraged promising young men; similarly, Newman attempts to make a
protege of Valentin (Leary 45). As visitors to France, both Franklin and
Newman were fascinated by French women.8
8 Like Newman and Franklin, Thomas Jefferson also visited France. When he came
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Newman, we learn, is "a born experimentalist," a description that conjures
up the image of Franklin flying his kite in the thunderstorm (2.53).
Franklin was "the voice of the man in the homespun suit, with all the world
before him for his taking" (Leary 40). Similarly, Valentin de Bellegarde tells
Newman, "You were in a position that makes one s mouth water; you looked
round you and saw a world full of things you had only to step up to and take
hold of" (7.140).

Franklin, the prototype of the American hero who taught

his countrymen how to live and get rich, would have understood "the proud
consciousness of honest toil" Newman extols to Valentin (Warren xx;
American 7.142). Franklin considered his environment—the surrounding
skies, fields, woods, and stream s--in terms of its usefulness rather than its
aesthetic qualities; for example, in touring Europe, he would rather have
obtained the recipe for Parmesan cheese than a description of the inscription
on an old Italian building (Wecter 58). Newman too has a "capacious"
appetite for facts and a fondness for statistics: "he liked to know how things
were done; it gratified him to learn what taxes w ere paid, what profits were
gathered, w hat commercial habits prevailed, how the battle of life was
fought" (5-102; 4.86-87).
Like Franklin, whose Poor Richard aphorisms preached the doctrine of
hard work and earthly reward, Newman is a quintessential capitalist. He
informs M. de Bellegarde, "Manufactures are w hat I care most about"
to France at 43, Jefferson was close to Newman's age. Writing to Eliza House Trist in
1785, Jefferson pronounced him self "much pleased with the people of this country" and
extolled their culture while he bemoaned their form of government; a year later he
complained to the same correspondent, "A dozen or twenty years ago this scene would
have amused me. But 1 am past the age for changing habits," a lament that Christopher
Newman, who has reached the limits of his tolerance for foreign places, might have
understood (Papers 8:403; 10: 600).
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(10.185). He views the world as "a great bazaar, where one might stroll
about and purchase handsome things;1but unfortunately he believes he can
purchase handsome people as well (5-103). He consistently objectifies
people. In describing his prospective wife as " a beautiful woman perched
on the pile [of his success], like a statue on a m onum ent.. . . the best article
in the market," Newman progressively dehumanizes the woman until she is
no longer even the representation of a human but merely another
commodity (3-71 ).9

Walking with Valentin at the opera, he regards the

younger s man’s intelligence as "uninvested capital" that is going to waste
because it is not dedicated to "high uses" such as "the handling of railway
stock" (17.299). Newman never comprehends that the "highest uses" known
both to Valentin and his sister are more other-worldly than railway stock.
Even when his failed courtship makes him question his commitments to
commercial life, he nonetheless remains "glad that he was rich and tolerably
young" (26.440). A practical man does not dwell on disappointment; instead,
he uses time and money to assuage misery.
Like both American and European comic heroes before him, Newman is
extremely adaptable. In explaining his initial decision to leave the business
world, he offers an image of rebirth, of sensing "a new man inside my old
skin," but by his own admission, even before that sudden change, he has led
an extraordinarily varied life, rising from poverty to affluence (2.57). When

9 In "Women on the Market," Luce Irigaray points out that the commodification of
women is a standard attribute of a patriarchal culture, in which "as commodities,
women are thus two things at once: utilitarian objects and bearers of value’*(175). In
the same discussion, Irigaray subsequently notes that "mother, virgin, prostitute . . .
are the social roles imposed on women" (186). These are precisely the major female
roles in The American.
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Emerson wrote that future American heroes would perform such practical
roles as "now a great salesman, then a road-contractor, then a student of
fishes, then a buffalo-hunting explorer, or a semi-savage Western general,”
he did not mean that any single individual would play all the parts
(Representative Men 19). Newman's various careers not only resemble
Emerson s catalogue but also highlight the American s exceptional character.
He is not merely a Westerner, an oilman, a gold miner, a manufacturer of
wash-tubs, or a brigadier-general in the Union Army. He is all of these
figures rolled into one.
In the course of his career, Newman has played various roles, just as he
does in the course of the novel: He is tourist, patron, suitor, and would-be
avenger. The American also undergoes more fantastic, figurative
metamorphoses into animal forms. The creature most frequently associated
with Newman is the eagle, an association with national and international
significance. After he criticizes the European institution of the arranged
marriage, Tom Tristram tauntingly calls him "the voice of the spread eagle."
Mrs. Tristram then picks up the image, "The spread eagle ought to use his
wings. . . . Fly to the rescue of Madame de Qntre." Questioned by Newman,
Mrs. Tristram expands the metaphor: "Pounce down, seize her in your
talons, and carry her off" (6.122). In Madame de Cintr6"s unsophisticated
fairytale, the young prince, with whom most readers would identify
Newman, ”carrie[s]" the beautiful Fiorabella "off t o . . . the Land of the Pink
Sky” (12.205). Moments later, when young Madame de Bellegarde tells
Newman he might be "a perfect talon rouge."’ her more worldly comment
may function as a bilingual pun (12.215). For a French audience, Madame
refers directly to the "red heels," members of the royal court (463, n. 7). To
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American readers, talon rouge again suggests the eagle seizing Madame de
Cintrd in his talons, carrying her off, and drawing blood in the endeavor.
After the courtship, as Newman dallies in England, the narrator picks up the
image, noting "it hardly seemed worth while to flap his wings very hard to
rise to the idea [of forgetting the episode]" (26.439). James does not stress
that these wings belong to an eagle, but earlier references support that
implication. The eagle identifies Newman not only with America but also
with Zeus, thus coupling nationalistic pride with the disguised erotic power
of a deity whose metamorphoses usually involve sexual conquest.
Additional allusions to Zeus emphasizing his control over the natural
order ironically counterpoint Newman s inability to control people and
events. This irony first becomes apparent when the wounded Valentin
accuses his friend of looking "as black as thunder" (19.332). Instead of being
an irate deity, however, the American is at his most powerless, for he is
unable to prevent either the breaking of his engagement or his friend's
death. Once armed w ith the marquis's note, Newman nevertheless comes to
see himself in a godly light. As he contemplates revenge, he is "nursing his
thunderbolt. . . .He seemed to be holding it aloft in the rumbling, vaguelyflashing air, directly over the heads of his victims" (23.393). Even after his
final meeting with Urbain de Bellegarde and the duchess, he still believes he
possesses power over the family. When he burns the letter, he tells Mrs.
Tristram, I am going to burn them up . . . . There they go!" (26.448;
emphasis added). As he comforts himself that he has frightened the
Bellegardes into seclusion at Fleurieres, Mrs. Tristram’s final comment offers
a rude but realistic awakening:
"1 suppose there is no harm in saying that you probably did not make
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them so very uncomfortable. My impression would be that since, as
you say, they defied you, it was because they believed that, after all,
you would never really come to the point. Their confidence, after
counsel taken of each other, was not in their innocence, nor in their
talent for bluffing things off; it was in your remarkable good naturel
You see they w ere right." (26.449)
From Mrs. Tristram’s perspective, Newman has exaggerated the limits of his
power.
In Newman s eyes, the courtship and its consequences suggest a greater
humiliation than the one from omnipotent deity to uncomprehending mortal.
His suit transforms him from a figure of grotesque power into one of ridicule
and servitude. Newman tells Claire that her family "would have said I was
a queer monster, eh?" (14.243). During the f£te, Newman takes satisfaction
in reflecting that "lilf the Marquis was going about as a bear-leader, if the
fiction of Beauty and the Beast was supposed to have found its companionpiece, the general impression appeared to be that the bear was a very fair
imitation of humanity" (16.280). He subsequently wonders, however, if he is
acting too much in accord with the expectations of the company; "Am I
stepping about like a terrier on his hind legs?" (16.281). During the party,
James reinforces the animal imagery by referring to Newman's "fine strong
teeth" (19.325). Soon after, when Madame de Cintre breaks the engagement,
Newman tells her that the memory of the party "makes me rabid" (20.352).
During their final confrontation, Urbain de Bellegarde reduces him to a thing,
"a large grotesque in a rather vulgar system of chamber-decoration"
(24.418).

Near the end of the novel, as he decides not to expose the

Bellegardes to the Duchess, the disappointed suitor sees himself as neither
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dancing bear nor obliging lapdog: "his ear tingled—he had come very near
being an ass" (25 425). From monster to bear to domesticated terrier to
beast of burden, the images progressively diminish Newman s stature,
reinforcing Newman's belief that the Bellegardes view him and others of his
kind as less than human.
Confronting the challenge of Old Europe, Christopher Newman frequently
fits the mold of the American hero. Capable of great deeds, he has risen
from "common" origins to commercial eminence. Although he seems larger
than life, he remains merely mortal. He has the natural hero's dislike of
other men s systems, yet he instinctively follows his own ethical code. A
practical man, he still possesses an idealistic view cf his native land and of
w hat human relationships should be. Such contradictions establish
Christopher Newman as an American hero. The contradictory quality of
New man's character also provides a peculiarly appropriate resonance for a
novel that offers an intriguing weave of two disparate forms, social comedy
and melodrama.
Critics have often disparagingly commented that once the Bellegardes
renege on their promise to Newman, the social comedy of the novel takes a
dark turn (Brooks, "The Turn of The American" 43). Although Peter Brooks
defends the change by suggesting that the Jamesian shifts in novelistic mode
result from an immature artist’s experiment with different modes in the
same novel, Richard Poirier, Elsa Nettels, and John Carlos Rowe have
perceived the merging of social comedy and melodrama as the awkward
stitching together of two wildly dissimilar fabrics to create something on the
order of what a Newman-de Cintre marriage might have been.10
10 Poirier believes that because James is too close to Newman when he lapses into
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Consideration of the basic plot of The American suggests that James has
brought the modes of social comedy and melodrama into much more
intimate connection. If we consider the novel from a different angle, instead
of leather and lace joined by an unsightly seam, we find ourselves looking at
a single fabric with a jacquard weave so that the comic pattern of one side,
on its reverse, displays the toooi of theatrical melodrama described by Peter
Brooks in The Melodramatic Imagination. On the flip side of the fictional
fabric, James's American hero becomes the villain in a traditional
melodrama.
The staged melodrama customarily takes place in an enclosed garden
with a locked grille at the rear looking out; there Virtue, usually in the form
of a young heroine, can be found. Although the Bellegardes spend no time in
gardens, the family does move in a physically enclosed realm. In Paris, they
live in a quarter "whose houses present to the outer world a face as
impassive and as suggestive of the concentration of privacy within as the
blank walls of Eastern seraglios," but the Bellegardes' shaded entry, which
"answered to Newman's conception of a convent," suggests ascetic self-denial
rather than the hidden sexual fulfillment promised by "seraglios" (3.79). To
enter this sheltered space, visitors must pass the first portal, then cross a
courtyard to a farther door, move through a vestibule and up a "broad stone
staircase" to the second floor apartments (6.123). Fleurieres, with a name
that evokes garden images, is even more isolated. Here too Newman must
melodrama, he sacrifices the satiric edge of the novel and exposes the weaknesses of its
plot and characters (84). Nettels feels the return to comedy at the end of the novel
justifies what might otherwise be considered "an imperfect fusion of elements" (92).
Rowe describes the novel as "a work that begins realistically, only to end with a flurry
of melodramatic events" ("Politics of Innocence" 69).
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gain admission through a "creaking portal" before he can cross the causeway
to the castle (10.346),
At first, Madame de Cintre seems too mature to function as the symbol of
virtue. She is not a blushing ingenue but a twenty-five-year-old widow.
She has, however, led a totally sheltered life. According to her erstwhile
schoolmate, in the convent where they were educated the nuns "kept such a
tight rein on [Mme. de Cintre] that she could do very little" (3.74), Mrs.
Tristram also implies that Madame de Cintre's family forced her to curtail
their friendship. At eighteen, she was married to a sixty-year-old count who
died soon after the wedding. Since she has no children, it is possible the
marriage has never been consummated. Her customary white costume
reinforces this notion or at least suggests that insofar as the ways of the
world are concerned, Madame de Cintr6 remains a virgin. In traditional
melodrama, virginity is not a sine qua non: the representative of virtue
need display only a strong moral sensibility (Brooks, Melodramatic 32).
Madame de Cintr6 may be not be the paragon her brother describes, "half a
grande dame and half an angel," yet she does display active moral awareness
(8.151). She follows her conscience even when it dictates that she put her
family's wishes before her own expressed desires.
Soon after the curtain of a melodrama rises, the villain appears, "come to
insinuate himself, either under the mask of friendship (or courtship) or
simply as an intruder" (Brooks, Melodramatic 29). In The American, when
Newman first visits the Bellegarde residence to woo Claire, he does more
than call. After seating himself in her reception room, he assumes his
characteristic posture. He extends his legs to signify that he has taken
"mental possession" of the scene (6.124). Denoting the English invasion of
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France, the date above the armorial device on the chimney-piece, 1627,
provides an analogy for Newman's intrusion.1* During his courtship, we are
told he "kept his promise, or his menace, of going often to the Rue de
rUniversite" (13.222).

Later in the novel, as Newman awaits the Marquise,

"Ihle stood a moment twisting his mustache," a gesture traditionally
associated with the villains of melodrama (23.392).
In the New York Edition, James makes Newman s intrusion even more
foreboding. For example, he now pays court to Claire "in the manner of the
interested party’ present at some great liquidation," as if he is the evil
landlord come to carry off the maiden or foreclose upon the house (14.241).
When Newman enters Claire’s apartm ent after learning her plans for
imminent departure to Fleuridres, he finds her in the center of the room,
while the eyes of Urbain and Madame de Bellegarde, who guard the
perimeter, "immediately [fix] themselves on the invader" (21.362).
Newman, however, does not perceive his invasion in such a negative light.
When he considers the fairy-tale quality of his French experience, he
consistently casts himself as the valiant prince rescuing the captive princess.
Valentin's observation that "Iy]ou walk in seven-league boots" suggests that
Newman has a very different role (15-266). In fairy tales, such footwear
frequently belongs to giants, who are more likely to seize maidens than to
rescue them, just as Newman plans to ravish Claire rather than to restore her
to her family, as a proper prince would do.
11 Spengemann provides this information on the date in addition to noting its
connection to the Catholic suppression of Protestant uprisings in the France of Louis
XIII under Cardinal Richelieu (459, n. 9). Rowe points out that this conflict between
Catholic/monarchist and Protestant/republican factions parallels the cultural gap
between the Bellegardes and Christopher Newman, a gap which Newman, in his
historical ignorance, never perceives ("Politics of Innocence" 75).
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In melodrama, the intruder attempts to destroy the existing moral order
(Brooks, Melodramatic 33). As an American hero, Newman s original goal is
not destruction, but his eagerness to re-arrange individual lives
destructively affects the people he encounters. His money makes it possible
for Noemie Nioche to disgrace her father by achieving her goal of becoming a
practiced demi-mondaine. Once his suit is approved, Newman alerts the
Bellegardes that he not only plans to continue in business but also intends to
take his wife away with him, effectively severing her connections to any
family members except perhaps Valentin. He entreats Valentin to abandon
France for employment in America. Each of these activities, well-intended
though they may be, pricks at the stiff fabric of French society.
In the context of melodrama, Newman s description of his initial
metamorphosis as "a new man inside my old skin" acquires a sinister
overtone since the creature that sheds its old skin is a serpent (2.57). Like
the serpent, the American will insinuate himself into a well-guarded world
and tem pt two of its inhabitants. The juxtaposition of saint/seducer is
highlighted more strongly in the rejected Newman’s plaint to Mrs. Bread:
"They took me up into a high place and made me stand there for all the
world to see me, and then they stole behind me and pushed me into this
bottomless pit, where I lie howling and gnashing my teeth!" (22.375). Here
Newman offers a heightened interpretation of his own role as hero/villain:
"taken up into a high place" to be tempted, he is a Christ-figure, but
moments later, he like the presumptuous Lucifer is cast out of Heaven and
into the "bottomless pit."
Although he may be temporarily driven from the garden, the intruder
customarily returns in triumph at an "interrupted fete" that signals the end
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of the act (Brooks, Melodramatic 29). The villain’s tem porary victory
depends on the betrayal of virtue by those who have been appointed her
guardians (Brooks, Melodramatic 33). Although Newman’s courtship initially
meets with resistance, both Madame de Cintr^’s mother and brother, the
authority figures of her family, accept Newman's suit. Newman does not
return to interrupt the party at the end of the act; instead the fete caps his
triumph.
The final act of a melodrama, which focuses on the recognition and
liberation of virtue, often depicts "duels, chases, explosions, battles’' (Brooks,
Melodramatic 32). In The American, the operatic duel between Don Giovanni
and the Com mendatore ironically foreshadows the duel that will end in
Valentin’s death. Valentin's name and former profession also evoke the
events of Gounod’s Faust, in which the soldier Valentin dies defending the
honor of his sister, who has been seduced by Faust. Valentin de Beilegarde
does not directly fight Newman for his sister's sake, but the perceived
challenge to his own honor and to the honor of his family arises from the
behavior of the American's erstwhile protegee Noemie; Valentin is defending
that honor against M. Kapp, whose own commercial origins make him an
ideal Newman surrogate. Following Valentin's death, Newman pursues
Madame de Cintre, first to her family's country estate, then to the Carmelite
chapel on the Avenue de Messine. In Newman's final battle with the
Bellegardes, the marquis' dying declaration becomes his weapon.
Thus, while casting himself as Madame de Cintr6's rescuer, James’s
earnest American hero actually functions as a menace. Even before he has
determined to use Mrs. Bread's information to disgrace them publicly,
Newman has effectively destroyed the Bellegardes.

Valentin's death occurs
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as a direct result of his friendship with Newman, who has introduced him to
Noemie.

After Valentin is wounded, Newman aggravates his condition

because, according to the doctor, "more than anyone else . . . , iNewman] had
the flattering but inconvenient privilege of exciting [Valentin]" (19.337). In
order to escape familial pressures stemming from Newman's courtship and
her subsequent rejection of him, Madame de Cintrd retreats to a convent. As
a consequence of their involvement with the American, the two most
promising members of the ancient clan are lost and with Valentin, any
opportunity to transm it the family name. After all, Urbain de Beliegarde has
fathered only one child, a daughter, and, if Mrs. Tristram's surmise is correct,
his bored young wife seems likely to betray or desert him. From the point of
view of the Bellegardes, then, Newman operates not as a hero who recognizes
and preserves virtue endangered, but as a villain who effectively
extinguishes their bloodline.
Despite Newman’s destructiveness, James wants his audience to
sympathize with the American. Shortly after publication, the novelist
declared as much to William Dean Howells: "To show the good nature I must
show the wrong and the wrong of course is that the American is cheated out
of Madame de Cintr6" (Letters 2: 70). James repeats this sentiment in his
preface when he describes the germ of his tale as the situation "of some
robust but insidiously beguiled and betrayed, some cruelly wronged
compatriot"; we are to concentrate on the wrongs done to Newman, not on
those he himself inflicts (Art 22). By using a third-person limited point of
view, James effectively centers on Newman; people or events are visible only
as they touch him. At the same time, he avoids the questions of reliability
raised by a first-person narrator. In addition, James reminds us at least
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nineteen times in the course of the narrative that Newman is "our hero." The
novelist employs this designation under a variety of circumstances, and
although he may occasionally mean it ironically, on the whole he does not
seem to be questioning the convention. The only other major male figure in
James's work to be so consistently labelled is Hyacinth Robinson of The
Princess Casamassima. another character toward whom James displays great
sympathy. Consequently, it seems likely that he is employing the convention
in earnest. Since James expects us to be on Newman's side in this novel, we
become caught up in his getting what he wants, even though any logical soul
would have to agree with James's admission that Newman s union with
Madame de Cintr6 is an impossibility. Nonetheless, we are disappointed
when his suit fails. Newman, too, is disturbed by his betrayal, but once he
has had time to reflect upon the experience, he responds with characteristic
equanimity. He regards the episode as "[t]he most unpleasant thing that had
ever happened to him" (26.446). Hardly the stuff of tragedy, this summation
completely fails to acknowledge the total cost of the incident for the others
involved. Newman's failure in love has caused a minor ripple in his own
existence; however, it has destroyed at least two other lives.
Wayne Booth has noted that all authors take sides when telling a story:
"The novelist who chooses to tell this story cannot at the same time tell that
story" (78). By bonding social comedy and melodrama, James creates one
such double story in The American. The easy-going egalitarianism and
disregard for tradition that make Newman admirable to an American
audience render him dangerous to the European world he invades. James's
American girl is typically the victim of misunderstood convention, but his
American hero in the form of Christopher Newman functions as both victim
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and villain, because his character mirrors the ambivalence that James and
his fellow Americans feel toward the use of power. On one hand, we are
fascinated with it; on the other, we distrust it. Newman preserves for
himself the illusion that he had the power to destroy the Bellegardes socially,
but like the country of his origin, he remains unaware of his true power and
of the actual destruction it has wrought. In addition, Newman's initial desire
to see the "the tallest mountains, and the bluest lakes, and the finest
pictures, and the handsomest churches, and the most celebrated men, and
the most beautiful women" soon becomes a desire not merely to see, but also
to possess (2.58). This desire finds its ultimate expression in the figure of
Adam Verver. Newman precipitates the dismantling of a single French
family; Verver spends much of The Golden Bowl dismantling European
culture by purchasing its artifacts and exporting them to American City. In
The American Newman learns a sobering, unpleasant lesson about the way
older cultures function, but in this early novel it is the European actors who
receive the real warning: The apparently harmless, somewhat amusing,
facade of the American hero masks a drive for power that threatens disaster
for anyone who resists.

CHAPTER 4
"The Grand Name without the Grand Thing": Basil Ransom, the Hollow Hero
The Valet-World has to be governed by the Sham-Hero, by the King merely
dressed in King-gear. It is his; he is its! In brief, one of two things: We
shall either learn to know a Hero, a true Governor and Captain, somewhat
better, when we see him; or else go on to be for ever governed by the
U nheroic. . . .
Thomas Carlyle, Of Heroes and Hero-Worship!

In Basil Ransom of The Bostonians. James displays a measure of the same
ambivalence toward power he demonstrated earlier in The American. Like
Newman, Ransom invades “foreign" soil—in this case, the parlors of Back Bay
Boston. Like Newman, Ransom courts a woman. Despite these similarities to
Newman, however, Ransom remains a singular character* described by
Quentin Anderson as "the only free-standing male figure in James's whole
output" (42). Like The Bostonians itself, which incorporates elements of
realism, satire, and romance, James's transplanted Mississippian resists
simple classification. On Northrop Frye's scale, he displays no superiority to
the natural order that would qualify him as a hero of romance. He hopes his
writing will awaken “the slumbering instincts of an important minority,” but
he exhibits none of the “authority, passions, and powers of expression far
greater than ours" characteristic of the high mimetic hero (Bostonians
3-4.1107; Frye 34).2 Since his power and intelligence do, however, lie well
within the range of ordinary human experience, he appears to be a hero in
*217.
2 All quotations from The Bostonians are taken from the Library of America edition.
The novel originally appeared in the Century Magazine from February 18S5 through
February 1886. The extensively revised text published in three volumes by Macmillan
in February 1886 provides the text for this edition; this is the last text of the novel that
James revised (Stafford, "Note" 1240-41). The first number of each citation refers to the
chapter, the second to the page.
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the low mimetic mode, where Frye locates most comedy and all realistic
fiction. Even in this broad category, Ransom's precise classification is
debatable, for although he resembles the hero of his time, his behavior more
explicitly expresses the destructive drive to power demonstrated by
Christopher Newman. By depicting Ransom triumphant, James encourages
readers to question not only the popular image of the hero but also the
shallowness of the society that celebrates it.3
Contemporary readers and many modern critics alike have classified
Ransom as a low mimetic hero, ascending Frye's scale toward romance. Early
readers focused less on character than on the intensively detailed length of
the work; the reviewer for the Independent, for example, described The
Bostonians as "long," “prosy," and "unreadable" (495). Those who did discuss
characterization debated not Ransom's performance, but the degree of
realism with which his character was presented. The reviewer for the Dial
described Ransom as "the only person . . . who has much human reality" and
even suggested that James should have titled the novel The Mississiopian
(15). Listing Ransom among the "hackneyed" characters, the reviewer for
the Critic disagreed, as did the Catholic World reader who found him "a
dismal failure," while the writer for the Literary World dismissed him as "no
better than the average hero of the woman novelists" (191; 130; 137). The
Saturday Review reader offered a positive view of Ransom as "the typical
chivalrous Southern gentleman of the South . . . highbred, sensitive, rather
supercilious, and intensely fastidious," but still demanded of the author,
3 In her 1988 article "Delighting in a Bite: James's Seduction of His Readers in The
Bostonians," Joan Marvell also asserts that James uses the novel to criticize his
audience. She builds her argument by considering Ransom's relationships with
different female characters.
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"Where are his sympathies?" (791-92). Whether they felt he was trite or
true, for most of these readers Ransom's function was clear. He satisfied the
popular conception of the fictional hero who overcomes obstacles to get the
girl.
For over four decades, from 1934, when Edmund Wilson praised "the
Southern hero [who succeeds] in snatching away the heroine from the
clammy Olive Chancellor," until the late 1970's, when Judith Fetterley
offered a feminist challenge to the prevailing critical consensus, many
modern critics have either directly or indirectly accepted Basil Ransom as
the hero of The Bostonians (392)/* Among these defenders writing from
various critical perspectives across three decades are W. R. Martin, R. P. Falk,
Robert C. McLean, and Elizabeth Schultz. Martin reads the novel as a
nineteenth-century fairy tale and extols Ransom s "intellectual integrity,. . .
transcendent sanity and . . . innate chivalry" as well as his pure heart (102).
Although Falk notes James's ironical use of melodrama, he nevertheless
echoes Wilson when he designates Ransom "the Southern gentlemanchevalier and champion of old-fashioned romantic love" who rescues Verena
Tarrant from the Charles Street prison created by Olive Chancellor's lesbian
attachment (151)- McLean too accepts the notion that Olive Chancellor s
attachment to Verena reflects social malaise whereas Ransom s attraction,
though equally sexual, is natural and warm (381). Schultz is even more
hyperbolic, describing Ransom as a reluctant but ultimately successful
^ In both Gender. Fantasy and Realism in American Literature and Henry Tames
and the "Woman Business". Alfred Habegger credits Philip Rahv and Lionel Trilling
with stimulating renewed interest in The Bostonians and awakening critical awareness
of Olive Chancellor's lesbian interest in Verena. Habegger ignores Edmund Wilson's
earlier comments that depict Olive's attachment as homosexual.
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Quixote, "a romantic hero, engaged in the most noble of rescue operations.
For Basil has been saving souls" (57). These critics wholeheartedly embrace
the notion of Ransom as hero.
Other readers, while denying Ransom a clear-cut claim to the role of hero,
follow what might be termed a policy of "selective omission." For example,
Marius Bewley, who concedes the ambiguity of Verena's final salvation,
notes only the domination exercised by Olive Chancellor; on Ransom's desire
to control Verena, Bewley remains silent (193-94). Although Leo B. Levy
lists Olive Chancellor among those who personify evil, he ignores any
expressions on Ransom's part of "the will coercing the world into the image
of its desire" (108). Levy describes the elopement as a "last minute rescue"
and credits Ransom with saving Verena from a "fraudulent world" (56, 61).
In a similarly dramatic vein, Daniel B. Green asserts that "Verena escapes
immolation on the altar of the Boston Music Hall" (268). Even Oscar Cargill,
who finds the tragic center of the novel in Olive Chancellor, believes that
Ransom "emancipates" Verena from her slavery to Olive (134) 5 The use of
hyperbolic term s like "immolation" suggests that these readers have
succumbed to the melodramatic atmosphere of the novel. Whether they
admire Ransom or not, by seeing him as the rescuer, these critics cast him as
a de facto hero.
In these readings, Verena is in some way "saved," and in order to make
the tearful conclusion accommodate what has preceded it, her future tears
must be discounted, either as McLean s "small price to pay for achieving a
5 Cargill's assertion that Rah v and Trilling inflated Ransom's character to draw
more critical attention to the book draws attention to the underlying assumption that to
be noticed, the novel needed to be seen as a novel "about" a man (135-36). Apparently.
Olive Chancellor as a tragic figure did not suffice to interest critics.
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normal relation in a society so sick" or as a nod to "realism," which will not
accept a "happily-ever-after" ending (381). To accept Ransom as Verena's
deliverer and the union of Ransom and Verena as a desirable end is to
suggest that we read The Bostonians as a formula romance employing one of
the oldest of all formulas: boy-meets-girl, boy-loses-girl, boy-gets-girl.
Unlike a formula romance, however, The Bostonians contains surface
ruptures and apparent incoherence that should warn us against such an
unambiguous interpretation (Rabinowitz 146).6

From the opening pages,

when Mrs. Luna offers her assessment of Olive Chancellor's character and the
narrator describes both Mrs. Luna and Basil Ransom, the author himself
explicitly encourages us to emphasize character over plot, to read the novel
as a work of serious fiction that will challenge conventional expectations
rather than confirm them.
Unlike readers who perceive Ransom as a traditional hero, still others
derive his status from their belief that he is a more sympathetic character
than Olive Chancellor. For instance, William McMurray, Ronald Wallace, and
Theodore C. Miller all rely on their personal responses to the text: these
6 Much of the ensuing discussion relies upon scaffolding provided by Peter J.
Rabinowitz in Before Reading: Narrative Conventions and the Politics of
Interpretation. Analyzing the ways in which readers approach their reading and the
expectations they derive both from their perception of an author’s use of conventions
and from their own political biases, Rabinowitz presents four categories of rules
governing "operations or activities that, from the author’s perspective, it is
appropriate for the reader to perform when transforming texts—and indeed, that it is
even necessary for the reader to perform if he or she is to end up with the expected
meaning" (43). Rabinowitz acknowledges that these conventions may be misapplied
and that while readers may not apply the specific rules an author had in mind,
"virtually all readers apply some rules . . . whenever they approach a text" (43).
Persistent, widespread misreading often originates not in individual readers but in the
culture that has taught them how to apply the rules (193). Rabinowitz distinguishes
between "popular'1and "serious" fiction by designating work as plot- or charactercentered.
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readers argue that Ransom is preferable because he preserves his humanity
while Olive Chancellor does not (McMurray 341; Wallace 37; Miller 343).
Other critics claim that Ransom has the author’s sympathy. James M. Cox
concedes that the narration "makes clear that the author scarcely approves
of Basil [butl likes Olive Chancellor even less" (498). Abigail Hamblen too
argues that James's mockery of Ransom does not diminish his sympathy for
the Southerner (40). These readers and others like them find Ransom a hero
by default.
This need to establish a sympathetic character may arise less from the
novel itself than from the readers' need to make sense of the novel.
Frequently in fiction, "in order to create a sense of resolution in a morally
chaotic situation, "—an accurate description of the world of The Bostonians—
someone must be seen as the wrongdoer and appropriately punished"
(Rabinowitz 203). Readers who favor Ransom cast Olive Chancellor in that
role. By the end of the novel, however, Olive Chancellor and Basil Ransom
are equally obsessed. Why then are so many readers so quick to make Olive
the villain? Their position seems to arise from gender bias rather than from
any objective standard. According to Peter J. Rabinowitz, authors of popular
fiction often expect their readers to apply w hat he defines as "the rule of the
dominant negative": "When a female character is described as a complex
combination of contradictory traits, the reader should give priority to the
most negative qualities and should in fact interpret her very complexity as a
negative factor on its own" (206). In other words, difficulty in accepting
complex female characters automatically engenders an unfavorable
interpretation. Such a rule doubly damns a character like Olive Chancellor,
not only for what she does but also for what she is. Readers who apply the
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rule of the dominant negative to The Bostonians can comfortably condemn
Olive Chancellor at the same time they appoint Basil Ransom to fill the
sympathetic vacuum at the heart of the novel.7
Reading the novel as a romance and accepting the rule of the dominant
negative make it easy to cast Ransom as the hero. In addition, he looks and
acts like the typical male protagonist of a popular romance. Reviewing
Louisa May Alcott's Moods in 1865, James criticized such a character as “one
of our oldest and most inveterate foes.. . . the inevitable cavaliere servente
of the precocious little girl; the laconical, satirical, dogmatical lover, of about
35, w ith the brown mane,' the quiet smile, the ‘masterful soul,' and the
commanding eye.‘ Do not all novel-readers remember a figure, a hundred
figures, analogous to this?" fAmerican W riters 190).8 With his "magnificent
eyes" and "thick black hair," Ransom cuts a similarly dashing figure (1.804).
Ransom also possesses a drive to succeed. When he is asked if he is "very"
ambitious, the emphatic repetition of his “Yes, very” stresses this trait
(1.806). In Boston, "our panting young man" speculates about Olive
Chancellor’s annual income, not because he is mercenary, the narrator
hastens to inform us, but because “he hals] an immense desire for success"
(3.815). Despite its stunted beginnings, he views his literary career in grand
terms, and he aspires to the most influential public post, the presidency. In
pursuing Verena, he demonstrates determination to hurdle all obstacles in
7 As early as 1947, Clinton Oliver cautioned against such a perspective (246). David
Howard, who believes that Verena is properly a creature of the popular press, agrees
that the double-edged irony with which Ransom is treated means that he is "in no clear
way James's spokesman" (66). Still, such dissenters were in the minority until the
1980's
The strongest challenge to the traditional interpretations came in 1978 from Judith
Fetterley, who argues that earlier interpretations reflect a strong gender bias.
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his path. His imposing physical presence allows him to dominate his
environment, w hether it is Mrs. Burrage's lecture-room or the Marmion
shoreline, just as his character type dominates the popular imagination.
Despite the critical approbation and widespread public acceptance of such
character types, elements both internal and external to the text warn against
accepting Basil Ransom and, by extension, other such popular heroes as
figures worthy of admiration or emulation.
From the beginning, James invites us to regard Ransom and the heroic
attitudes he embodies, with a large dose of skepticism. Mrs. Luna s assertion
that "Nobody tells fibs in Boston" mocks the Puritan pretensions of the city
residents; Ransom s response, "I pretend not to prevaricate," is a pompous
attem pt at wit as well as an open admission of hypocrisy (1.803). Ransom
habitually dissembles. He sometimes lies to himself to minimize unpleasant
realities; for example, he blames his legal failure on anything other than his
own incompetence. Most frequently he consciously attempts to mislead
others. When he seeks Miss Birdseye's support, for instance, he tells her that
According to Fetterley, critics who applaud Verena's elopement with Ransom as a
triumph of normal over abnormal sexual relationships are seeing what they want to
see, “an embattled phallic principle making a desperate stand against the odds of
James's particular version of the castrating bitch'' (109). Rejecting the notion that
James intended to present a heterosexual-lesbian conflict in the struggle between
Ransom and Olive Chancellor. Fetterley asserts that Ransom is not Verena's rescuer,
but is instead ' a spoiler, breaking in upon an idyll [at Marmion) and disrupting the
fabric of a beautiful life" (149). Although she mounts a provocative challenge,
Fetterley is blinded by her own bias. In idealizing Olive and Verena's relationship, she
disregards its questionable foundations. It is true, for example, that Ransom steals
Verena, but earlier in the novel, Olive also commodifies the girl by leasing her from
her parents. For her part, Verena's loyalty to Olive is suspect from the start: the
Chancellor woman who fascinates her is not Olive, but her "brilliant sister,” Mrs. Luna
(14.901).
8 In Henrv Tames and the “Woman Business". Alfred Habegger discusses the
biographical and psychological aspects of this review; it is employed here as evidence
that James was keenly aware of the popular ideal when he constructed Basil Ransom.
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he is "a possible convert" to the women's cause “without putting up the least
little prayer to heaven that his dishonesty might be forgiven" (23.1005). In
Cambridge, the narrator characterizes him as being not "incapable of
hypocrisy" (24.1012). In New York he leads Mrs. Luna on and later implies
to Olive that he has come to Mrs. Burrage's house in search of her (26.1033).
In Marmion, his effusive address to Miss Birdseye prompts the narrator to
comment, "He was not often hypocritical"--an assertion contradicted by the
events of the novel—"but when he was he w ent all lengths" (36.1134).
Despite Mrs. Luna's claim, none of the other characters is totally truthful, but
none lies so consistently and guiltlessly as Ransom.9
Throughout The Bostonians. Ransom demonstrates his "masterful soul"
and derives pleasure from his ability to control others. He responds to
Verena because she amuses him. Watching her at Miss Birdseye's house,
Ransom feels that "it was certainly pleasant to have such a pretty girl placed
there before one, like a moving statue" (8.854). Unlike Olive, who is
"intensely, fearfully, a person,' Verena is from the beginning an object
(12.888). On his second visit to Boston, Ransom shamelessly manipulates
simple Miss Birdseye to obtain information about Verena (23.1000-02).
When he later calls upon the young woman in New York, his desire for the
9 One of the most intriguing critical odysseys involving The Bostonians belongs to
Habegger. After declaring in 1967 that Ransom could not function as the norm because
"his archaic vocabulary and out-of-date gallantry, his doctrinaire ideology, and his
occasional provincial brutality must surely disqualify him for the role of satiric
persona." Habegger has recently claimed the character is "a projection of James's
peculiar conservatism"; that is. as a creation of "the resisting writer." Ransom
embodies the triumph of the philosophy of Henry James. Sr., despite the conscious
desire of Henry James, Jr., to exorcise him ("Disunity" 197: "Woman Business" 193).
Habegger mounts an impressively documented argument, but he relies upon at least
two questionable assumptions. First, he identifies the intrusive narrator of the novel as
the voice of the author. Habegger cites the apology at the beginning of Chapter 21 ("I
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day is "to take possession of Verena," and he reflects that "if he should
become her husband he should know a way to strike her dumb" (33.109798). During this visit, his desire for power is paramount: "so long as he
made her do w hat he wanted he didn't care much how he did it" (33-1098).
He is interested less in Verena's companionship than in his ability to control
her. At Marmion, when Verena attempts to break off with him, Ransom
resorts to physical coercion: "He seized her hand, drew it into his arm,
forcing her to walk with him along the road" (39.1176). In the concluding
scene, he is equally ruthless, relishing her submission: "She's mine or she
isn't, and if she's mine, she's all mine!" (42.1212). Instead of compassion or

mention it [Ransom's New York environment) not on account of any particular
influence it may have had on the life or the thoughts of Basil Ransom, but for old
acquaintance sake" [9711) as evidence of the narrator's identity (257, n .l). He also
points to narrative inconsistencies as a reflection of James's divided sensibility (258-59,
n. 11). At least two other critics have considered the role of the narrator. In his 1974
essay "The Curious Narration of The Bostonians." Philip Page asserts that instead of
registering authorial confusion, the inconsistent narrator sensitizes readers to the
limits of language in dealing with experience and makes the reader work to create a
consistent narrative. Janet Gabler's 1984 study "The Narrator's Script: James’s Complex
Narration in The Bostonians" does not identify James with the narrator but does agree
with Habegger that James affirms Ransom's aristocratic position as the correct one (9495). Although Page points to significant gaps in the narrative, none of these critics
addresses the single most telling inconsistency. The narrator's assurance that Olive is
more discerning than Mrs. Luna leads us to take Olive more seriously, while dismissing
Mrs. Luna as frivolous, yet it is Mrs. Luna who sees that Ransom has fallen in love with
Verena and who correctly predicts the outcome of the Olive-Verena-Ransom triangle.
In addition, Habegger’s confident assertion that "Basil is definitely meant to be the one
figure whose fortunes we follow with most interest" is belied by the emphases we find
in the title, opening, and conclusion: The title of the novel focuses on Olive and
Verena: the novel begins with Olive's name and closes on Verena's tears ("Woman
Business" 190).
Habegger also argues that Ransom "is honest in h is pursuit of Verena, not stooping
to the level of furtive manipulation we see in Olive (buying the girl behind her back,
not telling her of the Burrages' 'magnificent offer,' . . . pretending to share
'everything')" ("Woman Business" 191). While it is true that Olive buys Verena, Tony
Tanner has pointed out that the relationship does offer Verena a growth in experience
("Bostonians" 157). Contrary to Habegger's assertion, Olive does relay Mrs. Burrage's
invitation. Unlike Ransom, Olive suffers guilt at withholding information (19.954).
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compromise, he offers an ultimatum that ends his power struggle with Olive
Chancellor (Wallace 37). Ransom insists on squeezing the last drop of
domination from his victory.
In addition to manipulating people, Ransom seizes territory whenever
possible. No sooner does he enter Olive Chancellor's parlor than he makes
himself at home; Mrs. Luna finds him reading a book left on the table. When
nest he calls, he, not the hostess, invites Verena to visit. At Harvard Library
he takes "possession, in a single glance, of the wealth and wisdom of the
place" (25.1023).

Finally, in Marmion, when no one responds to his knock,

Ransom enters, glances over the books, and wanders through the house to
the verandah. Characters like Ransom who invade the space of others
disrupt the equilibrium; consequently, they should be mistrusted
(Rabinowitz 91). The parallels between Ransom s behavior and that of
journalist Matthias Pardon should set off additional alarms for the reader.
Pardon too makes an unexpected, unwelcome call on Olive Chancellor, during
which he "cutis] the ground under [Olive s] feet by himself offering her a
chair" (17.931).
Since similarities in behavior often reflect similarities in values, other
parallels between Ransom and Pardon are worth examining (Rabinowitz
159). Although Ransom excoriates his public and Pardon panders to it, both
men attem pt to influence public opinion through their writing and must
cultivate an audience in order to survive. Both men also court Verena.
Although it might be argued that Pardon seeks to exploit Verena by putting
her on the lecture circuit whereas Ransom wants her to remain at home,
each regards her as a commodity to be used as he sees fit. Pardon is
depicted as an opportunistic moral featherweight; Irving Howe characterizes
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him as "poisonous" (xiii). Ransom appears more solid, but the common goals
of the two men suggest that Ransom's appealing facade also conceals a moral
vacuum.
Parallels between Ransom and Pardon call Ransom s status as hero into
question. Because Verena's father, Selah Tarrant, is even farther removed
from any ideal of heroic behavior than is Matthias Pardon, similarities
between Ransom and Tarrant acquire a subtle, sinister significance.
Physically alike, the two black-clad men are tall and pale. Both men are
compared to carnivores. Ransom sports a lion's mane, and when Tarrant
throws up his arms to cast off "the wings of his long waterproof," he
resembles a bat (8.855). In addition, their mouths are similarly framed:
Ransom's has "a deep dry line, a sort of premature wrinkle, on either side"
while Tarrant's "slow, deliberate smile, which made his mouth enormous,
developed two wrinkles, as long as the wings of a bat, on either side of it and
showed a set of big, even, carnivorous teeth" (1.804; 6.843). Tarrant's
flapping "wings," his mesmeric control over Verena, and Verena's anemic
appearance imply that Tarrant is a vam pire (8.855). By leasing his daughter
to Olive, Tarrant does "feed" from Verena economically and socially. In
term s of the immediate family, the image of Tarrant as vampire has a special
resonance because it travesties the intense father daughter devotion
characteristic of much contemporary fiction. Whereas the typical fictional
father of the era protects his daughter, Selah Tarrant exploits Verena
(Wasserstrom 68-83).10

In terms of the larger society, these predatory

10 This transaction also provides an ironic comment on the nation that has just
survived a struggle to abolish trade in human beings. In addition to discussing the
intensity of the father-daughter hond in nineteenth-century fiction, Wasserstrom
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images of Ransom with "a bigger stomach than ail the culture of Charles
Street could fill" and Tarrant with his financial fangs in Verena support
Fetterley's assertion Itlhe vision of a male culture that lives parasitically on
the appropriation of female energy is central to The Bostonians" (Bostonians
3.816; Fetterley 121). At Mrs. Burrage’s, Ransom s resemblance to Tarrant
becomes more explicit; the Southerner thinks "almost paternally" that
Verena must be hungry after her speech (28.1049). Professionally, father
and suitor attem pt to reach the public through their writing. As Tony
Tanner notes, "(Ransom] has paper on his mind, or in his head, almost as
much as that aspirant to self-paperization, Selah Tarrant" (161). During
Ransom and Verena’s stroll in Central Park, his publishing difficulties
remind the girl of her fath e r’s failed attempts at authorship (34.1110).
The parallels between Ransom and Tarrant call our attention to
similarities between the matches made by Verena and her mother. The
marriage of the Tarrants is the only marriage directly presented in The
Bostonians, and James emphasizes its importance by interrupting the flow of
the narrative with a detailed history of the Tarrants’ relationship. Mrs.
Tarrant s elopement w ith an itinerant pencil vendor and the couple's
subsequent embrace of unorthodox lifestyles have resulted in the wife's
ostracism from reputable Boston reform circles. For Verena’s mother, the
vision of "a tired woman holding a baby over a furnace-register that emitted
lukewarm air" embodies matrimony, a state that has brought not anticipated
notes that Hawthorne's contemporaries equated a daughter's virtue with her father's
"business morality" (78). If we apply this standard to the Tarrants, then there would
seem to be some justification for accepting Mrs. Luna's jaundiced view of Verena as an
opportunist; by remarking upon Verena’s "hair the colour of cochineal," Mrs. Luna
implies that even the color of the girl's hair is false.
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bliss but discomfort, fatigue, poverty, loneliness, and sexual betrayal
(13.891 -92). Verena’s familiarity with her mother s tears confirms her
awareness of her mother’s unhappiness in the union (10.870-71).
Nevertheless, by eloping w ith a man who has an ambiguous future, Verena
repeats her mother s act.
Although The Bostonians has been characterized as "a fable championing
the institution of marriage and reaffirming the values of a traditional
society,’1James himself took a less sanguine view of marriage (C. Anderson
311). In an 1868 essay entitled “Modern Women," he pessimistically
conceded the "very dismal tru th that the only hope of most women, at the
present moment, for a life worth the living, lies in marriage" (American
Writers 22). Sixteen years later, just two years before The Bostonians
appeared, he defined a "perfectly successful" marriage as "the highest human
state," but added, "if it fails of this it is an awful grind, an ignoble, unworthy
condition" (Letters 3: 54).

Given Verena’s final tears, few critics would

predict a "perfectly" successful marriage for Ransom and Verena. The
ambiguous ending of the novel emphasizes the dismal outcome of her choice
(42.1219). Because the identical opening clause accurately predicts at least
two other events, its appearance at the beginning of the concluding sentence
lends additional credibility to the interpretation of the conclusion as
unhappy.11 Despite Habegger’s assertion that Ransom's Rational Review sale
11 "It is to be feared." the narrator advises after Verena’s performance at Mrs.
Burrage’s, "that Ransom’s remark to Mrs. Luna the night before about her having lost
her head was near to the mark" (29.1039). Mrs. Luna's jealousy leads to the accusation
that Verena has lied about her relationship with Ransom. After directing the reader to
consider Verena easily satisfied by Ransom's response to her questions about what is to
become of her gift, the narrator notes, "It is to be feared, indeed, that Verena was easily
satisfied," a statement that is parenthetically qualified with a narratorial intrusion
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may be the start of “a noteworthy career," the narrator's final "it is to be
feared" forecasts not only economic deprivation but also Verena’s eventual
transformation into a wax doll like her mother (192). Ransom's first name
provides another disturbing augury: In Mid die march, a novel that James
reviewed in 1873, the unhappily married Lydgate refers to his wife
Rosamond as his "basil plant," prompting author George Eliot to observe that
"basil was a plant which had flourished wonderfully on a murdered man s
brains" (808X12 James’s Basil, whose first oath is "Oh, murder," will flourish
by burying his wife's talents (1.805). As he listens in Marmion to "the
accents of Verena Tarrant, (carriedl in ample periods and cadences, out into
the stillness of the August night," he exclaims, "Murder, what a lovely voice!"
(35.1129).
In the world of The Bostonians, then, the designated hero is not
associated with bravery or wisdom, but with obsession and chicanery. His
obsessive behavior mirrors his cousin's. Their visions of society are
remarkably similar, but each finds the cause of decline in the other. Ransom
also demonstrates affinities with the unsavory Matthias Pardon and Selah
Tarrant, men who share the world of "publicity," which promotes selfinterest under the guise of social action (Bell 241X1^ Such an association
calls into question the disinterestedness of Ransom's own goals. Linking
Ransom with the historical figure of Thomas Carlyle raises additional
questions about the young Southerner's world-view. In 1884, James wrote
to Grace Norton that Carlyle emerged from Froude's biography as "a brute, a
(38.1162). "It is to be feared" thus subtly directs us to be apprehensive about the
outcome, whether it is of what Mrs. Luna will reveal—the intuition that will contribute
to the layers of falsehood that surround Verena's friendship with Olive—or of Verena's
surrender to Ransom.
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man of jealous, grudging, sinister, contemptuous, ungenerous, most invidious
soul” who despite his power of literary expression would be "a curiosity for
future people rather than a teacher” (3: 55). This disparaging view suggests
that James intended Ransom s allegiance to Carlyle's ideas as no compliment
to the young Southerner.H
Like the forceful hero of popular romances, Ransom emerges victorious
from The Bostonians, but in earlier novels, James dealt unsympathetically
with characters who indulged, as Ransom does, in dishonest or manipulative
behavior. In The Europeans, for example, the Baroness's self-serving lie
about her marriage contributes to her rejection. In Portrait of a Ladv.
Madame Merie s betrayal earns her the scorn not only of Isabel Archer but
also of the reader. In both Portrait of a Ladv and Washington Square. James
shows that even a sensitive, well-intentioned manipulator like Ralph
Touchett or one like Austin Sloper, who acts from mixed motives of power
and paternalism, can destroy a life. Neither sensitive to others nor altruistic,
Portrait's Gilbert Osmond is one of James's primary manipulators, egotistical
and controlling. Although he lacks Osmond's chilling finesse, Ransom
resembles Osmond. Both men set great store by convention. Both envision
themselves in exalted positions: Osmond would like to be Pope, while
Ransom dreams of the presidency. Admittedly, Osmond envies the Pope

1** According to Habegger, Ransom "is a transatlantic Carlyle, narrow, cruel,
backward-looking, explosive, and brilliant in thought and style." In Habegger’s 1989
reading, Ransom is a Carlylean hero whose "one significant achievement in the novel,
preventing someone whose words are empty from speaking, seems the quintessential
Carlylean act" ("ffoman Business" 19*i). Habegger continues by commenting on James's
ambivalence toward Carlyle’s conservative, anti-democratic ideas. Readers who do not
consider Verena's words empty and those who see her silencing in a less positive light
may not agree with Habegger's assessment of Ransom's accomplishment.
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because he is widely esteemed, whereas Ransom sees himself in a far more
active role. Nevertheless, both men imagine themselves in positions of
spiritual or material authority. Just as Osmond attem pts to add Isabel to his
collection of obiets d art, so Ransom wants to make Verena an ornament to
his own life.
Ransom, however, presents a more appealing front than Isabel Archer’s
cold spouse. Instead of Osmond's rarefied tastes, Ransom relishes such
bourgeois pleasures as "plenty of cigars and brandy and water and
newspapers, and a cane-bottomed arm-chair of the right inclination, from
which he could stretch his legs"’ (3.814). Unlike Osmond, Ransom is so
attractive that even Olive Chancellor occasionally finds him "very handsome"
(3.820). As early as 1879, James warned that such appearances could be
deceiving: In Morris Townsend, the Washington Square fortune-hunter, the
dramatic physical attractiveness that characterizes such early Jamesian
"Byronic suitors" as Roderick Hudson becomes a quality we should suspect,
especially since Catherine Sloper does not (Veeder 125). By presenting
Ransom as such a beau ideal and by transmitting our first impression of him
through the eyes of that superannuated coquette Adeline Luna, James
encourages us from the start to question the substance beneath Ransom's
ostensibly heroic appearance.
In the same way th at he exhibits more physical appeal than Osmond,
Tarrant, or Pardon, Ransom seems to present a saner, more pleasing
alternative to the vision of society preached by the reformers of The
Bostonians. Although they may dream of Utopia, the world of the back
biting, small-minded reform circle is truly a society permeated by selfdelusion. Despite Verena's insistence that women are the natural "heart" of
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the world, the female relationships in the novel are particularly acrimonious.
Mrs. Luna's initial dismissal of her sister Olive sets a competitive tone.
Throughout the novel, Mrs. Luna attempts to advance her own stock with
Ransom by discrediting first Olive, then Verena. Though fond of Miss
Birdseye, Dr. Prance, another outsider, has nothing but scorn for the
reformers' ideas. She gives Ransom the impression that she thinks Verena
"rather slim," a negative assessment more emphatically expressed by Mrs.
Luna (38.1159-60). It might be argued that Mrs. Luna and Dr. Prance,
operating as they do within traditional society, are infected by patriarchal
values, but even the reformers themselves are not immune. During the
meeting at Miss Birdseye s, for example, Olive Chancellor herself detects
"something provincial" in Mrs. Farrinder's hairstyle (5.832). Disagreeing
with Mrs. Farrinder on the direction of the movement, she ultimately
attem pts to supplant her with Verena as the voice of oppressed womanhood.
In turn, Mrs. Farrinder, the great feminist leader, envies Verena's success
and savors Olive's final humiliation. Verena delivers the most telling blows.
First, she betrays Olive's Spartan values by admiring "Olive’s brilliant sister"
(14.901). Next, she keeps secrets from her friend. Finally, she abandons
Olive to public ridicule. This feminist front is too divided to mount a
successful attack on the patriarchy. Because the movement seems likely to
self-destruct from internal conflict, Ransom's theft of Verena is not the
death-blow it might have been to a more cohesive cause. Furthermore, as
Olive's experience with the shopgirls and their "Charlies" demonstrates, the
"new order" she envisions fails to distinguish between institutional
imperatives and natural inclinations. Olive wants to sweep away everything
and begin anew, but she does not seem to realize that this would require a
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radical revision of human nature.
The "golden age" that Ransom wishes to restore offers only illusory
improvement, for if Olive Chancellor rejects nature, Basil Ransom exploits it.
Although he is a city-dweller, his most successful efforts at courtship occur
in pastoral surroundings. *5 When he walks with Verena in Central Park, he
displays scant awareness of its beauties, but when he pursues Miss Tarrant
to her vacation home on Cape Cod, his instinctive response to the natural
beauties of Marmion lends him an air of traditional Romantic heroes. Upon
leaving the depot, he relishes his evening walk and "the splendid star-light,
the stillness, the shrill melancholy of the crickets " (35-1124). When he is
not courting Verena or fishing with Dr. Prance, he plays the Whitmanesque
loafer, lying beneath "whispering trees" and planning his pursuit of Verena
(38.1160).
Ransom's affinity for nature appears to evoke the pastoral convention of
a man and a maid, but the gloss of romance masks a harsh reality. Ransom
is more attuned not only to the natural world but also to more primitive
emotions. Early in the novel the narrator s description of something "sultry
and v a s t,. . . almost African" in the Mississippian’s speech emphasizes his
savage aspect (I: 804). To reinforce this feral quality, Ransom is twice
compared to a lion. On both occasions, he is on the prowl in extremely
civilized circumstances—first, in Olive Chancellor's decorous drawing room,
*5 McLean asserts that bucolic courtship is emblematic of the "natural" sexual
relationship between Ransom and Verena. In contrast, he believes the enclosures
Verena shares with Olive reflect an unnatural relationship (377). Instead of
representing a natural relationship, the pastoral context of the meetings is susceptible
to several equally supportable interpretations; that is, it may also reflect Ransom's
agrarian origins, his freedom to range outdoors while the female characters are
confined to elegant boxes, or his connection to a more primitive state.
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next in Mrs. Bur rage's elegant home. The description of his New York
m arket corner, which smells of raw materials, fish and molasses, with
vegetable baskets lining the gutters, supports this primitive image. The
street itself is dominated by the "fantastic skeleton of the Elevated Railway,
overhanging the transverse longitudinal street, which it darkened and
smothered with the immeasurable spinal column and myriad clutching paws
of an antediluvian monster" (21.972). Ransom dwells in the shadow of the
dinosaurs; just as the "'antediluvian monster" darkens and smothers the
nineteenth-century street, Ransom’s figure casts a shadow that not only
darkens the parlour of the house in Marmion on the evening after Verena's
first abduction and but also smothers her voice in "a kind of shame"'
(39.1183). In the final scene, all pretense of civilization evaporates.
Wrapping a fur-lined robe about Verena and leading her away, the
nineteenth-century hero becomes a caveman whose "golden age" signals a
retu rn to the reign of brute force.16
Does Henry James, an artist profoundly aware of culture, subscribe to
Ransom's vision as the only alternative to the shoddy idealism of the
reformers? Like the combatants of The Bostonians. James complained of the
declining values of the age. In February 1881, he wrote to T. S. Perry, "I
suspect the age of letters is waning, for our time. It is the age of Panama
Canals, of Sarah Bernhardt, of Western wheat-raising, of merely material
expansion" (Letters 2: 341-42). A return to the United States prompted a
similar comment in 1906: "It is an extraordinary world, an altogether huge
16 Both Habegger and Tanner interpret Olive's and Ransom's cloaking of Verena as
attempts to repress Verena's identity ("Woman Business" 220:"Bostonians" 156-57). For
Tanner, Ransom's act is an attempt to reduce Verena to a purely sexual being. Neither
critic notes that Olive shares her cloak while Ransom imposes one upon Verena.
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’proposition,'. . . giving one . . . an immense impression of material and
political power; but almost cruelly charmless in effect" (Letters 4: 397). As
late in his life as 1912, James deplored America because "the Great Country
. . . has developed the genius for vulgarity on a scale to which no other
genius for anything anywhere can hold a candle" (Letters 4: 605).
Unlike Olive Chancellor and Basil Ransom, however, James blamed the
decline on both sexes. In "Modern Women," he noted that "women share in
the fault lof being extravagant and superficial! not as women, but as simple
human beings" (American Writers 24). At the same time, he valued the role
of American women as preservers and transmitters of culture. In 1892, six
years after publication of The Bostonians, he lamented
the growing divorce between the American woman (with her
comparative leisure, culture, grace, social instincts, artistic
ambitions) and the male American immersed in the ferocity of
business, with no time for any but the most sordid interests, purely
commercial, professional, democratic and political. (Notebooks 73-74)
Such alarm at contemporary conditions suggests that although James found
the decline of culture in his own era disturbing, he did not see the cure in a
retreat to a past, less civilized state. On the contrary, he urged that both
men and women become engaged in refining the elements of civilization
rather than in stripping them away.
In the wake of the Civil War, James presents an American society caught
between two extremes. One believes Utopia possible through a radical
revision of human nature; the other relies purely on instinct and power.
Since even the reformers themselves cannot live by their proposed
standards, their claims soon falter. Their position is plainly untenable, and
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except for Miss Birdseye, who has outlived her usefulness, the reformers
themselves are so extreme that they are easily satirized. The alternative
vision promoted by Ransom is more dangerous precisely because it is more
appealingly packaged. In the figure of Basil Ransom, James presents the
conventional hero the reading public has come to expect, the strong man who
can achieve his goals through the force of his will. Although he makes
Ransom attractive, James withholds the generosity he showed for
Christopher Newman in The American. Despite the disasters Newman
causes, he remains "our hero" because his refusal to act tempers his covert
dangerousness. When Ransom's suit is rejected, however, he refuses to yield.
Driven by those same "sordid interests" that James deplored in 1892,
perhaps his Mississippian cannot surrender. The second half of The
Bostonians thus documents an aggressive pursuit and final victory unlike
Newman's rueful resignation. James does not soften or deflect our attention
from the bitter consequences of Ransom’s acts. On the contrary, the implicit
danger of The American becomes explicit in The Bostonians. Instead of
holding the popular hero up for our admiration, the novelist warns that, like
Verena Tarrant, the society that embraces such a pernicious ideal will find
itself being led into an outer darkness of primitive ignorance.

CHAPTER 5
Grounds of Perception: Lambert Strether, the Hero out of Time
It was the proportions that were changed, and the proportions were at all
tim es. . . the very conditions of perception, the terms of thought.
Henry James, The Ambassadors1

After creating Roderick Hudson, Henry James subsequently rejected him
as a protagonist. James also revised his initial conception of Christopher
Newman to achieve a more romantic effect. In contrast, the novelist's
attitude toward Lambert Strether, the protagonist of The Ambassadors, was
consistent. As early as 1894, in response to a request that he produce "a
little international story on Americans abroad," James planned more than a
simple reprise of his earlier international successes. "The thing is not worth
doing at all," he confided to his notebook, "unless something tolerably big
and strong is got out of it." Realizing that such a vision required an
appropriate protagonist, he continued, "The prim ary interest is not in any
mere grotesque picture of follies and misadventures, of successes and
sufferings: it s in the experience of some creature that sees it and knows and
judges and feels it all" (Notebooks 176; italics added). As the novel evolved
so did the protagonist, conceived as "a highly esteemed figure and influence.
Educated, with excellent gifts, intelligent" (Notebooks 37S)2
1Norton Critical Edition, ed. S. P. Rosenbaum (New York: Norton. 1964) 7.3.1%.
Subsequent references to this edition appear in the text identified by book, chapter,
and page number. Although Norton has reprinted the New York Edition and thus
included the two reversed chapters, 28 and 29, additional apparatus and critical
commentary make this a more accessible text than the New York Edition.
2 By giving his hero the name "Lewis Lambert Strether" and having another
character comment upon it, James made a point not only of connecting his work with
that of Balzac but also of calling the reader's attention to the connection. Although
Maria Gostrey calls the French novel "an awfully bad one," Peter Brooks cites the tale
as the philosophical apex of Balzac's work (1.1.23: Brooks, Melodramatic 116). In "The
Ambassadors and Louis Lambert." James W. Gargano argues that James makes the
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With his strong sensory faculties as well as intellectual and spiritual
capacity, the planned protagonist would have been the equal of his audience.
His acutely refined sensibilities render him superior to the other characters
in the novel and perhaps to many readers in the audience. This character
thus answers to Frye's description of the "high mimetic" hero, "superior in
degree to other men . . . [with] authority, passions, and powers of expression
far greater than ours, b u t . . . subject both to social criticism and to the order
of nature" (33-34).
As the Prefaces to the New York Edition demonstrate, even after the
novel was completed James's initial conception of Strether persisted. In the
Preface to The Princess Casamassima. James describes Strether’s
consciousness as "a mirror verily of miraculous silver and quite pre
eminent" (Art 70). Discussing The Ambassadors itself, he states:
I rejoiced in the promise of a hero so mature, who would give me
thereby the more to bite into—since it's only into thickened motive
and accumulated character, I think, that the painter of life bites more
than a little. . . . It was immeasurable, the opportunity to do* a man
of imagination, for if there might n*t be chance to "bite," where in the
world might it be? (Art 310)
Unlike James’s evaluation of Roderick Hudson, which was w ritten more than
three decades after the novel it discussed, this second glance at Strether

connection to show Strether ultimately as a failure. William R. Goetz also views Balzac's
Louis Lambert as “a man of imagination par excellence whose imagination does wreck
him" (200). In contrast, S. P. Rosenbaum believes that Balzac's character, a mystic who
fails first in love, then into a trance, manages to move to a higher plane of
consciousness (1.1.23,n.3).
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appeared close enough to the original publication of The Ambassadors to
lend the judgment weight rather than call it into question.
Despite this history, some modern critics have denied the growth in selfawareness James asserted for Strether. To Carren Kaston, for example,
Strether is among the Jamesian characters who “accumulate experience, but
lack what would be thought of as a self" (68-69). While Kaston detects an
absence of "center," Bernard Richards sees a surplus in the "flat and empty"
Strether whom Richards censures for being both manipulative and passive
as well as "timid, self-centered, ungenerous, overdiplomatic, untrustworthy
and on many occasions untrusting" (224). For these readers Strether is at
best an ironic hero, inferior to his audience. By making Chad Newsome the
center of the novel, William R. Goetz completely displaces Strether (197).
The human zero these readers depict is far removed from James's original
conception of the character.
Although other critics have regarded Strether more temperately, their
readings designate Strether as an object of pity rather than admiration, an
elaboration of w hat J. A. Ward has styled the "ineffectual heroes" of James's
middle period. Edward Snell and Robert Garis feel that despite his exposure
to Europe, Strether remains incapable of either learning or living. Snell
claims that by the end of the novel, Strether has lost "even the satisfaction of
believing that had he lived in Europe, he would really have lived" (43; 307).
Analyzing the Antony-Cleopatra images in the novel leads U. C.
Knoepflmacher to a similar conclusion: Strether’s "resemblance both to the
ludicrous narrator (of The Sacred Fountl as well as to Shakespeare's tragic
hero . . . converts him into a figure neither of comedy nor of tragedy, but a
neutral figure of pathos" (343). To James W. Gargano, Strether is "a deluded
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romanticist" who must be forced to recognize reality whereas Joseph G.
Brennan sees the character as an artist manque (212; 223). More
sympathetically but no less negatively, Manfred Mackenzie terms him "a
fully fledged divine fool" (138). Instead of seeing, knowing, judging, and
feeling, the Strether of these readers sees and feels, but fails to comprehend
or develop.
Some critics, however, echo James's affirmative view. Frederick C. Crews
believes that Strether*s freely made final sacrifice makes him more heroic
than Hyacinth Robinson of The Princess Casamassima. who yields to external
pressures (56). For Robert Emmet Long, Strether s growth in perception
makes him "a hero truly" ("Genteel Tradition" 61).

Taking an existential

view, Mildred Hartsock suggests that because he defies the "age of moral
conformity" in which he lives with his own "ethical rebellion," Strether
emerges from the novel in "a heroic stance IthatJ may pit a man against his
whole world" (423). Except for a few readers like Hartsock, even those who
think well of Strether qualify his heroism. Characterizing the middle-aged,
mild-mannered New England journal editor as "James's mythic American
hero," Kristin Lauer, for example, discerns not a hero on a grand scale, but a
figure of tragic awareness (110). An examination of The Ambassadors.
however, not only reveals that Lambert Strether actively participates in
what John Leyerle has termed "the game of the hero" but also suggests that
the novel itself may be read as an epic.
Leyerie s "game" displays the following characteristics:^
3 Several of these requirements such as the passive authority and the special
costume correlate with other descriptions of the heroic quest. For example, V. H. Auden
lists the following essentials: (1) a precious object or person to be found and
possessed/married: (2) a long journey to find the desired item; (3) a hero—"the one
person who possesses the right qualities of breeding or character"; (4) a test or series
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(1) A passive authority figure "aloof from the action or even
ineffective in controlling it" sets the game in motion.
(2) In formally committing himself to perform a significant action, the
hero assumes a role.
(3) A special costume symbolizes the hero's metamorphosis.
(4) "No one . . . is gainfully employed."
(5) Fighting takes the form of single tournament combats watched by
ladies.
(6) "The hero has courage, a sense of purpose, and strength beyond
that of ordinary men."
(7) The hero must be male.
(8) The adventure always contains an element of chance that may
arise from a flaw in the hero. (69-71)
In earlier versions of the hero's game, a king like Arthur sets the
adventure in motion. In The Ambassadors, the action is precipitated by Mrs.
Newsome, who dispatches her would-be champion Strether across the sea to
rescue her son Chad from the temptations of Paris.

Strether initially

describes Mrs. Newsome to Maria Gostrey as "highly nervous," "delicate
of tests that eliminate the unworthy and reveal the true hero; (3) Guardians of the
Object who must be overcome before the object can be won; (6) Helpers who use
knowledge and magic to assist the hero (372). Likewise, David Kirby asserts that the
quest requires ( l ) a specific goal; (2) a series of tests; (3) struggles with the powers
trying to keep the hero from the goal; and (4) a significant journey. Kirby adds a fifth
requirement, an element of defeat as well as victory (387). Northrop Frye posits three
stages of the quest: the perilous journey and preliminary adventures; the crucial
struggle; and the exaltation or recognition of the hero. For Frye the quest transgresses
the modal boundaries he establishes in Anatomy of Criticism. The first stage (agon)
represents the marvelous adventures of romance. The second stage (pathos and
sparagmos) descend from tragedy into irony, and the final stage (anagnorisis)
reascends toward myth (187-92).
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sensitive high-strung" (1.1.46). Such descriptions minimize her authority
and suggest that she is the "sibylline wise mother-figure, often a potential
bride . . . , who sits quietly at home waiting for the hero to finish his
wanderings and come back to her. This latter figure is often the lady for
whose sake or at whose bidding the quest is performed" (Frye 195).
Although S trethers softer view better supports his romanticized self-image,
his subsequent comparison of Mrs. Newsome to Queen Elizabeth
demonstrates his subconscious awareness of his patron s imperious
character. The image of her as monarch also lends significance to his
errand.
In contrast to Strether, other characters hold no such illusions regarding
Mrs. Newsome. After inquiring about Strether's errand, Way marsh suggests
who is in control: "it’s generally f e l t . . . that she follows you up pretty close"
(1.2.33). Later in the novel, Jim Pocock's animal imagery stresses the
sinister aspect of both his wife and his mother-in-law: "They ain't fierce,
either of them: they let you come quite close. They wear their fur smooth
side out—warm side in. . . . and it s at feeding-time that they're the quietest"
(8.2.215-16). By the time Mrs. Newsome has dispatched the Pococks, even
Strether must acknowledge the matriarch's "moral and intellectual. . . block"
as "some particularly large iceberg in a cool blue northern sea" (11.2.298).
This conscious recognition of Mrs. Newsome s nature offers one measure of
Strether s growth.
In undertaking the mission, Strether fulfills another requirem ent of the
hero's game:

He "makes a formal commitment to accomplish a notable feat

and thereby takes upon himself the playing of a role" (Leyerle 69-70). This
commitment to recover a specific object or person is a significant element of
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the traditional quest, but unlike earlier knights who sought the Grail, fought
dragons, or rescued damsels in distress, Strether travels to Europe to rescue
a healthy young man from the grasp of his wicked French mistress (Kirby
387; Auden 372). After committing himself to the quest, the hero acquires
a special costume, "often armor of magical origin and power," which
symbolizes the assumption of his new role (Leyerle 70). Appropriately,
Strether begins his European adventure in the former fortress of Chester,
where he enters the streets fully armed for any social encounter "with his
overcoat on an arm, his umbrella under another and his personal pasteboard
. . . between thumb and forefinger" (1.1.23). On the next excursion, his
companion Way marsh "piercelsl with his sombre detachment the plate-glass
of ironmongers and saddlers," tradesmen who in bygone days would have
provided swords, steeds, and armor (1.3.38). Strether, however, equips
himself for the battles ahead not by donning armor and mounting steeds but
by visiting the tailors and purchasing gloves. He responds to the figurative
challenge of Europe by taking up a literal gauntlet.
As he moves into his new role, Strether at first compares himself with
classical heroes. Contemplating Mrs. Newsome s first letters, for example, he
sees himself like Ulysses "washed upon the sunny strand" (2.2.60). Crossing
the street to Chad’s apartments, he becomes Alexander the Great preparing
to "cut the knot" (2.2.69). Twice, James alludes to Theseus. During his first
meeting with Chad, Strether is "clutching his thread" in feeling his way with
the younger man (4.1,95). Later at Chad's apartment, when little Bilham
supports Strether’s self-deception concerning Chad and Madame de Vionnet,
the older man has the "sense of moving in a maze of mystic closed allusions.
Yet he kept hold of his thread" (6.3.166). Like Ulysses, Alexander, and
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Theseus, Strether has ventured Into unknown worlds from which he hopes to
return victorious.
It soon becomes apparent, however, that victory will not be gained as
easily as anticipated. Even the term s of victory change. When the Pococks
arrive, Strether‘s fram e of reference also shifts from the classics to the Bible.
Blind to Chad's liaison with Madame de Vionnet and psychologically "shorn"
when Madame de Vionnet publicizes his friendship with Maria Gostrey to
Sarah Pocock, Strether becomes a Samson, satisfied that "he would at least
have the relief of pulling down the roof on their heads" (9.3.247). He
remarks to little Bilham, "I've been sacrificing so to strange gods that 1 feel I
w ant to put on record, somehow, my fid elity . . . to our own. I feel as if my
hands were embrued with the blood of monstrous alien altars" (10.1.258).
Strether's ironic casting of the puritanical Americans as pagan barbarians
demonstrates his awareness that his moral victory, the only victory now
available to him, will be condemned as "immoral" by his New England
compatriots.
The game of the hero occurs in a society w here no one is gainfully
employed. Such a world is the Paris of The Ambassadors. The only
European character with a claim to employment is Gloriani, whose sculptures
Strether has admired in museums, but Gloriani appears as a genial host
rather than as a practicing artist. Americans Strether, Waymarsh, and Jim
Pocock all work when they are at home in the United States, but in Europe
they are idlers. Working-class characters, servants, or tradespeople are
virtually invisible. Such a society replaces work with other activities that
determine individual merit, specifically in the game of the hero, "[flighting
. . . stylized into single combat," tournaments watched by ladies (Leyerle 70).
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As Tony Tanner has noted, images of battle saturate The Ambassadors:
"There is probably more violent imagery in this novel than in any other by
James, but it is used to describe feelings, thoughts, reactions, apprehensions
—never deeds." ("Watcher" 109) The action begins not in the enchanted
kingdom of Paris, but in Chester, where "(t]he tortuous wall-girdle, long since
snapped, of the little swollen city . . . wanders, in narrow file, between
parapets smoothed by peaceful generations" (1.1.24). Once fortified, this
city, like the civilization it previously protected, has grown old and docile.
Images of battle reinforce the idea of combat. On the streets of Chester,
the morose Way marsh stares at an object "as if he were indulging it with a
truce" (1.3.37), Maria strikes a martial note when she declares to Strether
that they are "beaten brothers in arms'* (1.3.40). As he watches the play in
London, Strether reflects on the necessity of fighting Chad "with his own
weapons" (2.1.44). Nowhere is this figurative language more apparent than
in Strether 's early forays into Chad s world. Chad s house presents to
Strether "such a case iof distinction] as he could only feel, unexpectedly, as a
sort of deliberate challenge" (2.2.69). After viewing little Bilham on the
balcony, Strether confesses at dinner to Way marsh "that he had been
captured" by the sight (3.1.70). He admits that he "might have beaten a
retreat" once he learned of Chad s absence, but did not do so (3.1.72). After
their encounter in the theater, Strether launches "a night-attack" on Chad
(3.2.93). The two men subsequently meet in a verbal joust. Announcing his
purpose with his opening words, Strether feels like the messenger who "has
run a mile through the dust" (4.1.94). He then informs Chad of his
willingness "to fight the case to the death" (4.1.94). Strether sees himself as
having "put the flag at the window" and "shaken it hard, flapped it with a
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mighty flutter, straight in front of his companion's nose" (4.1.95). On the
attack, Chad accuses Strether of wanting "to bring me home in triumph as a
sort of wedding present to m other

to make a bonfire in f a c t. . . and

pitch me on" (4.1.96). Near the end of this encounter, when Chad informs
Strether that he has not yet really tangled with Strether, the older man finds
"all the more reason then that I should gird m yself’ (4.1.98). Chad’s
accusation that those who believe him kept by women demonstrate low
minds is "a dig t h a t . . . came nearer drawing blood" (4.1.101), and Strether
senses that "by a turn of the wrist and a jerk of the far-flung noose," his
companion seizes the conventional wisdom of Woollett (4.1.101), As Strether
reflects on Chad’s genteel development, "he had to take full in the face a
fresh attribution of ignorance" (4.1.102).
In Chad’s apartments, Strether speaks of "his funny alliance" with Maria
Gostrey in the hopes of ’carrying the war into the enem y’s country"
(4.2.103). He has always discerned this to be "the grand style of fighting"
but cannot “remember that he had ever before fought in the grand style"
(4.2.103). Talking with Chad becomes more tactical "parleyling]. . . with the
foe” (4.2.109). Three times in these subsequent musings he contemplates
the aspect and absence of "violence" (4.2.108-09). Meeting Chad in the cafe
after the gathering at Gloriani's, Strether’s doubts gather "into a challenge of
the lips," and he measures "the march of Chad's tone" (5.3.141-42).
Chad's talk of leaving Madame de Vionnet as "my sacrifice" and his claim
that losing her will be "the greatest loss I've suffered" connects her with the
struggle, as does her Paris home, which suggests the glories of the Napoleonic
era not only in its style but also in the treasures of her glass cases: "swords
and epaulettes of ancient colonels and generals; medals and orders once
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pinned over hearts that had long since ceased to beat” (5-3.142; 6.1.146).
Like Chester, these mementoes emphasize the passing of the old order—just
as Madame de Vionnet herself will later evoke the image of Madame Roland
on the scaffold (12.1.317). Madame de Vionnefs own battie-readiness is
reinforced by Chad's announcement that she is "under arms" in preparing to
meet Sarah Pocock (8.1.205). When Strether goes to the Pococks' salon, he
finds Madame "already on the field" (8.3.217).
If Madame de Vionnet suggests the old orders of military honor, the New
England Pococks are crafty American forest fighters. Their arrival changes
the tournament into a real war. Arriving in Paris, Jim Pocock advises
Strether that it is like his wife "to open fire on the spot" (8.2.214). When
Sarah rejects S trethers position, she hurls "the sharp shaft of her rejoinder"
in his direction: "she had let fly at him as from a stretched cord, and it took
him a minute to recover from the sense of being pierced" (10.3.280). Sarah
Pocock fights not with the sword of an aristocrat but w ith the guns and
arrows of a frontier fighter.
Since tournaments and battles both require winners and losers, the
combatants occasionally consider term s of surrender. "Have I your word of
honour," Strether asks Chad, "that if I surrender myself to Madame de
Vionnet you’ll surrender yourself to me?" (5 3.143). Soon after Strether
encounters Madame de Vionnet at Notre Dame, Chad makes "his definite
surrender" and offers to return home to New England (7.2.184).
For Strether, defeat is not merely surrender, but death. The two women
who attract him evoke images of execution. The ribbon encircling Maria
Gostrey’s neck is a red velvet reminder of Mary Stuart's fate at the command
of Elizabeth I. Contemplating the massive moral and intellectual block of the
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Newsome proprieties, Miss Gostrey speaks of "having to take [it! at the point
of the bayonet" (11.2.298). In her final interview, Madame de Vionnet is
clad like a doomed aristocrat about to face the guillotine (12.1.317). Twice,
Strether indicates his own preference for a short, violent end to a protracted,
indefinite one, reflecting on both occasions that "One might as well perish by
the sword as by famine" (3.1.78; 7.1.177). Near the end of the novel, as
Strether finds his previously ordered life in ruins, he reflects that except for
his friendship w ith Maria, his other relationships have had violent
consequences; they "bristled with fine points,. . . points that pricked and
drew blood" (12.3.326). Acknowledging his material defeat, Strether classes
himself among the condemned, the executed, the overthrown, a figure of the
old order against those who would destroy it.
Like the hero of Leyerle’s game, Strether possesses a sense of purpose,
courage, and "strength beyond that of ordinary men," albeit in a form
compatible with his era (70). Although beguiled by Europe, he steadfastly
awaits Mrs. Newsome s instructions (2.2.57). Even after his perspective
changes, his sense of purpose remains strong; that is, he at first wants to
save Chad by returning him to New England as soon as possible, but Chad's
continental gloss convinces him that the moral and aesthetic development
accomplished by remaining in Europe far outweighs the original economic
salvation. Strether then revises his purpose to accommodate these newly
discovered convictions. Faced w ith Mrs. Newsome's ultimatum that he
return, he not only refuses to do so but also appeals to Chad to extend his
sojourn.
In accepting the consequences of his decisions, Strether displays courage.
Near the end of the novel, he pledges, "I must meet my fate alone, and I
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shall" (10.1.257). During his final meeting with Maria Gostrey, he tells her
he is not "in real harmony with what surrounds me"; he insists that he
knows the world to which he returns will be different from the one he
previously knew (12.5.341). "Yet I shall see w hat I can make of it," he
staunchly vows (12.5.344). Thus, he chooses to rely only upon himself as he
confronts his fate instead of attempting to evade it.
Buoyed by his increasing self-awareness, Strether also displays a hero’s
courage in opposing the formidable duo of Mrs. Newsome and her daughter.
He writes to the former extolling what the alleged scarlet woman has done
for Chad. From a desire for fairness, he insists on meeting Sarah Pocock. He
explains to Maria Gostrey, "I came out to find myself in presence of new
facts—facts that have kept striking me as less and less met by our old
reasons" (7.3.193). Attacked for his "outrageous" defense of Mme. de
Vionnet, he refuses to bend.
In keeping with his more modern environment, Strether's strength
substitutes a high degree of imagination for the older hero’s physical
prowess, brain for brawn. From the beginning of the tale, Strether's
imaginative capacity is evident; he prefers the lemon-colored literary
volumes to his own review, which treats only "economics, politics, ethics"
(2.2.63). Just as physical strength can tempt its possessor to take
unnecessary risks, so too can an active imagination lead its possessor astray.
Consequently, the same generous faculty that elicits Maria Gostrey’s praise—
"you've recognized m e-w hich i£ rather beautiful and rare. You see what I
am"--misleads Strether, who often views life through a veil of metaphor
(1.1.25). Thus, the mission becomes "his adventure," Mrs. Newsome and
Miss Gostrey become Queen Elizabeth and Mary Stuart respectively, and
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Paris is not merely a glittering city, but "a jewel brilliant and hard" ((1.1.18;
2.2.26). In "The Function of Criticism at the Present Time," Matthew Arnold
announced that "The mass of mankind will never have any ardent zeal for
seeing things as they are; very inadequate ideas will always satisfy them"
(274). Learning to pierce the veil of seeming in order to see things as they
are becomes a significant achievement for Strether.
In the game of the hero, "Itlhe aesthetics of conduct, how the hero acts,
are almost as im portant as what he does" (Leyerie 71). The test of proper
conduct is one w ay to measure a would-be hero's worth. In traditional
quests, such tests eliminate the unworthy and reveal the true hero, "the one
person who possesses the right qualities of breeding or character" (Auden
372). In James's work as well, what constitutes "right" conduct has often
been a primary concern, for as Lyall H. Powers notes, "our interest clearly is
not so much in w hat the character sees but rather in how he sees it, how he
reacts to it, what it eventually makes of him" ("James and Zola's Roman" 29).
Early in the novel Strether meets his first challenge at Gloriani’s garden
party. Peopled by "types tremendously alien, alien to Woollett," the garden
is an arboreal Olympus (5.1.121). Private, open, ordered, and ancient, it
"sweeplsl away . . . (Strether's) usual landmarks and terms," and he admits to
little Bilham that "if . . . he had been overturned at all, he had been
overturned into the upper air" (5.1.119; 5.2.131). This kingdom is ruled by
Gloriani, a figure crowned "with the light, with the romance, of glory"
(5.1120). The sculptor's power of penetration, if not an actual thunderbolt,
is at least "the long straight shaft sunk by a personal acuteness that life had
seasoned to steel" (5.1.121). Like Zeus, Gloriani has a "fabulous" history with
women; in his garden, visitors are sure to meet, in addition to artists, "above
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all always some awfully nice women . . . in particular, the right femmes du
monde" (5.1.122). Strether feels "as if in respect to his accepted duty he
had positively been on trial" (5.1.121). The artist's charming but
knowledgeable smile is "flashed upon [Strether] as a test of his stuff"
(5.1.121). After he has passed this initiation, Strether can proceed.
This test does more than establish Strether's character; it prepares him
for his most im portant test, to see things as they are. In order to find the
proper goal of the quest, this talent is essential: The hero must be able to
separate what is real from what is not, then act on his perception (Kirby
387). During this gathering, Strether is not yet able to make that distinction;
little Bilham deceives him regarding Chad's relationship with the Vionnets.
Strether is, however, already moving in the right direction. Miss Barr ace's
comment that "in the light of Paris one sees what things resemble" elicits
from Strether the question "But for w hat they really are?" (5.2.126). Even in
the rarefied air of the garden, Strether is concerned with learning to
distinguish reality from appearances although he has not yet learned how to
do so. In addition, he experiences a crucial moment of self-recognition,
when he utters the much-quoted "live ail you can” speech. The sharpened
self-awareness that makes it possible for him to see himself is an essential
first step toward recognizing the others.
Nowhere in The Ambassadors does the importance of right action arise
more forcefully than at the conclusion. In one sense Strether's rejection of
Maria Gostrey is pre-ordained: The quest hero usually pays for any success
he achieves (Auden 380-81). Critics have offered other, more psychological
explanations. Robert Garis, for example, regards Strether’s decision as an act
of weakness that demonstrates his fear of Maria Gostrey's adult knowledge,
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specifically sexuality (308). Oscar Cargill and Daniel Mark Fogel believe
Strether rejects Maria Gostrey because of his feeling for Madame de Vionnet
(446; 47). D. J. Dooley asserts that Strether’s rejection of Madame de Vionnet
marks his true renunciation of the chance to "live'’ (281). For these readers,
Strether fails his final test of conduct because he rejects Maria Gostrey and
Marie de Vionnet.
Readers who perceive the ending of the novel positively believe that
Strether chooses successfully. Joan Bennett feels optimistic that although
Strether renounces happiness, he learns from his experience (15). Frederick
Crews indicates that Strether 's accepting the offer of his expatriate guide
would mean accepting Europe as superior to America; since he has found
both worlds deficient, he can accept neither (15). Agreeing with Crews,
Gerald Fiderer also sees "spiritual discernment and moral growth
renunciation" as "the keys to James's fiction" (57), Although acknowledging
that at the end Strether renounces everything but his own autonomy,
Brennan asserts that the protagonist at last is capable of acting and of
enjoying his newly discovered freedom of action, a view echoed by Quentin
G. Kraft (235; 380). Jacques Barzun notes that in James's fiction "the world
is too full of desires and not sufficiently full of people in whom desire is
purified" (260). For Barzun, Strether's final decision demonstrates progress
toward such purification. Quentin Anderson also sounds the theme of
individual purification when he considers the renunciation of material
belongings, the desire for personal recognition, and active sexuality as a
partial celebration of expelling the "other" self and contributing to the
enlargement of the individual's consciousness (168). Such an interpretation
of renunciation aligns Strether with Murray Krieger's "tragic" visionary who
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"insists upon nothingness from nothingness; to seize transcendence from
nothingness is, for him, too magnanimous a gesture to an absurd universe"
(40).
Of the two reasons James suggested to support Strether's rejection of
Maria Gostrey, neither emphasizes self-sacrifice or renunciation. First,
Maria Gostrey was designed to function as a secondary character, not as a
heroine. In addition, James's outline indicates that Strether grows beyond
her: "He has come so far through his total little experience that he has come
out on the other side—on the other side, even, of a union with Miss Gostrey"
(Notebooks 4 IS). David L. Kubal believes that Strether rejects Maria Gostrey
for a practical reason reminiscent of James's reasons for not marrying
Christopher Newman and Claire de Cintre. In Kubal's reading, Strether does
not merely outgrow the younger woman; his newly heightened awareness
tells him that attempting to continue the relationship will not work because
of the differences in their ages and backgrounds (105). In the same way,
Strether's sharpened sensibility no longer softens his view of Madame de
Vionnet. Although Strether may still find her attractive, he is also aware
that she remains attached to Chad.
In rejecting Madame de Vionnet and Maria Gostrey, Strether performs
one of the hero's primary tasks. Like Paul Zweig’s adventurer, whose
"career embodies the essential escape from the domains of women into the
unconfined spaces where he can perpetually create and recreate his own
beginnings," Strether's disillusionment enables him to free himself from
Mrs. Newsome's yoke (Zweig 71)A Unlike Basil Ransom, Strether has no
4 This escape has been noted by both Elsa Nettels and Oscar Cargill (Nettels 167;
Cargill 446).
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interest in dominating the society in which he finds himself; instead, he
more closely resembles such quintessentially American heroes as
Huckleberry Finn, who "lights out for the territories" rather than define
himself by someone else's standards, w hether they are Mrs. Newsome s,
Gloriani's, or Waymarsh's. This impetus toward independence—especially
from women—reinforces Leyerle's requirem ent that the hero must be male
(70).
In the game of the hero, "there is always an element of chance” which
may arise from a flaw in the hero (Leyerle 70-71). In The Ambassadors.
this elem ent appears most forcefully during the country excursion when
Strether finally confronts the truth of Chad's relationship with Madame de
Vionnet. Although Garis has argued that there is no good reason for the
discovery to occur in this scene and that the trip contradicts James's
previous vision of Strether, the timing is perfect (316, 306). The excursion
functions like the epic hero's journey to the underworld.
Aware th at his days are numbered now that the Pococks have arrived,
Strether impulsively attem pts to escape into the milieu of art represented
appropriately by the Lambinet painting that was "the only adventure of his
life in connexion with the purchase of a work of art" (11.3.301). Instead of
providing a retreat from reality, art will force Strether to confront reality.
Although he chooses his debarkation point at random, there is a sense of
purpose to the excursion; Strether leaves the train "as securely as if to keep
an appointment" (11,3.302). For the first time he acknowledges to himself
that he is "tired, not from his walk, but from that inward exercise which had
known, on the whole, for three months, so little intermission" (11.3.303).
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Aware that he is "touching bottom. . . . at the end of his descent," Strether is
thus at a critical point in his journey (11.3.303).
Although the name of the inn, "Chevai Blanc," conjures up images of
knights riding to the rescue, the outer wall, which is painted not white, but
'the most improbable shade," accents the incongruity between Strether ’s
assumed role and the reality of Paris society (11.3.306). Upon his arrival at
the inn, everything seems to fall into place. He seems to have escaped into
his Lambinet, but with the appearance of Chad and Madame de Vionnet,
everything not only falls into place but also comes crashing down. That the
moment of revelation occurs on the river is especially fitting, for "[wjater . . .
traditionally belongs to a realm of existence below human life, the state of
chaos or dissolution which follows ordinary death, or the reduction to the
inorganic” (Frye 146). Water also suggests sexuality and the "buried life" of
the subconscious. In The Ambassadors, these converging currents make
manifest the suspicions that have been unexpressed or repressed in
Strether's conscious mind.
Like Ulysses, who returns from his visit to the underworld "with the sure
knowledge that death is nothingness; with a heightened appreciation of the
precious gift of life; and with a resurrected awareness of the guiding
purpose," Strether emerges from his excursion with "sure knowledge" that is
a kind of death to his idealized perceptions (Torrance 21). He returns to
Paris with a radically altered awareness, "with a deeper and stranger sense,
a sense that his responsibility is verily deep and sharp" (James, Notebooks
408-09). Instead of renewed commitment to his purpose, however, Strether
finds his "old values shattered, new ones not yet established" (Hartsock 418).
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Thus Lambert Strether plays the game of the hero, a fitting activity in a
novel that was described as early as 1905 in epic terms: "What is The
Ambassadors, " asked Anna Blanche McGill, "but an epic of aspects, of how
the siren city, or the siren, de V ionnet. . . gained the soul of Chad Newsome
and of Lambert Strether, too, for that matter, though he did heroically leave
Maria Gostrey . . . and return to Mrs. Newsome’s W oollett. . . ?" (91-92).
Like the traditional epic, the novel comprises twelve books (Kubal 104).
The action begins, not with the appointment of Mrs. Newsome's emissary,
but in medias res, with Strether ’s arrival in Chester. Although the epic hero
heeds his own inner voice, he is frequently accompanied by friends classified
by Frye as "nature-spirits" and the "refuser of festivity or rustic clown"
(197). The brooding Waymarsh, whom James designed as "a contrast and a
foil" for Strether, functions in the latter role. Where Strether "has with
imagination, perception, humour, melancholy, the interesting and interested
sense . . . of w hat he has lost," Waymarsh, "unamenable, unadjustable,. . . to
react, fails of elasticity" (Notebooks 377). After the Pococks appear on the
scene, Waymarsh, like Don Quixote s Sancho Panza, finds a social kingdom to
govern.
Neither wood-nymph nor naiad, Maria Gostrey nonetheless initially
identifies herself as a nineteenth-century genius loci, "a general guide—to
Europe,' don’t you know? I wait for people—I put them through. I pick
them up--I set them down. I'm a sort of superior courier-maid^m (1.1.26).
Although intended solely as a convenient mechanism for exposition, Maria
Gostrey uses her knowledge and "magic" power to assist the hero (Auden
372). In Chester, she appears "as from a recent vision" (1.1.18). Like Marie
de Vionnet, she seems ageless: She initially strikes Strether as being "almost
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insolently young," but is really a well-preserved thirty-five (1.1.21). When
she leads Strether forth into the world" of Chester, he feels suspended "on
the plane of manners, or even of morals.” (1.1.23). He "hals] quite the sense
that she knew things he didn't "and reflects that ”[s]he knew even intimate
things about him that he hadn’t yet told her" (1.1.22).

Gazing at the

cathedral in Chester, Strether awakens to Europe beneath Maria Gostrey's
influence (1.1.25).
In Paris, the hero's helper turns oracle. First, she makes Strether "a
sign"; in words that echo chivalric tradition, Strether feels that in Maria
Gostrey s "nest," and "there only, he should find the boon with the vision"
(3.2.79). He acknowledges her growing influence on him as "the blessing
that had now become his need" (3.2.80). Although she denies that she is "a
seer or a prophetess," she feels "in [herl bones" that little Bilham is working
for Strether (3.2.87,88). When she discloses to Strether that the young artist
has been working with Chad, "[tlhough she disclaimed the prophetic vision,
she was at this instant the nearest approach he had ever met to the priestess
of the oracle. The light was in her eyes" (3.2.88). After Strether inquires if
she knows what she is talking about, she replies, "I do better. I see it"
(3.2.88). That same evening at the theater, as Chad himself enters the box,
we learn that like any good oracle, "Miss Gostrey had said more than she
knew" (3.2.89). It is Maria who tells Strether that Chad is involved with
someone, but when Strether questions her, she denies any occult awareness:
"I've known nothing but what I’ve seen; and I wonder . . . that you didn’t see
as much" (4.2.106). She also predicts that Chad wants to "shake off" the
woman in his life and is perhaps her most prophetic when she warns
Strether, "He’s not so good as you think!" (4.2.108). After the Pococks’
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arrival, the sense of sibylline mystery of Maria Gostrey's apartm ent deepens
for Strether: "The pure flame of the disinterested burned in her cave of
treasures as a lamp in a Byzantine vault" (9.2.240).
The supernatural machinery surrounding Maria Gostrey enables her to
see things as they are; the magic associated with Chad and Madame de
Vionnet transforms them into w hat they are not. James himself uses this
term in the outline: "Strether at first so feels [Chad] is transformed' that it
must take time to find out w hat he's transformed to" (Notebooks 388).
Upon sighting Chad in the theater box, Strether is instantly conscious of the
younger man's metamorphosis: "What could be more remarkable than this
sharp rupture of identity?" he muses. As he grows more aware of Chad's
improvement, however, Strether acknowledges him "a case of transformation
unsurpassed" (3-2.90). Physically, Chad's experience has marked him: His
dark hair shows "streaks of gray, extraordinary at his age" (3.2.92).
Although readers agree that Madame de Vionnet, the agent of Chad s
metamorphosis, is magical, they question whether her practice is malign or
benign. While Richard Char tier has noted the many "enchanting"
descriptions of the Frenchwoman, Brennan suggests more pejoratively that
she "is a tem ptress and her Paris is a magic garden," and Quentin Anderson
brands her "a lovely lie" that conceals "the ugly fact of adultery" (71; 229;
2 1 1 ).

Madame de Vionnet not only causes change, but beneath the spell of
Strether's imagination, she also undergoes transformation herself. Strether
first mentions her to little Bilham as "the creature," a term that denies her
humanity (4.2.111). Later, in Gloriani’s garden, however, she proves all too
human. At first glance, she seems to be "a young woman" dressed in a black
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that appears incongruously "light and transparent" to Strether (5.2.128).
S trethers subsequent visions of her are exalted. On his initial visit to her
home, he associates the apartment with "some Napoleonic glamour, some dim
lustre of the great legend" (6.1.145). When she appears at Chad's clad in
silver gray, he "could have compared her to a goddess still partly engaged in
a morning cloud or to a sea nymph waist-high in the summer surge"
(6.3.160). She also reminds him of Cleopatra, "various and multifold"
(6.3.160).

When Strether sees her in Notre Dame, however, the goddess has

become "the lurking figure of the dim chapel" (7.1.173). Before he
recognizes her, he casts her as the "heroine of an old story . . . renewing her
courage, renewing her clearness, in splendidly protected meditation"
(7.1.172). Madame de Vionnet identifies herself as "one of the old women"
of the church; she predicts, "It's like t h a t . . . t h a t. . . I shall end" (7.1,173).
With each of Madame’s changes of appearance comes a change in
language. Former schoolmate Maria Gostrey recalls Madame de Vionnet's
ability to play a role, "chattering French, English, German, Italian, anything
one would, in a way that made a clean sweep, if not of prizes and
parchments, at least of every part,* whether memorised or improvised, in
the curtained costumed school repertory" (5.3.138). Inside the cathedral,
Strether discerns a change in her voice, which "seemed to make her words
mean something that they didn't mean openly" (7.1.175). With Chad on the
river, where she has once again become 'a young woman easy and fair," she
seeks an escape through language; she begins by speaking French, an act
that has the result of "fairly veiling her identity" (11.4.307,310). Soon,
however, she reverts to her earliest coloration, for "When she spoke the
charming, slightly strange English he best knew her by, [Strether) seemed to
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feel her as a creature, among all the millions, with a language quite to
herself" (11.4.310; italics added). In this moment of exposure, she has once
again been lowered to the ranks of the not-altogether-human. Strether's
vision of her has moved from creature to goddess and back, as his perception
of her relationship with Chad has changed.
Most of Madame de Vionnet s transformations occur in Strether s
imagination, but he is unaware that he is the source of these changes. During
their last meeting, he still believes that Madame has special powers. He
consequently expects her to perform magic "to make deception right. As she
presented things the ugliness—goodness knew why—w ent out of them; none
the less too that she could present them, with an art of her own" (12.1.318).
At last, however, the enchantment fails, for
she had but made Chad w hat he was—so why could she think she had
made him infinite? She had made him better, she had made him best,
she had made him anything one would; but it came to our friend with
supreme queerness that he was none the less only Chad

The work,

however admirable, was nevertheless of the strict human order.
(12.2.322)
As Strether looks long at her, she cries, "It's how you see me, it's how you
see m e,. . , and it's as I am." Gazing at her, Strether realizes that "[slhe was
older for him to-night, visibly less exempt from the touch of time" (12.2.32223). Strether finally recognizes that she is a limited hum an being with no
special powers. He leaves her looking not like a goddess down from the
clouds, but "as vulgarly troubled . . . as a maidservant crying for her young
man" (12.2.323). Reflecting upon the entire experience w ith Maria Gostrey,
Strether concludes that he "moved among miracles. It was all
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phantasmagoric" (12,3.331). By the conclusion, the phantasms have been
conquered, and Strether can see without illusions.
To suggest that The Ambassadors can be read as an epic is not a wholly
radical idea. Stephen Spender has drawn parallels between The
Ambassadors and James Joyce’s Ulvsses: Both novels are set in major
European cities, Paris and Dublin, respectively; both novels deal with
protagonists who are walkers; both protagonists lose and "find" sons.
Spender notes, however, that James ignored the sordid aspects of city life
exploited by Joyce (80). More recently David L. Kubal has found even more
similarities between Strether and Homer's Ulysses: Both men go forth to
bring home someone involved in a love affair; both have women waiting for
them at home; both become involved with other women; both w ant to go
home; and both emerge from their trials "wiser and with a greater degree of
self-knowledge" (104). Despite these similarities and his own admission
that "the novel’s theme is epic in significance if not in proportion," Kubal
complains that if pushed too far, the comparison "limps badly" (104).
The problem is not a matter of form so much as it is a matter of scale.
Kubal thinks w e should be able to view Strether as a hero in a world where
heroic possibilities still exist. In 1938, Spender observed that "James ought
to have w ritten about kings and queens but, of course, kings and queens are
not available to the modern artist, and are far too available to the
newspapers" (199). S trethers task is heroic: He is attempting to save a
fellow human being. Strether s vision is heroic: He sees generously,
imaginatively, and at last clearly. Like Don Quixote, Strether functions in a
domesticated world that is is far from heroic.
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James shows this discrepancy between the hero and his world by altering
the conditions Strether must fulfill In a heroic age, the youthful warrior
was sent forth to rescue maidens from dragons. In contrast, the middle-aged
Strether is sent by someone who is a bit of a dragon herself to rescue the
young man who would, in a different world, have been the hero. Yvor
Winters has complained that Chad Newsome is too insubstantial a figure to
merit all the concern expended on him; Chad's very triviality supports a
mock-heroic reading (334). The traditional hero acquires magic armor early
in his adventure; early in his adventure, Strether acquires gloves. Gods,
goddesses, and oracles inhabit the ancient world; in Strether s Paris, Olympus
is an artist’s garden, Venus is a middle-aged adulteress, and the oracle
spends her time, not in a cave, but in her apartment in the Quartier
Marboeuf.5
Although Lambert Strether embodies many attributes of the
traditional hero, the world which he inhabits no longer recognizes or values
such attributes. Like the military mementoes in Madame de Vionnet's
apartment, Strether belongs to an earlier age. Like any post-Odyssean hero,
he confronts "a world too complex, too highly organized, or simply too big for
any single human being to overcome" (Torrance 36). In this world, as Joseph
Wood Krutch has observed, "We have settled into a sort of bourgeois
5 In "Strether by the River," David Lodge notes mock-heroic aspects of the
Lambinet incident. He points out that while "Strether is indeed formulating his
situation in heroic terms," the effect produced is closer to mock-heroic because
Strether is not completely deluded by his imagination (207). Adeline Tintner's mockheroic reading of James's 1909 story, “The Velvet Glove," offers some comparison to The
Ambassadors. Most of the action of the story occurs at Gloriani's studio, that same
Glorlani whose garden is the Parisian Olympus of The Ambassadors ( "lames's Mock
Epic" 484-88). Although the tale has a light tone, one of its serious themes is "Live all
you can," the same idea that shapes The Ambassadors ("lames's Mock Epic" 484).
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security, and bourgeois security has its own dull comforts, for if we have not
much to gain neither have we much to lose" (129). In the end, by refusing
to attempt to repair his relationship with Mrs. Newsome and by rejecting
Maria Gostrey, Strether performs what is perhaps the only act remaining to
a modern hero: He renounces security and preserves his sense of personal
honor. That he chooses freely, in full and acute awareness of himself and his
circumstances, makes the ending of the novel a satisfactory resolution for
Lambert Strether. A French proverb proclaims that "in the kingdom of the
blind, the one-eyed are kings." In a world where nothing is as it appears,
those who can see things as they are, are the true heroes.

CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp,
Or what's a heaven for?
Robert Browning, "Andrea del Sarto"1

Discussions of the generic Jamesian hero lead us to expect that Roderick
Hudson, Christopher Newman, Basil Ransom, and Lambert Strether will
arrange themselves neatly on a single level of Northrop Frye's scale of
modes. The frequent classification of James as a realist also suggests that
these central male figures will share the low mimetic niche where Frye
locates most realistic fiction and comedy. Collectively, however, these
Jamesian heroes occupy several different levels. Individually, they are too
complex to fit comfortably in any single class.
None of James's men answers to Frye's description of the mythic hero,
"superior in kind both to other men and to the environment," nor is any
wholly superior in degree to both other men and to his environment, yet
Hudson, Newman, Ransom, and Strether together touch every other level
(Frye 33). Christopher Newman's larger-than-life person and extraordinary
success elevate him to the level of Frye’s romance hero. Other character
attributes call this status into question. Readers who believe that in
rejecting revenge, Newman achieves a higher sensibility would argue that
the character also belongs to the high mimetic mode, but those who feel that
Newman is consistently self-deluded would mix low mimetic, even ironic
elements into his romantic composition.

1 Works (London: Smith, Elder, 1912) 4 : 120, lin es 97-98.
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Although they are not as physically impressive as Newman, both
Roderick Hudson and Lambert Strether are invested with some degree of
superiority to the common person and might thus inhabit the high mimetic
plane, where Frye places most epic and tragic works. Hudson's artistic
genius raises him above the other characters of the novel in which he
appears and above the audience, but his superiority is limited to his talent.
He controls neither the natural world, where he meets his death, nor the
social environment, where he unsuccessfully flouts the codes of conduct. In
addition, Roderick Hudson's distinctive ability separates him too drastically
from his audience, thereby diminishing the impact of his fall. Superior to his
fellow humans in degree but like Hudson subject to his physical and cultural
environments, Strether too qualifies as a high mimetic hero. Because his
experience transcends this category, however, he also resembles an epic
hero. Strether lacks Roderick Hudson's artistic gift, but possesses a
sympathetic imagination and a capacity for growth that readers can more
easily identify with. Hudson displays neither of these strengths, and his
failure to develop them contributes to his downfall both as a character and
as a center of interest.
Basil Ransom most closely fits the traditional mold of the hero of romance
and melodrama, but displays a character best suited to the low mimetic
mode. A man of no outstanding talents or high perceptions, he is, as Frye
puts it, "one of us" (33). From Ransom's perspective, the action of The
Bostonians matches the structure of Greek New Comedy outlined by Frye;
(1) the hero w ants a young woman; (2) the hero's desire is blocked, usually
by a father or a paternal representative; (3) the hero overcomes the
opposition and wins the young woman (163-66). Traditional New Comedy
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ends with a shift from a paternalistic form of society to a new order that
forms around the hero and his bride and often revives the values of a
bygone age (Frye 171). Instead of the conciliatory wedding feast common
to New Comedy. The Bostonians concludes in chaos, w ith the heroine herself
in tears. In an existential comedy such a wholesale collapse may provide an
admirable conclusion, but it does not accord with the sunny reconciliation of
New Comedy, as practiced by James himself in his earlier novel The
Europeans, which concludes with the expulsion of an intruder and with not
one, but two, marriages.
Ransom superficially resembles the hero of New Comedy. Despite his age
and experience with war and deprivation, James's Southerner still seems
naive enough to be a New Comic hero, that typically pleasant but bland
character whose "real life begins at the end of the play" (Frye 168-69). A
"country cousin” but recently arrived in New York City, Ransom too is
beginning life anew. He possesses an unlimited optimism: A single sale
over a two-year period gives him the confidence to add a wife to his list of
female dependents. Unlike the naive hero of New Comedy, Ransom enters
The Bostonians with a tidy sense of how the world should operate. When the
events of the novel offer him opportunities to change, Ransom changes not
by widening his perspective but by focusing more narrowly on his goals. His
experiences thus fix him all the more firmly in his original path (Habegger,
Gender 209).

Thus, instead of providing a tonic to the reform movement, as

a biand New Comic hero would, Ransom compounds the problem. His
inflexibility provides an exaggeration more befitting a character in satire
than a hero of either New Comedy or realistic fiction. At the same time,
however, Ransom is not the moral inferior of the audience. Far from being
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the victim of "bondage, frustration, or absurdity," he triumphs (Frye 34).
Consequently, he does not function as an ironic hero, but might be classified
as a low mimetic hero with a strong ironic bent.
Just as they frustrate efforts to make them homogeneous heroic types,
Hudson, Newman, Ransom, and Strether also contradict the conventional
critical wisdom that perceives them as passive ciphers waiting to receive the
stamp of experience. Instead, these characters seek to make impressions on
others. Bach attem pts to achieve specific goals. Hudson has a dramatic
physical impact on the world as he exercises his art. Newman travels and
courts Madame de Cintr£. Thwarted, he does not retire gracefully but takes
preliminary steps toward revenge. Ransom not only attempts to shape
public opinion w ith his writing but also pursues and seizes Verena Tarrant.
Much of the action of The Ambassadors is intellectual activity colored by
military metaphor as Strether vigorously attem pts to persuade Chad
Newsome to share his own altered perspective. These male protagonists are
not merely dreamers; they are also doers.
Americans all, Hudson, Newman, Ransom, and Strether embody James's
ambivalent sense of national identity. Gifted but immature, Hudson is the
only member of the quartet to renounce his roots completely; he is also the
only one to die. James thus implies that the artist who becomes too closely
tied to old ways forms a lethal attachment. In contrast, Christopher Newman
flaunts his nationality. As a quintessentially American hero, Newman
represents the country itself. Sprawling and reckless, he injures others
without meaning to do so. Where Hudson rejects America and Newman
extols it, Basil Ransom is a resident alien.

Bitter and dissatisfied, the former

Confederate launches a private war. It is as if Ransom cannot accept having
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lost the w ar but chooses to attack from a different flank. Refusing to
surrender, he wants to re-form society to accommodate his vision. Hudson
rejects the new, embraces the old; Newman rejects the old, insists on the
new; Ransom seeks to overthrow; Strether accepts both worlds. Although he
finds magic renewal in Europe, Strether ultimately returns to the United
States. Like Roderick Hudson, young James rejected the New World for the
Old. Unlike Hudson, he not only visited occasionally but also kept an
interested, often critical eye on the country that he had left behind. In "A
Memorable Naturalization: How Henry James Became a British Subject and
Lost his United States Citizenship," Alan G. James notes that even as James
affirmed his loyalty to the country in which he had long resided, he was
hoping to influence the country of his birth. James believed that his wellpublicized choice might influence other Americans to abandon neutrality and
support the British war effort (A. James 63).
James's multifaceted heroes reflect their creator’s persistent uneasiness
with established classifications. At the beginning of his career, Roderick
Hudson dramatically illustrates the dangerous attraction of the past and the
tension between embracing the past and escaping it. Intensely conscious of
his own status as a literary latecomer, James uses an extensive web of heroic
images to assert Hudson's kinship with and superiority to earlier heroes of
other authors. Simply killing Hudson is not enough to allay James's anxiety.
As an incarnation of the old heroic spirit, Roderick Hudson must perish to
make room for newer heroes. Hudson thus has the unique distinction of
being doubly doomed by his creator. Thus Hudson dies in the novel and
later in the Preface to the New York Edition, w hen James completes his
repudiation of the 'old'' hero.
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The dismissal of Hudson creates the space for a new man, James's
American. In contrast to Hudson, Christopher Newman is an essentially
American hero, full of the energy, excess, and contradiction accompanying
that role. Despite Newman's attractions, James senses that for the
Bellegardes and the European establishment they represent, his new hero
has a villainous dimension. The same qualities that American readers
admire render Newman dangerous to the European world that he invades.
Like his country, Newman is a well-intentioned infant giant who does not
comprehend his own capacity for destruction.
In the figure of Basil Ransom, the covert, sinister aspect of Christopher
Newman becomes manifest. Newman accidentally destroys the Bellegardes,
but destruction of the reform movement and defeat of his cousin Olive
Chancellor are among Basil Ransom's primary goals. Although Ransom
resembles the traditional tall, dark, and handsome romantic hero, James
sends numerous warning signals to alert readers that they should not accept
this character at face value. For example, Ransom resembles other Jamesian
manipulators both in The Bostonians and in James's other novels. Because
Ransom appeals to the most primitive needs and desires, James implies that
to accept Ransom's solution is to return to a world ruled by brute force.
Ransom thus supports many of the qualities James disparaged in his writing
and correspondence. Appealing on the outside but concealing an unexpected
menace, Ransom is well suited for satire, a form that often appears harmless
on the outside, but conceals a savage interior. Embraced by a shallow society
looking for attractive answers, Ransom is the false hero.
At the same time th at he condemned society's idealization of the hollow
popular hero, James experimented with other types of protagonists. In his
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Preface to The Princess Casamassima. James presents the young British
bookbinder Hyacinth Robinson as his most conscious attem pt to create a
tragic hero. He refers to Hamlet and Lear as characters whose fine
awareness "makes absolutely the intensity of their adventure" (AH 62).
Describing his method of creating character and situation, James employs a
phrase associated with Aristotle's definition of tragedy:
[Hyacinth'sl being jealous of all the ease of life of which he tastes so
little, and, bitten, under this exasperation,with an aggressive,
vindictive, destructive social faith, his turning to treasons,
stratagems and spoils' might be as vivid a picture as one chose, but
would move to Ditv and terror only by the aid of some deeper
complication, some imposed and formidable issue. (AH 72;
emphasis added)
James complicates Hyacinth s character by making him fall in love with the
unattainable world he is committed to destroy.2
In The Sacred Fount. James presents another male protagonist who may

2 Although James previously displayed little interest in the abstract concept of
heroism, words like "heroic" appear more frequently in his notebooks and letters as he
enters the 1890s. Writing to his brother William in May 1894, for example, James
characterized their sister Alice's diary as "heroic in its individuality, its independence,
its face-to-face with the universe for-and-by h e r s e lf {Letters 3:481). He applied the
word sparingly to his own works. In his notebooks, only two characters, Fleda Vetch
and Owen Wingrave, are consistently described as heroic. Both date from this period.
On March 26,1892, James initially noted "the subject, or rather the idea, of a brave
soldierly act—an act of heroism” (Complete Notebooks 67). A month and half later on
May 8, he wrote, “The thing is to invent the particular heroic situation in which he
may have found himself —show just how he has been a hero even while throwing
away his arms" (68). Because James chose to tell this tale through the young hero's
military trainer, Owen Wingrave’s character never fully comes into focus. In addition,
the limited point of view makes it impossible for James to show "the particular heroic
situation." The hero's trial occurs off-stage, and the reader receives merely a second
hand report.
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be the victim of a corrupt society. This anonymous first-person narrator
resembles a detective as he attempts to determine if the inhabitants of an
English country house are practicing sexual vampirism. Unlike the detective,
the narrator may be misinterpreting what he observes. By the end of the
novel the self-appointed investigator himself has become a scapegoat. In
The Sacred Fount the man who challenges his society must suffer its
rejection.
The "valet-society" th at elevates false heroes like Ransom and crushes
would-be heroes like Hyacinth Robinson or the narrator of The Sacred Fount
is incapable of recognizing the true hero when he does emerge. Uninfected
with the fever of his age, Lambert Strether is exactly the kind of man James
called for in "Modern Women." Strether does not lay waste his power with
getting and spending like Waymarsh, for example, who is content to leave
culture to the women. When Madame de Vionnet asks if he remembers his
promise to "save" her, Strether assures her that he does not need to
understand her. "It will be enough," he tells her, "if I know w hat I meant
myself" (6.3*162). Unlike Ransom, Strether has no desire to dominate the
society in which he finds himself. He does, however, wish to define himself
on his own terms. Strether undertakes a heroic task: He attem pts to save a
fellow human being. S trether‘s vision is heroic: He sees generously,
imaginatively, and at last clearly. The social scale on which he must operate
is absurdly reduced, for this is the world that celebrates the superficial hero
like Basil Ransom and scorns the truly admirable man.
As he recognizes the importance of living fully, Strether finds new
meaning in his own existence. Several other late Jamesian men are similar
"second-chance" heroes. After an eerie confrontation with the person he
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might have been, Spencer Brydon of "The Jolly Corner" affirms his
commitment to Alice Staverton and thus steers his life in a new direction.3
Ralph Pendrel, the protagonist of James’s unfinished novel The Sense of the
Past, travels back in time to a more fulfilling life.4 Exposed to the corrupting
influence of a fortune, Graham Fielder of James’s final, unfinished novel, The
Ivorv Tower, must revise his life in order to deal with deception and the
abuses of power.
In his Preface to Roderick Hudson. James notes: "Really, universally,
relations stop nowhere, and the exquisite problem of the artist is eternally
but to draw, by geometry of his own, the circle within which they shall
happily aooear to do so" (Art 5). Within the circle of his work, Henry James
created a striking collection of individualized male figures who present a
dramatic record of their creator's efforts to define for himself the qualities of
a modern hero.

3 John Marcher of "The Beast in the Jungle." another male protagonist of James's
late work, is less fortunate. Marcher's recognition that he has missed h is opportunity
to live comes too late, "The Beast in the Jungle" and "The Jolly Corner" are among
James's most frequently discussed tales. Raymond Thor berg's "Terror Made Relevant:
James’s Ghost Stories" considers both tales and The Turn of the Screw as autobiography.
Allen F. Stein's "The Beast in 'The Jolly Corner': Spencer Brydon's Ironic Rebirth"
suggests a comparison with "The Beast in the Jungle," whereas Wiliam A. Freedman's
"Universality in 'The Jolly Corner”' offers a direct comparison. In 1963, Mary Ellen
Herx used Joseph Campbell's heroic monomyth as foundation for an archetypal reading
of another often examined work, "The Great Good Place."
4 In The Literature of the Second Self, C. F, Keppler compares Spencer Brydon and
Ralph Pendrel.
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ABSTRACT
This study examines the male American protagonists from four of Henry
James's major novels, Roderick Hudson. The American. The Bostonians, and
The Ambassadors. Considerations of the generic Jamesian hero usually
include James's heroines, and numerous works have concentrated on James's
female protagonists, but few comparable attem pts have been made to focus
exclusively on James's male protagonists. Both the dynamic character of
James's literary career and the extraordinary range of James's female
characters suggest that such a study may be warranted.
The scale of modes delineated by Northrop Frye in Anatomy of Criticism
provides an archetypal base for this study. Because the significance of the
hero depends not only on his own qualities but also on the genre or mode in
which he functions and on the way the reading audience perceives him, the
study also uses psychological, structuralist, and reader-response frameworks
to consider how the de-forming, re-forming, and blending of narrative
modes and the use of conventions clarify or obscure our perceptions of
James’s heroes. In Chapter 2, Roderick Hudson, who represents the old
heroic tradition, must be destroyed to allay James's anxiety of influence.
Chapter 3 employs the toooi of melodrama presented by Peter Brooks in The
Melodramatic Imaeination to discuss the double nature of James's The
American and the implicit threat posed by James's American hero
Christopher Newman. Chapter 4 considers James's most traditional hero,
Basil Ransom of The Bostonians. Examination of James's use of conventions
indicates that Basil Ransom is a false hero idealized by a shallow culture.
Chapter 5 offers an archetypal reading of The Ambassadors as a mockheroic, with Lambert Strether functioning as a true hero in an unheroic
150
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world. The varied roles of these four characters, who appear in novels
produced at different periods in Henry James's career, suggest that as a
group, James's male protagonists offer greater variety than critics have
heretofore accorded them.
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